A
Cows

Pasture.

at

We have all noticed within the last two
three weeks the intense satisfaction
eh the cows hate manifested on their
; :;m to the summer
pasturage. Xheeouot winter must have been irkan nt
to them, judging by the
me enough
.esoine anties
they played when they
o allowed a run on the
w■
green grass.
:> confinement is one of the incidents
our high northern latitude and the cold
■

long winters.
tiling will lie noticed by every

ill'

>ni-

one

ml observation, and that is that
us that have been well wintered,
propboused and regularly ami liberally
will do better at pasture this summer
such as have been neglected and half
I. a- we often seen them.
There are
i.iers who undertake to
keep cows, and
lcr feed them well nor house them
To such it makes but little difl'eran

■

wbother they have Ayrshires cd Alnatives or grades; they will have
r
f poor rows, let them come front
'. -mm, they
A man who keeps
may
vows titan he can feed, who has a
and dl ventilated stable will not only
-i.'kly cows, but tiis milk will be rank
strong, his butter bad, and his cheese
Dirt, except when scattered on a
pastures, never produced a farthing
firmer,
l'hcre is no enonomy in
i he good firmer keeps no more
than he van feed wi ll. If you go
.i the State, you will lind
poor cows
lint the poor farmer
peer firmer*,
tcgfthvr the poorer of the two. A
tarmer will make a
good cow into a
on**, almost by a miracle; while, on
'ther hand, a good firmer will make

:

iy l

from

cow

ei

a

poor one,

or

lather

poor larmni'l be disposed of in some summary
it would be :i blessing to the
country
;i
day of jubilee to the cows
V loan that will starve or abuse such a
I. beautiful, forbearing animal as a
lit only tor the loneliness of the
it
liven when she is kicked and
'i
at and Jnili led, and, when mater*
dleelioii is most strong, we take from
ier hrstbon, : nit she would like to lick
iinlile about the gn --r pastures with,
m
to at v,
make money from her
ie still turns up her mild
lot ; ui,k.
a; n res gnat! m. and goes uncoint
her jioor and slovenly shelter,
n.u.
m a murmur or a look of
reproaeli.
.t hutnau he si would submit uncomto such a fate
wats rejoice when the time comes
et ws out into the
pasture. It is
■able to take care of them, and as
ei al
rule the\ do better on grass,
ems t" be their natural feed than
ha’
1 -i-les we like to see them
i!* nit
enjoying themselves as they
We do not prize and appreciate the
a.f Hough.
Hie is one of the best
t.* tin-human family.
The flowing
t pun- milk, in which are danlies
ed for the rich and food for the poor,
h is both healthy and delicious: rich
ii
excellent cheese and the rolls of
i- n butter arc a few of these danties
■a we should not be
willing to be
ed ller products are carried wlie.rcivilized man goes, llow surely she
for every blade of grass, lock of hay
: kernel of corn with her
daily oontriand all she asks in return is
:gh to cat and drink, and that to lie of
I juaiity.
In Eastern lands, the good
pf -rd' watch their flocks by night,”
remain with them during the day,
ir tor the most fertile spots. Joseph's
m u
went to Dothan for better paslor Jacob had much cattle.
We
:
migrate and take our docks and
from place t > place as they used to
old times, nor is it desirtble that
lit. Hut wc can do whilt is better,
Unit is improve our pastures and intheir summer feed and so save them
,i ’timet s. Our system is better than
ol the ancients, and the cost of reno*
g our old pastures is no greater than
-■ ■st
:.nd wear and tear of fre.juent
rati ns to fun! m-w teed,
rlT<mghI
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Quality
■

Guernsey

M.C. Weld

1

Butter.

Massachusetts who
recent visit to the Channel

mail.: a

ol

"is anil

imported cattle lor other parwakes the following statement in a
u'tiele in the Country Gentleman
greatly disapp<anted with
Jersey and Guernsey

the
buto' it
appears in the market ami upon
hotel tables. It is not thoroughly
.id: is generally full ol buttermilk,
f eoiir.se not waxy anil tirni as it
it to be.
fhe color of Jersey butter
a good di al ; that of
Guernsey may
also, but it is generally of the richeJow
that
can
ami
is
never eolor;>
he,
is i was
repeatedly assured, and have
-on to doubt.
One of the officers of
•p icultural society, and a magistrate,
red lm- that colored butter is not
"o in the island.
1 ho price 1 found
about l'U to '22 pence (to cents a
>d
while in Jersey the prices is 10
1.' cents;.
It is made with very little
and when unite fresh is sweet and
tlavored, hut raiely high flavored, as
rate butter ought to be.
It is usually
doted in pound (cits laid upon eab-'■
leaves, and the pound is ten per
'. heavier than ours
It is dillicnlt to
a the amount of butter
given by any
dar cow, for, as with us. few farniwill take pains to keep milk separate
weigh the lmtter made by one cow for
•reek or for three and a half
days. The
■ valent
sy-tem, or more accurately a
muioii i r.t t,re is to milk three times a
••
sending either the noon or night's
to market, and
keejiing the mornmilk which i- more than one-third,
■utter, or .sending the night anil mornmilk to tin* city, retaining only the
inlay milking for home use
was

of both

Wliat

it

Pays

to

Do.

pays to manage the farm with econoand ibis is brought about, not so
■■1. l>\
economizing in one important

irticular,
•

as

in

many.

p the fence corners

grow in them, and

"

Jt, will pay to
that grass
that voitr neigh-

clean,
so

take ollense befau.se ot the
■■'tie and other l'eul seeds that you allow
'nature and lind their way into his cleankept holds. It will pay to build cheap
will

rates,
ne

as

not

they will save enough valuable
busy season ot the year to pay

ia the

expenses of constructing them many
ones over,
it will always pay to huved and water handy and near the kilobit wilt pay to Imild the dwellinguse with the view of
saving steps,
ia constructing and
remodelling their
'■'os. tanners would do well to consult
s.i their wives, for
they would suggest
iby which the home could be, made
re convenient.
It will pay to use more
at indoors and out.
It will pay to euuragc the children, (jive them an oc.-ional day tor recreation, (jive the
boys
oil or a calf to raise, aud let them have
money it is sold for, to invest in some
\
that meets with your approval. Jt
pay to make home so attractive that
t will
always be pleasant for the man to
('‘ink over his boyhood days. A pleasant
;
nte will make better boys ami better
" a.
It will pay to supply the house with
abundance of good reading matter,
■''"It as agricultural papers, etc., and as
-.I a library as one can afford, ft will
!‘ >y to plant and cultivate fruit trees of all
Kinds
Plenty of good fruit promotes
dth and longevity. Finally it will pay
do all the things we have enumerated,
md a hundred others that are now negI'eted, which many of us would do if we
"ould only take time to think. [Coleniatfs Kural World.
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that the two great
11
'tuisites for the successful cultivation ol
tine vegetables, are, tirst, an annual and
abundant supply of manure; and secondly,
this thoroughly with the soil by
■nixing
1
'instant stirring all summer. These will
g'ye a fine, luxuriant growth, and you
"ill not he troubled with weeds. Those
"bo follow this
suggestion will lind that
’bey have found out how to raise vegetables in abundance.
Top dressing the
ground before hoeing is a good method
lor
increasing the richness of the soil.

exchange remarks
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Millet.

part, had had

no adventures, and it seemed
to me not interesting to oiler theories to
one who could narrate facts.
One day she upbraided me for
my want
of confidence, but 1 realiy had nothing to
until
at
last
1
tell,
bethought myself of the

Song.

•A' this wonderful grass is of
great value to any farmer
having long winters,

O, warm, sweet breath of the southern wind,
Blow

softly

the sea;
Bearing iny kisses to lips that wait—
Wait for klsses from me.

and who needs a good supply of excellent
1 propose to give my
experience with
it.
Jt is sown the same as oats, from three
pocks to one bushel of seed to the aero.
1 he blade tirst resembles
young corn,
coming out alternately at live inches on
the stalks, which grow from 4 to 7 feet
high, having a large head, 1 1-2 to 2 inches in diameter, and 8 to 10 inches
long;
one head yields from 1 4 to 1-2
pint of
seed. Jt matures in about ten or twelve
weeks from the time ot sowing, ripens
slowly, and never falls down or wastes.
It resists the severest storm. The time it
will stand alter it is ripe and the manner
in which it resists wind is wonderful.
It
will yield from -Jo to 100 bushels of seed
and 2 to 1 tons of hay to the acre; will
grow in wet or dry, rich or pour land, and
is the surest crop I ever raised, and the
most profitable.
One rain on it will insure a fair crop, and it is not like the old
eomtnou millet or Hungarian grass.
.Being a great fertilizer, it leaves the ground
in a light, mellow condition and free from
oven thing that grows, the growth being
so luxuriant tliai it literally smothers out
everything else. It should not be sown
in any climate until the danger of frost is
It is sown in this climate from the
over.
doth of April to the 1st and loth of August
with good results. It can be cut as hay,
but the nicest way is to cut as oats or
wheat, and bind in bundles. 1 would recommend it unhesitatingly to any farmer
as the
cry best thing he can grow. Fowls
of all kinds fatten on the seed, and horses
and cattle eat it eairerly. For milch cows
it is unsurpassed.
[N. V Tribune.

hay,

over

Under the roses, white and red,
My love is watching the muon ;
The stars of the skies are watching her eyes,
I hat

are

deep

as

In another iw inent the sob in my voice
would have g von place to miserable
childish leai3. but id Richardson folded me in his arm and kissed me, laughing. That comlbrb .! me more than any
words could have dm o
"l’oor trusting little one!'1 he cried.
“The whole world is in conspiracy against
you, is it not ? 1 shall p.ay my role to
the end, however, and say that love you
forever. And can not you forgive Miss
Huntingdon? Is not she right when <ne
says that I owe my happiness to her?
And she may have told the story that
grieves you for the very purpose of making us happy. Can not you forgive her?-’
Yes. When he had talked to me an
hour or two, particularly when he had reassured me as to the grounds upon which
I held his love, i freely forgave her. Sitting there in the delicious twilight, with
that dear voice sounding so lovingly in
my ears, whom and what could 1 not

story of the ring.

the skies of June.

“How very curious!” cried Miss Hunt-

ingdon, when 1 had ended, her brown

Iiose and lily, watching her cheek.
Chant from their hiding place,
“Hail to tile queen of the lily and rose,
With tile rose and the lily face!”

eyes opened wide. “I)o let me see it. 1
shall certainly know it if 1 have ever seen
it before.”
O, swift, sweet messenger, come back,
So I took it from the case where it
Conte hack from over the sea;
lay
Bringing tile kisses that pure, sweet lips
and put it into her hands. And
glittering,
Gave you, in trust, lor me.
it was with a strange foolish pang that 1
saw her examine it, and heard her chatter
concerning it. She looked at it with unThe Story of a Ring.
feigned interest.
it seemed to me the most unfortunate
“It is really beautiful,” she said, “and
most uncommon.
position in the world.
No, there is not one
1 had arrived, about ten minutes before, among my acquaintances that 1 have ever
at the house of an aunt whom 1 had never
seen wear such a
ring. It is the oddest
I was to he her thing! And it all happened the
seen, and who was sick.
evening
nurse and companion.
Her servant hail you arrived ?
showed me into this wretched trap, as i
She had turned quite away from me,
now called it, in anguish of spirit, though
and was looking out of the window
1
it was really a pretty,cheerful little room, could not see her face at all.
i
“Miss Huntingdon,” 1 said, gravely,
opening by a curtained arch from the par!
lor, informing me that the house-keeper with an emotion which 1 concealed as
would he there immediately to conduct well as I was able, “will you answer me
!
me to my aunt.
And here was 1, an utter a question truthfully ?”
|
stranger, assisting at a lovers’ quarrel.
“Any question that a friend should ask,
Two persons had entered the room an I will answer truthfully
She did not
instant after I had seated myself. It was turn toward me as she spoke.
“Well, then, was it not you yourself
twilight, and the lamps were not yet lighted.
1 was wholly invisible, and they evi- who threw this ring away?”
Now she did turn, and looked me frankdently imagined themselves to possess the
solitude befitting their conversation.
ly n the eyes.
‘■The farce may as well end here,*' said
■Truthfully, it was not I.”
a woman's voice at the moment of Iter
“Thank you—oh. thank you !”
crossing the threshold. “Tor my part. 1
Why did 1 furtively kiss the ring?
am weary of the play.
I no longer love Why, if she had said “i’es,” would 1, in
1
will not pretend affection mere- turn, have thrown it passionately
you, and
away?
ly to feed your vanity, which is as limit- Ah ! the reader guesses.
less as your impertinence in persisting in
Farmers in Maine.
Jt was perhaps a fortnight after that
attentions that you see 1 detest.”
that I sat alone at mv window watching
1 am satisfied that fanning in Maine
It was the most intolerably proud voice the sun set beyond the lulls, tvhite with
cannot be successfully can'ieii on in the
that coulu be imagined.
snow, hut seeing it its one sees in it
absence of barnyard manure ami the
“I still love you, and you know it. And dream. All my thoughts were wanderof
our
ot
soils
amt
mixing
pasturing
I have far too much faith in your former
ing toward a happy hour last evening,
ploughed lands. 1 believe that the mixto credit the words put into when Dr. Richardson had asked rue to be
professions
of
sheep your mouth
ing f the soils and pasturing
by the anger of an unfortunate his wile.
on our mown fields are equal to the ma•
moment. You are utterly mistaken in your
From thence the days fled by like a
nure heaps, and without the three comj bined. we cannot .successfully keep up supposition. My love for you is always—” dream.
They were so happy, but so
“your love for me! Your love l" with short—that was all 1 had to complain of;
I have had great results from
our fields
an accent of angry scorn that delies deand they coo rapidly brought near a day
spreading sand upon still' clay. Plough
“Never dare to mention to me that 1 longed for and yet dreaded. And
the clay land in tin; fall and, cart on sand scription.
again a word that you can not comprehend —it is a sad confession—for the lirst time
so that you can see that it almost covers
It is an insult to me to hear it—an insult in my life I looked at myself often in the
tli
clay. The action of the frost opens that 1 will not endure. And to cure
your mirror. It seemed as if I had suddenly
the soil and the sand falls into the clay,
of my repentence, let me tell grown almost pretty. There was a pinkand in the spring it will he as soft as an apprehension
that I, who know the meaning of this color in my cheeks; my pale eyes had
ash-bed, and the efleet will bo seen for you
word that you utter so glibly—1 love some darkened and brightened,
fine day
in
1
have
treatthe
many years
lmy crop.
one else.”
think how foolish!—l really leaned over
ed land for several years, in this manner,
She stepped swiftly to the window and and kissed my own lips; it seemed so dewith tlie best results so that 1 can safely
threw it open.
There was an instant’s sito be a liltle handsome that 1 felt
say, from exprionce, that mixing soils, lence. There was audible the rustle of her lightlul to the
mirror.
grateful
pasturing sheep on improved land, and sleeve as she tossed
“Do not you wish 1 were beautiful?” 1
something from her
the husbanding of the manure piles are
with lorce.
said, one afternoon, to Dr. Richardson,
tliri e indispensable requisites for keeping
“1 have thrown your ring away,” she with a wistful longing that ho should tell
of
State
of
the
soil
in
the
the
up
fertility
explained with a nonchalance in extraor- me he thought me so. We were standing
Maine
[I!. G Abbott, in Xew England
dinary contrast with her former violence. near the open door of the parlor, just as
Farmer.
“1 threw it toward the cistern.
Possibly he was taking leave.
it has slipped through some crevice or
“Indeed I do not,” he answered, frankFarm paragraphs.
other, and gone down into the water. 1 ly. “1 love you just as you a'-e
( oru snaked in copperas (sulphate of
That was pleasant, but not what I wishhope so. In that case it is impossible that
iron ) water is said tu he sale from the al- the sight ol it can ever again insult me ed to hear.
with tiie remembrance that I have worn it.
“But do not you wish 1 were as handtaets of wire worms.
Permit me to wish you an exceedingly some—as Miss Huntingdon, for instance?”
Manure must decompose before it is
I persisted.
Think how bright and
good evening.”
available fu- plant food, lienee the ad“It; was easy to imagine the mocking laughing her brown eyes are! And what
vantage ot composing ami securing com- reverence of tiie
courtesy she now swept a gypsy color rises in her cheeks when
plete decomposition before applying to him; then she was gone. Immediately she is excited! She looks allame somethe ground.
after, and silently, he also left, the appart- times.”
“She does indeed,” said Dr. Richardson,
California gardeners are trying to pro- ment.
duce a beet which shall surpass in size one
They did not go too soon, whoever they smiling; “but 1 am not a salamander. 1
recently produced in the southern part of were. A cold perspiration dampened my have no wish that you should resemble
The vehe- her. Miss Huntingdon is too—”
that Stale, and which, :i is said, weighs forehead; i really trembled.
This is a hard beet to mence of the feelings engaged, the cer1,101.1 pounds
"Too excellent for this world !” cried
tainty felt by the actors of their complete that lady’s laughing voice outside. She
heat.
isolation, and my own innocent guilt in had
just entered the room, and stopped a
Milk or middlings scalded, and mixed
overhearing, all quite oveipowered me.
moment at the parlor door,
“(food-afterwith whey affords a good food for pigs in
Half a minute did not elapse after the
is the patient up
noon, Dr. Richardson,
summer and will keep them in good growlast sound oi the gentleman's footsteps bestairs better to-day ? 1 am on my way to
ing condition. If fed too freely upon corn fore the parlor door again opened, and a see her. 1 shall
not take you with me,
meal, they become too fat and stiller from prim little woman entered, with a
in
lamp
in order to earn Dr. Richardson’s
the heat of summer.
her hand. She looked in all tiie corners, Agnes,
good opinion over again—for once lie had
as one might search for a
dropped pocket- a good opinion of mo.” She looked up at
The cheek-ruin for horses has almost
handkerchief, and at last perceived the him sidewise and
laughed. She was wongone out of use in f.nglami pit is banished new comer.
this afternoon—all sparkle
front the army hv orders of Sir George
derfully
pretty
“Ah, miss, I have kept you waiting and
glow.
llurgoine, commander-in-chief. Blinders quite a time, to be sure ! Hut
your aunt
There was an instant's, but only an inare now looked upon with disfavor there:
took a sudden notion to put mustard
we wish they were here also.
stant's, odd constraint in Dr. Richardson’s
draughts on her ankles—though l)r. Rich- manner; then he said,
quite gravely,
ardson
had
and
he
never
just gone,
1 To lesser C. A’, ltiley asserts that in 187-1,
“You have not forfeited my good opinthe Southern States lost $20,00u,U00 by thought of ordering them !—and have ’em ion, Miss Huntingdon.”
And I supposed you'd he comthe cotton worm in a single week in 1871, ■she must.
The truth is. Dr. Richardson,” said
000,000 worth of grain was ruined by fortable here.”
Miss Huntingdon, her lace all lighted
thank
The
“Quite
comfortable,
in
and
that
187:!.
the chinch-hug;
you.
1871,
with saucy, inward laughter—“the truth
and 1876, the ltocky Mountain grasshop- servant said you would come presently.” is, you owe me a debt of gratitude deeper
best
some
have
tea
before
“Well,
you'd
than you ever can repay. Tull me now
per destroyed food to the amount of £00,you sec your aunt. She told me to give
'XtO.OOO.
frankly, if it were not for me, would
1
some.
shall
you
try to find something you be at tliis moment the happy man
a
.V company is about starting
great you like; though what with all these peo- you are?”
farming enterprise in the loot hills between ple Hying about the house that have got
“Frankly, I would not.”
Marysville and Smartsviile, California, no business here—this company, 1 mean
Dr. Richardson was very serious. liven
I don’t know whether i am on my head
where they have in a body about 1,700
Miss Huntingdon seemed to veil some
Orchards of orange trees, or feet.”
acres of hind.
under her guy manner. 1 was
feeling
1
will
and
almonds
received
the
refreshments
she
walnuts,
Faglish
pecans
brought troubled.
be laid out, and much ground devoted to me gratefully, after which 1 was conduct“Why do you two talk in riddles?” 1
ed to my aunt’s room.
wheat, clover, alfalfa, and sheep-raising.
asked. “Do not you both know that 1
Consideration for the leelings of other hate
no talent for guessing?”
Tito New York papers have extended
people was not one of the old lady’s char“At least you shall not cultivate it just
notices
ol
the
fatuous
stallion
obituary
acteristics, and after a few disparaging now, dear,” said Miss
Huntingdon. "Dr.
iiambletonian, which died at Chester, X. remarks on my personal
appearance, i Richardson will tell you when 1 am gone.
Y
las! Sunday at the age of nearly ‘27
was dismissed for the night.
I must
to your aunt,
it does her good
'Tiie sun was just risen next morning to scoldgo
years. 11G skin is to be stuffed, and set up
me.”
She turned away and movin Central Bark to show the points of a typ- when 1 took
courage to step outside and ed a step or two, and then looked back
ical American stock horse. /lambletoniau’s look about me. 'The
grass was very wet with a changed face. “Agnes,” she said,
chief claim to distinction is that he was with dew, but how it
sparkled in that fresh wistfully, “would you mind kissing me?"
the sireiof about 1,300 horses, among them
light! All at once I stopped and stared
“Mind kissing you ? What a question !
some of the fastest lmrses known to the
before me. There, glittering in the grass,
But you are not going away immediateAmerican turf.
a
1
stood
like
one
lay
fascinated,
ring.
at it very foolishly, for I knew well ly?”'
“Oil, 1 don't know. Perhaps I had betA correspondent says: Tor kitchen and gazing
what ring it was. Presently 1 heard some
ter bid you good-by now.” She kissed me
pantry floors, there is nothing better than one
calling far off, and not stopping to twice. “Good-by!” she said. Absolutely
a coat of hard
paint; the cracks should be
I picked the ring up, and ran back
the spark in her eyes was quenched m
tilled with putty before it is applied, and think,
to the house, all trembling
dew! “Agnes,” sho said, with an odd
tin- paint allowed to dry at least two weeks
At breakfast 1 endeavored to discover
sort of ball-laughing seriousness, “if you
before using. Then it is easily kept clean
the hero and heroine of last evening's drashould ever come to think that Ananias
by washing (not scrubbing) with milk ma. 'Two of the ladies were
sisters, tall, wTns a moral character in comparison
and water; soap should never be allowed
"Red lead and yellow ochre languid blondes, very beautifully dressed, with myself, it would lie impossible for
to touch it.
anil yery dainty. They trilled elegantly
to love me any more, would it not?
1 prefer for coloring; the former makes a
with their knives and iorks, and carried you
But let me assure you, my dear, that
bard paint that wears well/'
on airy
summer-morning ilirtations with some stories are told with the best possiiwu
gentlemen, who were each dark, and,
ble intentions.”
like the ladies, dressed with care a little
J hen she Jelt us.
American Bounties Abroad.
too exquisite. The third
Miss
Huntlady.
“What can she mean, dear?” I asked,
And though this rare and radiant vision has
ingdon, was a little person, with soft,
long since laded from the glowing canvas of pleasant, vivacious manners, in whose turning in wonder to Dr. Richardson.
He led me to the chair 1 had quitted,
public life, and is veiled from the view in conversation was
always a concealed sar- and placing me there again, stood before
the sanelitb'd seclusion of domestic happiness,
casm.
Hut
it
was far too indifferent and
American beauty still bears undisputed the
mo.
palm in the thoroughfares and bull rooms of too good-natured to belong to the lady of
“Agnes, she means me to confess to you
the Old World. The fair faces of our young last
night. Besides, her sweet mocking something that you need never have
girls adorn better than the roses the festive voice was as different as
possible from the known. And yet, perhaps, it is better
gatherings of royalty or nobility. Their bright
>oung beauty attracts the involuntary glance of deep, passionate tones that had so thrilled that you should.
She means that I once
And of the four gentlemen present,
very passer-bv on the streets or ill the parks me.
loved her.”
of every capital in Europe. The pencil of the certainly notone at all resembled the
porHe went on talking for a few minutes,
artist and the skill ot the photographer tind trait 1 had
painted for my hero. 1 was but 1 do not know what lie said.
their littest subjects in their dainty forms and
My
and
felt
sadly guilty again as 1 hands were cold, and objects before my
charming faces. At this moment there is to he puzzled,
seen in a picture store on the Hue A’euve dcs
thought of the ring lying all silently there eyes were blurred. She had deceived me.
Capueiues a lovely crayon head, the reproduc- in my pocket, and carrying every where It was to her and to him 1 had listened
tion in pencil of the photograph of a daughter with it a
story which 1 knew and had no that evening so long ago He had loved
of a well-known banker of Philadelphia. The
to know.
her. 1, who heard him declare it. knew
artist could lind no better subject whereon to right
Day followed day, and the days melted the depth of sincerity in the voice that
exercise his skill tliau llie features of this fair
into
weeks.
When
the
And
now
and then some gradually
faced foreigner.
every
novelty told her so. Had he sought my love only
dazzling belle, some acknowledged queen of of my position was over, it proved not as a solace for the wound that she had inbeauty, even in our land of fair women, comes nearly so terrible as it had seemed at first.
dicted? l'riend and lover—were both to
abroad and drifts from city to city, leaving beAunt Agnes said many harsh things, but fail me ?
hind her as she goes the renown of her charms,
and drawing around her every where a throng she did not mean them all, and the good“Have you nothing to say, Agnes?
ness of her heart
of admiring gazers.
compensated in some Why do you not answer me ?”
Another charm which the Amerieaine abroad measure for the
of
her
asperities
tongue.
“Wait for me one moment,” I replied,
possesses, to the envy of ail her European sisI saw a great deal of Dr. Richardson,
ters who are not Parisian born, is style, that
hearing my voice, but hardly recognizinsr
lie
was more than kind,
lie
nameless attraction which is more potent than
thought my it. “I will answer you when I return.”
The life lonesome and joyless, and brought me
grace, and more bewitching than beauty.
I left him abruptly, going slowly up
or
books
German damsel puts on a Parisian- many
that 1 had longed for, and inEnglish
stairs, my heart feeling broken. 1 got
made costume, and straightway it becomes terested iiiinselt in little
things that hap- the ring, and came down again, not
transformed into a stilf and graceless garb.
Ihit the New York belle dons the latest crea- pened, talking with me often, and always trembling at all, quite quiet, with that
tion of Worth, gives her skirts a shake, turns leaving me happier than he found me.
dreadful calm which accepts despair. In
But there was one thing that troubled
arounds three times before her glass, and walks
the blind jealousy of the moment it seemout of her boudoir a Parisieune everv inch of
me much. 1 sometimes fancied—and with
ed impossible that he could really love
her. Tlie mysteries of underskirts, Hie secrets unaccountable
distress—that
in
Dr. Rich- me,
of color, the knack of carrying trains and of
having once loved her.
ardson I had discovered the owner of the
“it is usual, J believe,” I said, with
knotting sashes seems to come to her bv intuiCertain
tones of his voice pierced some sort of a
tion. She fails behind the Parisieune 'in one ring.
smile, “to break an enshe cannot originate; hut she so me like a sudden pain,
respect
they carried me
a ring.
Would
catches the feeling and spirit of her original back so vividly to that unfortunate hour gagement by returning
you like that ours should be broken so?
that her copy equals it ill all respects. These in tlie dim little
alcove. Yet when I looked This is
your ring, is not it?”
types of American womanhood, therefore—the into his face
again, and into his eyes, so
“What do you mean, Agnes? Where
beauty and the lady of fashion—may be set
down as highly successful on this side of the content, so frankly happy, this imagina- did
you get this ring?” cried Dr. RichAtlantic. [Lady Hooper, in tiie Galaxy.
tion melted into a sweeter dream. But it
ardson, in great surprise.
returned again and again, and always
“1 was in the alcove there the night
W e've suspected lor some time past that j with deeper pain.
that Miss Huntingdon threw it away. I
measures would have to be taken to check
The visitors I found on my arrival were found it in the
garden next morning. I
the alarmingly rapid growth ot the Smith long since
gone. Miss Huntingdon lived heard all that
both said. Rut she has
sure
family. And hero now,
enough, a in the neighborhood; and it would, per- deceived me. you
.She said, when 1 asked her,
Pennsylvania man proposes to exhibit at haps, be proper to say that we were be- that this
ring was never hers. And you
the Centennial a
Smith roller and come quite intimate, had not all the talk
have deceived me; you told me that you
crusher."
and revelation been on her side. I, for my loved me.”

j

j

—
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NUMBER 50.
Whales.

A Canadian

paper, not at all given to
its news, tells
a
very strange ami sensational story about
a cot.'learned
murderer. Trotter, "who is
said to have acknowledged that lie, and
not Patrick James Whelan, was the murderer ot that eloquent orator, earnest
patriot and most charming companion,
Thomas D’Arcy McGee. McGee, then a
member of the Government in Ottawa,
was shot, it will lie remembered, at about
2 o’clock on the morning of too 7th ol
April, 1808. lie had delivered one of his
most brilliant speeches, and, leaving the
Canadian House of Commons, had walked
to his lodgings, a couple of hundred yards
away. As lie stopped to put his night-key
in the lock, some one, suddenly coming
up behind, placed a ptstol close to his
head and blew out his brains.
Whelan
was arrested on
suspicion, and though at
first the ease against iiim seemed very
slight, he was tinailv convicted, mainly
on circumstantial evidence, and
hanged.
Trotter was a page in the House of Commons at the time, and the son of the woman with whom McGee boarded, lie was
the iirst person to discover the body of the
murdered statesman, and was a compan
ion of Whelan, the murderer. The evidence at. the trial showed very clearly teat
McGee believed himself to tie followed,
and had walked with unusual haste to the
door, where he was delayed while trying to open it, the key within having,
contrary to custom, beta left in the lock.
Whelan’s friends always maintained his
innocence, and his own assertion, never
till now made public, was that he had not
done the shooting, Imt knew who had ; and
again that lie "was there but did not kill
It has always been held by the dehim.’’
tectives that there were th/eo persons concerned in the crime—- Whelan, his unknown
companion, and a third person of much
higher social position. J he late Judge
OTteilley of Kingston, whose masterly
conduct of the ease for the Crown seemed
Whelan’s conviction to the surprise ot
every one, held the same theory, and even
had some thought of pressing the charge
ugamsi suniu one wuoiu no suspected ol
being the third person in question. 1'he
development of the evidence against Whelan was startlingly (Iran atie, and the suspicion that there were accomplices with
or behind him who had never been reached
has always been so strong that those acquainted with the case are quite prepared
to accept Trotter’s story
ns in
part true
An attempt will be math to secure itis
confession or deposition, and. if it is successful, the light may at last lie cast on
the remarkable case.

inventing

[From tlie X. V. Herald oit'Mli inst.]
By telegrams rei eivi d in this ity IVmn Quebec and l’nrtluiiii, Maine, ye.-iei'dav, it is learned Hint Hie agents ul Mr. \V. C. (Joup, vvlio is
building an aequurium of grand proportions in
this city, at the comer of Thirty-lifth street and
Broadway, have ,-ocured two full-grown white
whales, and have transported them as far as tl.o
latter city in saicti. All agree that if the large
specimens secured by Mr. Coup are umded
safely iu New York, the feat will by a marvel
beyond precedent. The whales have been transported in safety, however, as tar as Portland,

]

or

exaggerating

amt me crown, ol attendants
having the aristocratic giants ol tiie sea in charge arc sanguine
that, under their assiduous cure, the journey
will l)u performed in safety, and the white wonders of the deep will reach New York alive and
in good condition.
The trouble ai d expense incurred in capturing these whale- would astonish an ordinary
business mail wif no eye to the speculative
tieid ol nature's w.Hitlers. In order to secure
these specimens it was necessary to send agents
to tiie coast of Calcatlor several months
ago.
There, on proper iiiianoial temptations being
have forgiven ?
ottered, certain expert whaling men were induced to
tin- ditlleuil— and lie many
And then, in the dusk, I heard her
light thought to attempt
lie impossible.—feat of capturing the
footstep on the stiir, and the rustic of her monsters.
the spring time it is the habDuring
dress.
it oi this species ol w hale lo take
in the
“Come in, dear M ss Huntingdon,” .1 little coves and bays oi the coast torefuge
calve. They
enter
when
the
tide
floods and depart very artcried, “and let me kiss you once more. I
have your ring on my linger, and love fully as it ebbs, lest tin y lie left high and dry,
as lias been several times the case.
The methyou more than 1 ever did in my life.”
od employed this time to t ike them alive was a
And we have been friends all our days novel as well as successful one.
until now.
A strong tank, very huge and especially constructed lor the purpose, was sunk at tiie inoulli
of one of tiie bays, the pon irons lid on
top beMiss Cushman's Prairie Hide,
ing li ft invitingly open. I hen, after the tide
came in at full flood, a
stiong net was stretched
across the outlet of the hay. and tile risk
[From the New York Graphic.]
trap
“When J was running on the Chicago and pel's sat down and waited p itientiv for the tide
to ebb. As the water began to shoal in the b:i\
Great Kastern Railroad I one day received an
order to have my enable, the Hercules, ready a number of very large \v bile whales were seen
in a state of great comm uioii. After vainlv
to take a train of two cars containing Charlotte
to sail out m li e open sea,
being reCushman, her luggage and attendants, from our striving
strained
by the net, which they did not attempt
flic great
station, Logansport, to Chicago
to break through, they naturally
the
sought
tragedienne had !o-t a connection somewhere
and was being taken over her route ay a special deep water in the tank m d the lid was dosed
on lheiu.
A derrick, w Inch had been provided
train.
Jt was a cold, rough after loon, a had day for for tiie purpose, was floated beside the trap,
and chains
hitched lo it and the weights
railroading on the prairies, with the tvind blow- that sunk itbeing
thrown nil', ail
ing over them as 1 believe it never blows any- to raise it clear out of i ,e attempt was made
water. Tiie weights
where else, except o!f Lake Michigan. Rut I
had my orders to put the train through so that was too great, however, ibr the power
Miss Cushman might he in season to till her en- ed oil tlie derrick, and tiie attempt was abandomed for the time, .bn inspection of the trap,
gagement that night in Chicago.
however, showed tiie dillicultv. There were
ne tram nau arrived at
Rogansport ten four while wli-des uf
prodigious size flounderminutes behind time, and we started out with
in- anuui
in uie.r capacious
prison, and their
the least delay possible.
I did my best, but in
combined
1
was
too giva- for the lining
woig
spite ot lire and steam tfie head-wind got the
of
a .paratus al hand. The old whafthe
power
better of us, and out on the open prairie, about
ers held a eoMicil and determined to sacrifice
four o'clock in the gray November afternoon,
two ot tl e prisoners in order that thev might
we came to a dead halt,
i went out with mv
seen re the other two alive.
After much dclav
oil-can and attempted to pass around the forand didii-ully. tlio two smaller whales were
ward end*of my engine, but the wind was so
f.i d and killed, and
the carcasses drawn
harpu
strong 1 had to give it up and crawl hack into
out ol I lie trap. The attempt to raise them was
the rah.
tli 11 made again, and this time with success.
Presently one of the brakemen, with his eap T.‘
trap and its contents were raised dear, and
tied on his head with a stout scarf, came foralter a long journey admit, landed safely on
ward to tell me that Miss Cushman wished V
•’•lore.
There a ear lilted up for liie purpose
see the engineer in the passenger ear.
I sent!
back word that I must positively decline ihe ! w;is ready to receive the strange passengers,
after
some trouble, the tank was placed in
and,
honor of an interview, that 1 would do thebe-t \
position on it. Two other tank-ears, ladened
! could with the train, and nothing that cou d
be said would make the least gain in our head- with sea-water, were attached to this, with apAs showing the penalties which attach
paratus so arranged that the tank in which die
way. The. brakeman took himself olf. and 1
whales disported was constantly led with a to the possession of
was not over and above pleased when Mil;*,
great wealth, the New
stream of fresh sea-water flowing m and out.
York Herald devotes six columns to the
my fireman, announced. ‘An’ it is herself lha is This
system w’crkod marvelously well,managed,
coming now, be jabbers P
publication of some specimens of the two
“Sure enough, there she was, looking as if however, with the care and skill of a large
of attendants skilled in such matters, and thousand letters which Mrs. Stewart has
force
she were the spirit of the wind. At firs die
the special train of the whales arrived at Portreceived from those who claim to be legitwalked majestically forward, the wind storm
land late on
without the least ac- imate heirs of her deceased husband
The
seeming to make no impression on h<*i --tout, cident to the Friday night
strange passengers. At this point, letters form an
erect figure, but soon she began to cling to the
interesting chapter of creit was thought best to abandon tiehowever,
sides of the cars, her ample skirts b owing
it seems that Mrs
rail and take to the sea for the rest of the trip dulity and greed.
bark, making any thing but a graceful or digni- to New* York.
Stewart still receives very many letters
fied appearance in her progress.
After we had dragged her lip into the cab and
every day, some of which are quite disshe was under the lee of the wind, she stormed
connected, while others border on the
A Hold Dash for Liberty.
about the delay enough, it seemed to m
to
profane. Some of the letters are humorNew York, June 4. The particulars of the
subdue any or all of the element*. .She tried
ous and request the widow to proceed to
high tragedy on me until she saw that it hadn't ; escape by means of a passing locomotive of an- divide the estate and to be sure and anthe least effect. ‘Rest assured/ 1 >aid to her, ! other batch of Sing Sing convicts furnish fresh
entirely unmoved bv her tirade, ‘that i shah do ! evidence of their wonderful desperation. A swer their letters at once. Others are ol
every thing that can be done. After llereu es year ago, it will be remembered, several pris- a jocose character, and on the part of the
oners boarded a locomotive in the
has had time to breathe a little I think he wii
pri-on yard writers there is a statement that they do
take u* on again.
1 imagine lie will find work- ! and compelled the engineer to run the guard not believe that
they have any of the
and
their
success
to
li:t\
enappeal-'
ing ahead <>t old Boreas in his present temp*, I posts,
blood of the Stewart family com sing in
to be a harder matter than any of the imnior- ! couraged others to imitate their example. Then
the convict quarrymen seized a locomotive at- their veins, but it there is any money to
tal labors of his great namesake.’
She >nii!ed and looked surprised that a man tached to a train, drove the engineer and lire- he distributed to please “send it along at
imi’t
oil, and, detaching the engine from the
!
iu mv position should know any thing at all of
once,” as one of the subscribers to a note
the heroes of mythology.
She now changed ears, ran it at liahPiing speed down the railstates,
I'liere is a letter from Mrs. Me
Ik r t;u t; th agreeable beaming from her coun- road track. Ail station men south wav frightened. as there were great fears that a terrible
tenance and the low, soft tones of the woman's
Cleary of Keokuk, which is rather pervoice, appealing to me in their honeyed persua- coliUkm might happen. The agent at the next emptory in its nature, and with it was a
siveness. 1 now felt the power of her personal station received an order from the Superinten- tin
type likeness of herself in cap and
magnetism. Mike looked at her in round-eyed dent of the road: “Turn your switch and mantle,
having features of considerable
wonder. She htui put new life into me, and it throw* engine coming on down track into the
Mrs MeCieary seems angry
seemed as if the Hercules drew strength from river.” lie turned his switch, but tin* ••ngine limitless.
did not reach there. The convicts ran her with
that .Judge Hilton should not recognize
my touch, for the stcam-guage ran up to almost
both
tid
she
filled with water, !mr>t her her and admit her claim at once as the
pumps
blowing-otf figures.
c\ Under head- and stopped : then tie r jump, d
1 told my distinguished passenger that if she
only living relative of M
Stewart, and
would now return to her ear i would try and oil* and ran for the woods. Some of them are bke
an old lady site speaks her mind
see what progress 1 could make.
She begged still at large. The same tactics were cnploved
One claimant recalls that
this time, only the escaping convicts took the rather freely.
to ride on the locomotive, but as I was inexorThe com i ts in h
able in my refusal (for I had become a little i engineer and lir man with tin m.
youth lie slept in the same bed with
made a rush for the track just as a train was Mr.
nervous over the crown-sheet for some reason,
Stewart; another remembers him as
besides one of the rules on the line was that no coining slowl y down, and just before the • n- a “.small
man1'; another appeals to the
reached
the
northern
entrance the congine
woman should ride on our engines) she had no
wife of the deceased as
Dear Aunty
other alternative but to return. 1 thought the j victs Carpenter, Farrell, Quinn and Wood
merciless wind would surely take the resolute ; rushed to the locomotive and jumped on it. Stewart," while an Indiana Stewart, “a
while .Murphy and Degan ran to the coupling
w oman olf her feet and drive her
past the train. 1
private in Company T>," claims to be a
Inn she soon grasped the step-guards of her ear in tin- rear of the tender and pulled the pin, in- second cousin, and is
willing to send
ai-o
to
on
the
but
the
four
get
engine,
with u will and was pulled upon the platform. ; tendihg
vouchers. A trance medium lias a mesWe started. I -lapped on all steam. The ! tiist named commanded the engineer to “pull
the deceased, in which lie asks
Hercule* nobly answered the throttle-valve | her w ide open,” and it ran down the track like sage from
and presently we vere making fair headway ! tie wind, the two last named convicts jumping' his wife to pay out his money liberally
against the line gale. My engine now regular- on the train, which was still under motion. and to circulate chills and lever remedies
ly laboring along, 1 glanced back to flu- train As the engine emerged from the south cud -a among bis late employes.
A Canada
and sawr Miss Cushman standing in lie front the arch with the desperate convicts on board,
.Stewart will lie content with a trilie,
end of the half-baggage and half-smoking car the guard at the southern post, taking in the
while a New York member of the family
watching us intently through the lop window situation at a glance, raised his carbine and
of the door. She nodded and smiled whenever tired at the fugitives. The ball passed through would like ten thousand dollars with
I looked that way, h: r great eyes uirlcam with the cab ot the engine and just missed the engi- which to go into business.
There was a
neer's head.
The latter, tearing he would be
excitement and a iook of suppressed power in
cheerful proposition overheard in the Park
let
himself
down
on
the
of
bis
shot,
I
s
never
uv lined on any other
step
her face that
engine
to kidnap Nlrs. Stewart and demand a
human countenance. I felt that she could if and, holding on to the hand-rail, swung his
she would have carried us along by her own body out of the range of the guardsman’s million dollars ransom.
carbine.
At this juncture one of the conwill.
We reached Chicago at 7 p. m. After leaving victs on the engine drew a revolver and
I'llE C.Vl.irOItNt V I.IOIIT.N'INO 'fltAIN. Tile
her car, instead of immediately entering her shot through the side of the cab at the enChicago newspapers give detailed accounts of
carriage that stood waiting for'her, she came, gineer. shouting to him at the same time, the westward progress of the California fast
transformed now into the gra a>us lady, to the “Get in here, you-The engineer train am! its arrival in that
city, in which the
engine, thanked me heartily for my etlbrts iu obeyed quickly, when they compelled him to following statements were made:
her behalf, told me she should • xpect me to at- run the engine a distance of two miles and a
“Extraordinary eantion had he.-n taken to
tend the theater that night m see how she half down the track and then stop her. Then make the new
arrangement work without a
stripped oil* their prison garb, hitch. Each
played after her ‘adventure,’ and, asking me the fourit men
employe, from Pittsburgh to
into rag* in their haste, and thrust it
the street and number of nn boarding-house, tearing
had been notified hy letter of what
Chicago,
shook my grimy hand as cordially as if it had into the red-hot furnace. They all had complete I was
expeeted of him: furthermore, general orbeen dressed in immaculate kid, and bade me citizens’ suits underneath. Then they sprang j ders had been issued,
covering in detail every
oil'the locomotive and dashed up the hill, thro’
good-by.
point, and lastly, from the moment the train
Half an hour afterward, while F was eating tin? woods, catching at the brush and often fall- .started the
w as in continual requisitelegraph
a hurried supper, a messenger from the theater
ing llat on their laces in their hurry. As thev tion. The train dispatcher sat at the instrument
called with a note for me in Miss Cushman’s reached the brow of the hill they turned and j the entire day. As soon as n station oil the
“Will meet you on Tenth avenue and
shouted,
own ehirography, containing an order that I
route was pa-sed—which was on an average
should thereafter be admitted free to any thea- make this all right, boss.” The engineer then j every eight, minutes—‘click, click, slick.’ went
ran his engine back to the prison as quickly as
tre where she might he playing an engagement.
the instrument, noting tlu; time, which in.
I went to hear her that night to be sure, am: on possible, when officers got on board and were
immediately compared Willi the special table,
the strength of my ‘standee’ ticket, standing taken down to where the convicts had gotten ! and lints to a fraction of a mile it could be asoil’, when they, too, jumped dow n and made
near the stage, was honored by a glance and
certained at any moment where the train was
nod of recognition. I saw her at'different places chase. Three of the convicts were Ia>t seen
•booming.’ The necessity for exact knowledge
afterward, and she never failed to greet me cor- making their way through Sleepy Hollow 1 on this point will he appreciated when it is
the Groton Aqueduct, toward Jiarlem
dially, calling me by name and referring pleas- across
stated that between Crestline and Chicago lire
antly to that trip across the prairie and to the Railroad. The fourth one has not been seen | special was compelled lo meet thirty-four trains
since. The two who failed to get on Hie engine j
old Hercules.
and pass twelve. Altogether for the distance
Since the death of this gifted lady and the started down the track on a run, but being in»t- j provision had to bo made to avoid collision
publishing of her will, with the various news- ly pursued by the guards, soon stopped. Mur- with forty-six trains, which required the nicest
hud thrown his orison garb away, and was
paper comments upon it and the character of phy
calculation, inasmuch as the special was runtlie testatrix in the light of that document, this attired in black trowsers and vest, w hite under- j tuna: not
only in tact, mil leetmicallv, •wild.’
smn. anu -i.:iu
mu.
cr.mrusimm man urvu
mile episouu in my raiirouu 1110 lias lresrieneu,
Ii had been determined that even in spite of
ami I have queried whether the tear of forfeit- his revolver on Murphy, when the latter threw aeridents—unless they were of a kind to smash
ins a few hundred dollars in the event of her up his hands, exelauni'ug, ‘T’ll give lip: I'll go things into ’kingdom come’—there should be no
he it at unable to lill that tl ret night’s engagement back.” The other convict m ule no resistance, unnecessary
delay, and to this end extra enin Chicago or the anxiety lest she should disap- and both were brousb >aek to ibe prison and gines, with steam fully nj> to racing point, were
a
point the people on the occasion caused that locked in dark cell, the escape can hardly he stationed ell along the road at intervals of forty
accounted for. The great fault lies in the fact
most uuwarranLible excitement on her part
ami tints if one engine gave out premathat the prison is not oniv too close to New miles,
during that notable (to me) railroad trip.”
turely another could he speedily substituted.
York, but to the railroad track, and such scenes There was aNo on hoard au
expert telegrapher,
as those of to-day are II t1 v to l,c r -enacted towitli apparatus for attachment to the wires at
morrow.
A House of Many Woodsany point in swamp or wilderness.
The passengers presented a sorrv-looking ap| From Hie Philadelphia Times.]
LFrom ttie St. Louis ltepublican. |
pearance on arriving here, and doubtless would
One of the most interesting of the State
Ail old Texas cattle-man named Siebert have cheerfully given four hits fora bath. They
it they had been drawn by the heels
buildings, the Mississippi log cabin, was proved a very rough customer for a pair looked asadust
through
heap of variegated lines. Dust
yesterday opened to the public, and though of hungry thieves to ileal with. lie had an.r dirt ware everywhere discernible. All
the arrangements for a full exhibition ol sold his drove in Chicago and pocketed were jaded and worn out with tit# jolting to
the displays contributed from this portion •S7O00 as the proceeds. A couple of rail- which they had been subjected, and the excitement under which they labored.
of the United States are not
road thieves found cut he had a

employ-

—

—
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yet completonward enjoy the privileges of examining the natural
and industrial products of this State as
fast as they’ are placed iu position. The
cabin itself is now one of the most unique
structures on the grounds.
Every foot of
timber used iu its erection was shipped
from Mississippi, and carpenters from that
State came here to put it up. With its
walls of native wood fresh from the forest, its rustic framed windows, Gothic

ed, all visitors will from

large

of money, and apparently resolved to get it at any risk. The prize was
worth their daring. They tried all their
usual tricks on the oid fellow before he
left Chicago, but failed to catch him in
any trap. When he had gathered up his
valise and take t a western-bound train
they tollowed him. They took seats behind him in the ear, watching their opportunity. Just after the Burlington and
Missouri River train lelt Burlington the
doorway and overhanging eaves fringed rate of speed was slow, and the eld man
with moss; its balconies of naturally and was dozing in his seat. Now was their
curiously carved roots and limbs, and its chance if ever. One ot the thieves reached
numberless reminiscences of the untrod- over and seized the old man’s poeketbook
den forest, it forms one of the most inter- from liis side-pocket, knowing just where
esting, if not the most instructive, build- to place his hand on it, and tiie other
ings on the grounds. There are in the grabbed the valise and ran—one towards
building sixty-eight different kinds oi the front door, and the other for the rear
wood in the superstructure, not including platform. But the old man was too widethe door panels, which are made of forty- awake. lie drew his pistol and tired, first
eight different varieties. The outside walls at one and then at the other. One fell in
are chiefly of hickory split logs with the
the door of the car fatally wounded, and
bark on, while the door and window the other on the platform dead. The old
frames are made of many varieties of pine. man had a good eye for such birds on the
The entire structure is rich with ornaments wing. They had his money and all his
found carved by nature in Mississippi for- effects, and it was evidently their intenests, while the inner walls are of linely- tion to jump the train. It was a bold risk
polished specimens of every variety of but it was a big sum. The train was
pine. Some of these resemble bird’s-eye stopped—tiie dead and dying were carried
maple in their delicate vein tracings, w hile off, and the Texas cattle-drover gave himothers, from the heart of the tree, are al- self up for examination.
Both thieves
most as dark and brilliant as mahogany. were well known on the road, and tiie
The porticos on both sides are ornamented men were glad they were out of tiie way.
with mosses, while from the arched ver- Siebert was
warmly congratulated upon
andas are pendant beautiiul hanging bask- his certain aim, and will be discharged
ets.
from custody without doubt.
now

amount

A murder case awaiting trial in Indiana
according to the Indiana papers, expected to give rise to much legal discussion as to whether the circumstances juswas,

!

tified (lie charge. A juggler who alleged
that lie possessed some power which rendered him “bullet proof,” invited the prisoner in the case to aim at him with a
loaded musket, assuring him that he might
do so without the slightest fear of producing any paintul results. The prisoner accepted the kind invitation, and with a
loaded musket presented to him by the
juggler immediately sent a bullet through
his head.
It is urged that as there was no
intention on the part of the prisoner to kill
the deceased, the charge of murder cannot
be maintained. The juggler was thoroughly confident of his own invulnerability, and
several of his relations who were to be
called as witnesses for the defence were
prepared to prove that, although several
times shot at before, lie was never hurt.
Some low years ago in England a “wizard”
at one of the theatres begged one of the
audience as a favor to lire a gun at him.
The spectator thus invited loaded the gun
with a charge of shot lie had brought with
him for the express purpose of testing the
alleged invulnerability of the wizard. The
result was painful in tho extreme. The
wizard's face was peppered with the shot,
and the spectator who fired the gun was
given into the custody of the police. Both
narrowly escaped death—one by the gun,
the other by the gallows.

Nation of Soldiers*

Almost the first thing to impress a
foreigner
in
Germany is its martial appearance. Military
upon
and
each
male in\,;.i,nPed
everything,
V.
dividual Has been. is. or is to be a soldier.
*
^K>se»
V1L! an,;
know, wh> irravelv shake
thmr heads a! what
they 1- rm monarchical oppression m keeping a standing ann\ tint cripi i'*s and eats up the very substance of the land*•111, however this may In, that army is certainJl magnificent and
well-regulated institution,
ly
l'lie lVus<i:ms are naiurally good
soldiers, the
that
make
qualities
military heroes being com*
uion to their race.
While their French neighbors work up a wonderful amount of enthusiasm
over a cause, and, with all their native
bravery, tight most desporateh, tln v e.\cr<*is»> that
cool-headed theory in military tactics which
has so often enabled them to hear oil’ the
palms
of victory. Their common soldiers, as n ix»dv
possess both obedience and submission, qualities universally characteristic of subordinate
Teutons. Perhaps the movements in t»io lute
L'ranco-Frussian and former wars wuii ttieir
inveterate enemy, show that they can blindly
obey a command better than any other civiiizeil

people.

In peaceful times it seems very hard fora
to he obliged to render to his country at
least a year's service, three years if he is less
favorably situated. No wonder that, this is the
great then o in every circle, and that in families
where there are sons growing up to manhood,
there is little else thought or talked of. When
young men serve before they are oJd enough to
take any very serious view of life, before they
have married or formed any business ties, they
are apt to regard a soldier's life in
peaceful
times as rather a desirable one. Lightly conthe
service
which
sidering
they must render,
and the loss of time to all their own interests,
they only anticipate the rollicking leisure which
they will spend with boon companions. It is
this period of life which the majority select for
the time of their service; consequently in the
gav processions which the lower classes make,
there is nothing to indicate that they, at any
rate, regard this as a hard decree of their country. With heating drums and flying colors,
tlit*v march about the streets followed by a decidedly ragamuffin though enthusiastic crowd.
The day is ended up in great hilarity at beer
gardens which resound with their spirited
•soldier song- and the thundering notes of the
favorite “Watch on the Rhine.”
To live in one of Germany’s fortified cities,
like Coblenz or Mayence, is little better than
residing within the narrow coniines of a forties-; itself.
^ ou see nothing but gloomy fortifications and hard-working military, hear nothing, from the time that the reveille awakes vou
m the morning, hut the
heavy tramp of soldiers
to and from their posts of duty. In an unfortified town, where only one or two companies
are
stationed, there is just brass buttonisni
enough to give spirit to the place. In Wiesbaden, during our residence there, the military
wa- composed of cavalry and
artillery officers
and a few men.
I heir duties did not seem to
be vt-rv ardiioii-, for they dashed around on
horseback up and down the neighboring mouii
tains all the mor ling and put in a full attendance to every gayety of the afternoon and evening hour. A watering place is by these officers
considered a desirable position, for besides the
:imu*cnient which ii a thirds, they meet in >u
social world many foreigners, to whom, by
their linguistic accompli.- hinents, thev make
themselves very agreeable, decidedly so if
these strangers lie Americans.
* lit* L
u-siuiis ii> a i:m i* :tiv :t
poop it* oi remarkable tine physique, ami their officer- seem
to he the very piel; of the land.
W alking or
riding, on duty or in the hail room, tlnv cerare
magnificent looking men. ami it is
tainly
only to he regretted that they thcni-elves so
thoroughly appreciate this hot. Thus- who
distinguished themselves in tin* late war wear
the “Iron Cross’* presented by the Kaiser;
this mark ot honor attracts general admiration
to tin* wearer.
A great many ladies have also
received this cross tor services rendered on
hat tie-fields, in hospitals and elsewhere.
To
them, no doubt, it was a more deserved honor
than to many titled otlicers. Some old veterans
and honor-showered heroes wear a string of
glittering medals across half of tie breast from
th** buttons to the epaulette. This looks especially fine on the gay Austrian officers, whose
blonde beauty is set off by light blue coats w itli
silver trimmings.
The Hussar uniform, requiting an aim si
faultless figure, is the finest ot all the various
habiliments oi the Prussian army. The excessive personal vanity of these Hussars,
however,
utterly extinguishes any admiration with which
one niay have regarded them on first
acquaintance.
they never miss ail opportunity to distine
their
and
in
crowded
asplay
appearance,
semblies strut about like peacocks; under tio
circumstances sitting down; indeed, in their
dress uniform it is doubtful whether thev can
do anything but stand or move about. A little
cap is used by all officers as a head covering for
general wear, the massive spiked helmet which
gives toja body of men such a soldierly and invincible appearance, being worn only on esmail

pecial

oeeasions.

In order to keep up this fine and immaculate
personal appearance own high ranked officer
has a sort of valet, or as thev are called, liediThev. poor, miserable beings, are on the
enlc.
verv lowest peg of military
promotion, and
their arrogant masters make such beasts of burden of them that thev ai
truly to be pitied.
Thev wash and mend the linens, brush and
keep in order the uniforms and run about on
all sorts ot errand-.
Ilow often have wo seen
them rushing madly toward the Casino with
newly renovated uniforms over the arm, as if
dire punishment awaited them were they live
minutes late. A scared. flyaway looking officer's
servant stood near its one* day while
watching
a
parade. Some one came along and said to him
“your master is looking for you.’’ Positively it
that Unlit at>, hud been shot out of a cannon,
he could not have dashed more wildly to the
spot, where in a lit of rage, hi* master stood
waiting to dismount. This little trille entirelv
turned tie* tide of lav..r against the otherwise
bland smiling llrrr Lieut< nmu. Some officers
whenever they ride, have
melancholy Beili>:ntc bobbing up and down a few yards in the
rear, but the generality go unaccompanied.
Among the officers themselves it is curious
to note the deference which the -mailer fry have
to show to superiors.
Indeed at promenade
concerts sometimes, 1 have been firtnlv convinced that the higher officers paced so unceasingly around tor no other purpose than to enjoy
having subordinates wheel around, face them
and make the salute. 1 recollect at one afternoon concert, being jammed down in
* seat,
with tin* wall <>n one side of me and on the
other a liveiv little cadet, who positively if he
bounced up or.ee did so twenty times, and dropped down into his seat again like a jack-knife
suddenly shut to. just because a pomp us officer kept pacing up and down that aish
The manners of the Pru--ian miiiiary are
simply perfect. 1’he military men of al! countries are universally aeknowi !ged to be gallant, and yet I cannot but winder that tin so
Prussians, men who are so staunch and solid
in all the stern requirements
: war, .should
have reached Mich perfection of» r apieite. Their
manners,
brilliant
conversation
and
polished
gay repartee make them the lions of every ball
room and social gathering, and their
society is
universally sought after. Toward ladies, whether acquaintance* or strangers, they
gallantly courteous.

are

most

It is not to be womb iv I a
mammas and enthusiastic

Unit tie* ambitious
daughter* of other
lands -hould regard a Prussian officer as a very
eligible parti, but that that opinion should be
also held by Germans, is rather more surprising. Notwithstanding how well known arc nil
th* ir short coming-in their own country, the-,
military men are considered great ••catches” iu
tie matrimonial market.
They themselves are.
shrewd, and nor. apt to marry a German girl
unle-- she is an heiress, or at least pretty well
<ff‘. With foreigners sometimes th v are as
thoroughly taken in on tin* financial subject atliey deserve to be. Their pay, no matter how
high tin* position, tails si> short, of their yearly
expenses that they look for some one who can
liesides this, the Prussian
pay off their debts
government, iti order to prevent war leaving a
number of penniless widows dependent upon
them, lias made a law requiring every officer
who marries to lav down thirty thousand thalvis i'»r ms

nullity

s

suppon

111

ns*1 o! ms

uealh.

Tile officers, of course lim e not cot it, unit so it
comes down to the simple foot that whoever
marries one of these captivating knights has
got to nay thirty tlionsaml thalers for him.

Diamonds at mi Exposition. Tho
Brazilian commissioner says that among
other articles brought on from his country
for the Centennial E\hibition_\vas a magnificent ilisplay of diamonds. The collection is worth S3.000.000; but as tho
commissioner was informed at the custom
house that he would be required to itivo
his personal bond for twice this sum before the vuluablas can be taken from the
custom house—to guarantee against their
sale—and as the commissioner could not
conveniently do this, the visitors to tho
Exhibition will be deprived of the brilliant

spectacle.
An egg-condensing factory lias been established at Passau, Havaria, wherein the
eggs are dried and then reduced to aline
meal, which is packed in air-tight cans,
ready for shipment.
is massive, lias square
square face and a low, broad
forehead. 11 is voice is thin, high and
powerful, and his eloquence is ono of the
enthusiastic kind.

Bishop Simpson

shoulders,

a

Times are so dull with the New York
hotels that the clerks are on tiie verge of
reform, and the occasional traveler is astonished to find himself for once an object
of interest to those great men.
Albert Smith’s literary signature, “A.
was once shown to Douglas Jerrold,
at which the wit remarked, “Ah. that’s a
fellow who never tells more than twothirds of tho truth.”

S.,”

George T. Merryman, n Brunswick dentist, was
found nearly dead on Thursday in a room which he
hud taken at the City Hotel, Portland, being under
the influence of ether which he had voluntarily inhaled. He claimed that he had no iuteution of suicide, but it is believed that his mind hud been affected by trouble.
The letter “O” is called the most charitable
of all the alphabet, because it is found ofteuer
than any other in “doing good.”

Oiuriusiftti

Gossip.

The Boston Post of Monday has the fol-

movements sire watched with

ety by all parties.

grunt ansi-!

large delegation is present here from
lowing outlook concerning the chances of Kentucky, heavily reinfureed by solid men
the several Presidential aspirants at the from Chicago, who propose pushing ilrist ay as a compromise candidate. Some of
Republican National Convention:—
the former are so wild as to declare lie can
Cincinnati June 11. About one-half of
his state il nominated; but the imthe delegates are now here and the rest carry
of doing this seems to be an inare expected
and Tuesday possibility
to-morrow
sufferable obstacle in the way of his suctlic
men
morning. Among
distinguished
cess.
who arrived this morning were Gov. Moriiie heavy men of the New York liegan. and George William Curtis ol New
form Club have not yet arrived. Ohio men
Voik, (ten. 1 law lev. ot Connecticut, James talk with enthusiasm of
Hayes’war record
Russell Rowell, Richard 11. Dana, Jr..
and of his political repute; but outside of
Judge lloar and President Chadhourne of his own delegation there does not seem to
Massachusetts, Hon. Charles B. Harwell he
any strong feeling it his favor. ’1 here
and Hon. Joseph Medill of Illinois. lion.
is no fight against him, because it is not
John A. Logan, lion. Matt Carpenter, Guv
thought worth while. Morton’s proximity
Shepherd and several others came in from hurts
him. The recent talk about W’asliThe
last
three
Washington.
earnestly op burue as a candidate on whom all may
pose the nomination of Bristow, while of unite lias further decreased the chances of
the others named all except Mr. Harwell
a candidate from Ohio.
The pressure to
are for Bristow. Harwell is
advocating the nominate a man from New York is very
nomination of lion. William A. Wheeler,
It is felt that the Empire State will
and says there are several others of the Il- great.
he tire pivotal point of the Presidential
linois delegation who will go with him.
and that the best way to make a vicHe urges this nomination as a compromise. light,
is to nominate a candidate from that
The contest between the friends of Blaine tory
State. The N ew Yoi k delegation is strenand Conkling and of Bristow is tierce, and
Their choice is
uous upon this point.
threatens to become unreconcilable: while
but they will defer to the choice
between the friends of Bristow, Morton Conkling,
of the other delegations if it should be
and Hayes there is the greatest cordiality,
that William A. Wheeler or E. 1).
and a tacit agreement that with the nom- thought
will m ike the stronger candidate.
ination of either the other will be satisfied. Morgan
Mr. Wheeler develops a great deal of
The Conkling men are very busy schemand seems to grow in favor, lie
ing, and they count on winning through strength
has few enemies and many very earnest
combinations. They are offering the second
friends who are working for him most enplace to friends of Hayes, ijut the latter refuse to take the bait.
There was ijuite an ergetically.
Gen. Alex. Shuler, one of the delegates
excitement in the city upon the receipt of
chosen by the Reform Club to go to Cinthe news of Mr. Blaine’s illness, and sjieccinnati to electioneer for Secretary Brisuiation is rife as to where his strength will
tow, declines going, lie assigns as a reain
his
case
illness
shall
to
sebe
go
prove
in
son that he has never been a
rious.

for the first time the city presented evidence, to be seen by any one,
that something unusual was on hand.
Great crowds surged through the leading
hotels and streets. Everywhere there were
groups eagerly discussing Blaine, Bristow
Conkling, Morton, Hayes and never, perhaps, were there wilder political conjectures than could bo obtained from these
groups. Every candidate was certain of
the nomination according to the ideas ot
his friends, and none of them could see
the slightest possible chance lor the failure of his favorite.
Cornell and company
say: “You will be astonished at the vote
tor Conkling on the first ballot.” Bradley,
liallaway and company say: “You will be
amazed at the strength Morton will develop at the start.”
Noyes, Wykoif and
others: “\Yo do not brag, but Hayes is
sure to win.”
Harlan, Goodloe, Murray,
Hinnell and Kentucky generally, say:
“\Ve have no second choice, for we know
that the party must take Bristow, to have
a sure
thing.” Even the friends ot Blaine
claim to lie sure of the nomination; but
they are showing their confidence in a
way that is weakening Blaine every hour.
Hon. Eugene Hale and Hon. William P.
Frye, who are to manage his canvass are
at the Burnett House,
living interviewed
Mr. Hale said: “So far as rooms beinrr
engaged tor Mr. Blaine is concerned there
is no truth whatever in it; all the rooms
for the Maine delegation and their friends
in Maine were engaged on the day when
the National Committee selected Cincinati as the place for holding the Convention.
Mr. Blaine at that time had no intention of
coming here, and has no intention of doing
so now.
As to the rumor of his withdrawal. any man who could have been in Washington any time scince last Tuesday and
seen the feeling and, more
especially, tiie
enthusiastic expressions of public confidence in Mr. Blaine that have poured in
by letter and telegram from almost every
State in the Union, would have been considered little less than mad to talk about
withdrawal. The evidence, especially on
Wednesday and Thursday, those being
the last days before we left Washington,
were of the most marked and
encourag,ing character. T his was very noticeable,
that with each day they increased in number and intensity of expression.”
It is apparent from the events of to-day
that Mr. Blaine ami his friends intend to
light it out to tiie end, and they intend to
do everything in their power to thrust him

yesterday

A

partisan

politics and does not choose to become
one now. lie is a Republican and only desires to have the Convention nominate the
best mail to be found, regradless oi locality. \\ ith such a man he deems success
assured. lie could not, however, consent
to go to Cincinnati as the champion of the
claims of any individual.
Escape

of Fenian

Prisoners.

J he

Irish American citizens recently
perfected and carried out a plan for the
escape of some twenty of their compatriots, who were confined in the British penal colonies in Western Australia. These
men were

convicted of

in the

complicity

I'cniau invasion of Canada, a few years
ago, and were held in very rigorous coulinement. Their release was one of the
boldest efforts of the kind in

history,

and bids fair to be entirely successful, although this latter point is not assured, as
the released men are still at sea in some
unknown latitudes.

The Herald

gives the

following history of the plan and execution
of the enterprise—
It is

years since the iuja oi
releasing t he Fenian prisoners contim d in
Western Australia took delinite shape and beThe chief leader and
gan to he acted upon.
prime mover in the enterprise is one of tiie
bravest and most devote I of the Irish nationalists, residing in one of our eastern cities, but
whose name we are not yet at liberty to divu'ge. A remarkable fact in connection with
the whole business, which must be kept in
mind from the outset, is that from the beginning to the present lime only eight persons have
been employed as principals in the scheme, and
these have made and carried forward all the
plans and woiked out all the details, with never
a lack of harmony and not a whi-per from one
of them during all these months which lias excited even suspicion of the great work they
now

some

two

performing.
Boyle O'Reilly of the Boston Pilot had been

were

at

one

time

a

comrade in the army and

a

fellow

prisoner with these men in Western Australia.
By extraordinary exertions he had escaped,
being mainly helped by the captain of an American whaling vessel. He knew the country in
which these men were coulined; he knew by
bitter experience ail the dreary details of their
prison life. UR position as an Irish nationalist
was characterized by unflinching devotion to
the cause, resolute determination, and a humanity which rendered him intensely desirous
<>I winning for his fellow-prisoners, left behind,
the prize of liberty which he had won for him-

self. To him the chief actor resorted for a detailed plan of operations in the matter; and it
is due. entirely to his judgment and thoroughly
wise arrangements that such a measure of sucon the Republican party as a candidate;
cess was attained.
But one other person in
will
hear
of
no
they
compromise; they Boston was a member of tlie <*f>nspiracy, Mr.
Dennis j>. Cashmun, like Mr. O’Reilly, lonnerwill admit ol no second choice; in fact,
ly a fellow prisoner (political) in Australia
they are the latest example of the dog in with the men just released, and like him escap
the manger; for, being unable to cat bay ing at the
peril of his life. These two associthey are determined no cue else shall. ates have worked untiringly.
Were
not
the prisoners now afloat somewhei r
This being their disposition, the important question is whether they can carry on the ocean, the relation of the details of the
scheme as carried out would seem like rehearsout their rule or ruin policy.
1 am happy
ing an idle tale. Toe prisoners in Australia
to say that 1 have some information that were scattered up and down the
country, hunto
dreds
of miles apart. The two best men wen*
show
that
cannot
It
succeed.
goes
they
is well known that at the Illinois Repub- m Freeinantle, one of the most strongly guardlican Canveuliou, last month, Blaine came ed prisons in the world, with lioo mounted rangers to scour the bush in all directions, in ca>e
to the surface as the universal favorite. a
prisoner should elude the vigilance of the inHe had a vast majority of the delegates to side guard and work outside. Altogether the
the State Convention and every one of the extremes of the points of imprisonment were
GOO miles apart. The stupendous operation was
delegates to the Cincinnati Convention. to be performed
of releasing these men simultaBut to-day I had a free talk with one of
neously, by a plan concocted in a country thouthe delegates-at-large Iron) that State, who sands of miles
away, through men who must
is one of the lour men who will have continue their labors for months, yes, years,
all
the
and
time
be silent ms tin* grave, though
great tintlucnee in the delegation. This
subordinates by hundreds, and comgentleman raid, “We shall on the lirst employing
to raise money by thousands.
It has all
ballot, give Mr. Blaine the 42 votes of the pelled
been accomplished, and it is believed every
State; but if 1 were requested to guess, 1 prisoner is on his way to a friend y port.
( ashman knew Freeinantle well—it had long
should say that will be the end of Blaine
in Illinois. On the second ballot, if I were been his miserable home. Boyle O’Reilly was
no whit behind him in knowledge of the
places
asked to guess again, 1 should say it
of confinement in the hated prRon island, and
would be30 for lluyes and six for Morton.” b dh were familiar
by experience with some
1 his information from such
a.source seem- necessary operations in atrial for escapement.
ed to settle the matter in the minds of a Suflirient funds were tirst raised, the faithful
lew to whom it was imparted. It was everywhere contributing lor what they were
was a
conceded that with the two leading West- assured of the goodA end, though they’ knew
plot.
nothing
horse, a brace ot pistols,
ern States
casting SO votes for Hayes that a guide, and everything necessary for a hasty
his chauees will be better than any other run to the sea coast were prepared, so that in
aspirant, and that he had ceased to be the ease tiie men were re eased from prison nothini; snouiu Du warning id iaciniuie meir leaving
dark horse.
Hit: rangers bcliiml. Each ]>risouer was coiiThe Ohio delegation met at the Grand sitleruil separately, and plans arranged as though
Hotel last night. A hint of the attitude lie was the only one eon lined oil the island.
of Illinois being given, the enthusiasm for The horn of his escape, the exact point on the
sea-coast where he was to make his rendezvous
Hayes was largely increased, and those —all these details were arranged scrupulously
who were lukewarm before,
scenting vic- with regard to each individual, and then the
tory, became his most ardent friends. All linal arrangements made as a whole. Months
these signs and tokens do not dishearten elapsed in the performance of this herculean
the Conkling men, indeed they are more task.
These details completed, the linal arrangecoulident than ever, and because they ments were in order.
Hoyle Olteilly proceeded
have already on the ground a brass band to New Bedford and procured a staunch
whaland 700
was manned with a crew in
shoutors.”
vessel.
She
tlio
ing
During
day
which was a smart sprinkling of Irish Nationthey have their band and “shouters” at alits.
and with a smart Massachusetts Yankee
the Grand, Gibson, Harnett, St. James
Throughout the whole ship's company
and other hotels, lu each and on the captain.
the most thorough and amicable understanding
route from one to tlie other there was existed. She was titled out for a whaling cruise,
music from the band and many hurrahs and eighteen months ago sailed ostensibly for
for Conkling. They astonished the staid such a voyage. At precisely the same time an
Irish Nationalist was among the passengers
residents by their vigorous shouting and from one
of our cities on a mail steamer to
their proficiency in music; but whether Australia. To him was entrusted the
importmade
ant
task
of
votes
for
all
any
bringing ail these scattered rays to
they
Conkling by
this hubbub is at best doubtful. There is a focus, and working up the denouement. Arrived out, lie made his presence known to Che
a general impression that their
proceed- imprisoned men. lie procured
the horses and
ings embody nothing better than much attendants. lie arranged for the coast meetsound and fury, signifying nothing, yet ings. He subsidized the corrupt guards, and in
tire Conklingites are more certain to- this lies one great secret of the success of the
any man in that service can he
night than ever of the success of their fa- enterprise;
bought for money. Here, again, months were
vorite, and they set down ail who deny it employed
in the perfection of further details.
as knaves or fools.
It is evident that'the
Meanwhile the winder cruiseu the ocean.—
Convention will have no difficulty in se- many oceans, in tact. The time drew nigh.
lecting its temporary and permanent pre- Something more than three months ago the supreme hour arrived, and the Yankee whaler
siding officers. The general sentiment, commenced
up her precious cargo of
however, appears to be centring on Gen. refugees on picking
the Australian coast. The admirJ. M. Harlan of Kentucky for permanent able nicety of tiie details was now
apparent.
Chairman. The National Committee will One after another of tire escaped prisoners
were
taken
on
all
hold its first meeting on Monday at the
board, until,
being rescued,
Burnett House, when all the prelimina- the ship sailed—somewhere. But previous to
leaving the coast the telegraph wires connectries of the Convention will be determined.
ing with tiie island of Java were cut. and the
The Iriends of Conkling are the most only means of communication in that form
severed. For more than three months no telenumerous and enthusiastic of all the delecommunications with Australia has
gations. They have organization on their graphic
been possible.
side and a determination to win. Wlieu
Where next? That is what British cruisers
the New York Conkling Club marched to —one in particular—are
anxiously inquiring.
their hotel to the music of their Ninth Tiie details of her movements are as perfect to
Hie
end
of
the
performance as they have thus far
Regiment Band, the friends of other can- been.
Only those eight persons know where to
didates felt that they had come to fight
look for her, hut they do know, and are buoythe battle through. The friends of the ant with
hope, which is very near fruition. The
New York Senator speak with great con- ship will probably he heard from before
long
votes on the first from some source.
fidence, and claim
ballot. They speak of accessions from

the Southern States.
Senator Morton lias a good many
friends here, and they are very active.
Rinehback and the Louisiana delegates
are working like tigers in his behalf, and
express their ability to carry the Southern Republicans for the War Governor of
Indiana. Morton has no idea of selling
out his chances at this date, though Eastern men seem to think he has no show.
The great problem of the hour here is
Blaine.
How does he stand? Can he
hold his delegates? Will his pluck and
boldness carry him through with a dash ?
Can he hold his own in any event, so as
to dictate a nomination? These are the
questions asked of delegates and outside
politicians on every corner. The Blaine
men smile and express confidence in their
chief's dash. They think he has created a
tidal wave of enthusiasm which will be
able to carry him through. He has some
good workers here, and more are expected by the Congressional train.
Their

They say

presented

that when Admiral Porter was

to Dom Pedro he said to Iiis

Majesty : “I had the honor of attending
Dorn
your wedding before you did!”
Pedro enjoys a joke, and was well pleased with this one, which, paradoxical as it
sounds, was literally true. Donna Teresa,
the Empress, is a Neapolitan princess, and
was married to Dom Pedro
by proxy in
Naples. Admiral Porter, then a young
officer, was with the United States lleet
In the Day of Naples at tiie time, and was
present at the marriage. He was also on
one of our vessels, which formed
part of
the escort of the bride out of the harbor.
This vessel was on its way to Rio, and
reached the Brazilian Capital in time for
Admiral Porter to witness the actual marriage of Dom Pedro and his bride.
Willard Orff, about two aud a half years old, and
the only child of Lincoln Orff of North Waldoboro,

while out doors playing fell into a well near the
house, and was drowned. His mother missing him,
commenced a search, aud after a little while found
him in the well.

Th»

Blaine

Scandal.

On the 7tli the Blaine scandal was very
lively in the Committee room and on the
floor of the House, Blaine charged Proctor Knott. Chairman of

with

having suppressed

the Committee,
a dispatch from

Josiah Caldwell, at London, exonerating
Blaine from complicity in the bond busi-

was

replied that there had
suppression that the dispatch

Mr. Knott

ness.

been

no

in

—

hands of the

the

where it

belonged,

weight.

There

Committee,

and would have due
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Committee was appointed before any one but
himself knew of his resolution, and that whatenr animus there was in tlie resolution would
not be credited to Southern malice, for it originated with one who not only did not light in
the Confederate army, but who did not light in
the Union army through a substitute. It was
an
allusion to the relative war records of
Messrs, Tarbox and Blaine, not at all favorable to tilt* latter, and Mr. Blaine did not dare
To his man, Mr. Frye, he deleto refer to it.
gated the introductory work of his irrelevant
which
was merely another of his indefence,
sinuations, to the effect that Mr. Tarbox had
improperly possessed himself of an advanced
copy of Mr. Blaine's speech on the currency.
Mr. Tnrbox's reply was that that charge was
untrue.
Mr. Frye got his knuckles well rapped, and retired to give way to Mr. Blaine,
whose on!\ reply was the insulting remark
that he still believed Mr. Tarbox had obtained
the copy improperly, and his nice sense of
honor was so hurt that he had not since spoken
to Mr. Tarbox, wherefrom it appeared that
Mr. Blaine's honor is a particularly sensitive
plant, and Mr. Tarbox is to be commiserated
to the extent that In* is ignored by the great
Bepiibliean chieftain and railroad bond broker.
Sudden

anil

Severe Illness
.Blaine,

of

Mr,

Washington', June 11. This morning a
short time before 11 o’clock. ex-Speakcr Blaine
h it his residence in company with Mrs. Blaine
and slowly walked to the Congregational church
about three-quarters of a mile from their home.
Ju>L as they reached the church lie complained
of a severe pain in his head and dizziness, at
the same time placing his hand upon it
Filtering the vestibule he was so overcome with sudden illness that he came near falling, but this
was prevented and he was assisted to a seat on
the steps, when he exclaimed, “oh. this pain!”
A conveyance
having been procured, Mrs.
Blaine returned home with him, he being then
unconscious. A bed was brought into the front
parlor on which he was laid, and messengers
having been sent for Surgeon-General Barnes
and Doctors Bliss, Cox, Verdi and Pope, they
soon appeared and lost no time in cupping the
>pine and resorting to other counter irritants
and rev ulsive enamata. From 11 o’clock in the
morning until 4 1*. M., Mr. Blaine lay unconscious, breathing irregularly, his wife, physician. and other friends remaining at his bedside
all that lime.
The physicians said Mr. Blaine was suffering
from iiv per-excitement of the brain and the
nervous system, superinduced by recent events,
in which he was a prominent actor, besides the
symptoms were aggravated by the weather
which was to-day oppressive.
TIIE CAUSE OF ILLNESS.

It will be recollected that several weeks ago
Mr. Blaine was confined to his house several
days by a slow type of malarial fever, but appeared before the sub-Judiciary Committee,
who were investigating the charges against
him, before he had fully recovered from the
effects of that disease. This, with the excitement on his part both before the committee and
in the. House, the large number of persons daily
in conference with him and his attention to ail
extensive correspondence, including very many
iciegruui* mim an pans oi me country, especially during the past few weeks, the loss of
rest or other causes, produced the strain upon
his mind that caused his sudden illness to-day.
Secretary Bristow called at toe house as soon
as he heard of Mr. Blaine’s illness, as also did
Secretaries Fish, Robeson. Chandler, Postmaster .Jewell. Gen. Sherman, Senator Ferry and
Paddock, Gen. Gartiekl and other gentlemen of
prominence. Thu sympathy for Mr. Blaine
was
not confined to’ political friends, many
Democrats having called to inquire his condition and regretting his sudden illness.
About I this alternoon Air, Blaine’s consciousness gradually returned, when he recognized his wife and inquired of her what was
the matter, and she replied that he was ill and
after that lie, for the first time, turned over on
his bed unaided, liis breathing was better ai.il
his pulse stronger. The ancma produced some
effect, but not to the extent desired and therefore the doctors applied electricity. They say
that the symptoms are favorable,’although he
does not appear fully restored to consciousness.
This evening one of them said in private conversation that the attack was clearly a case of
sun-stroke or heat-stroke, lo which Mr. Blaine
was rendered liable on account of his recent
illness, overwork, excitement and loss of rest.
I p to Tuesday evening Air. Blaine had much
improved. The telegraph sends the following—
Washington, June 13. About eight o’clock
this evening Mr. Blaine called for paper and
pencil and without the aid of any kind wrote
the following message to be telegraphed Air.
Ilale at Cincinnati:

Washington,

June

13—S.TOP. SI.

Lugene Hale, Cincinnati:
1 am entirely convalescent;
suffering only from
physical weakness. Impress upon my friends the

great debt of gratitude I
steadfastness with which
in my hour of trial.

owe for the unparalleled
they have adhered to n.t*
J. <j. Plaint.
The foregoing message was written by Mr.
Blaine at his own suggestion and is in his usual
bold and distinct hand writing, showing no
traces of weakness or hesitation.

[ITom the Janesville (Wis.) Gazette.
Mr. Solomon Soule, of Stoughton, a
farmer and an old resident of Dane county
started for the centennial exposition yesterday. The manner in which ho and his
whole family—in all eight persons—are
traveling, is akin to the days before railways were built. 1 ie proposes to travel to
Philadelphia in light wagons, and to make
tlie journey as pleasant as possible, he ordered two light spring vehicles,each drawn
by a span of sprightly mustang ponies,
lie also takes along an extra horse, to be
used in case of emergency. One of the
wagons conveys the family, and the other
provisions and bedding. Easy camp chairs
instead of common seats are provided for
the family ia the wagon. Mr. Soule has
a driver for one of his teams, and takes
charge of the other himself. He has also
a good tent, which he will put
up for lodging on each night. His outfit is complete,
and the entire family anticipate taking a
good deal of comfort on their journey eastward. After seing the centennial he proposes to drive to Maine, his former home,
and spend several weeks, and return to
Wisconsin late in the fall. The party camped in this city last night pitching their
tent on South Main street, opposite the
residence of Hon. Wm. A Lewreuce.
A milkman was drowned at Rochester the other
the Democrat explains: "He w'as milking
tlie river uud fell in."
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The Democratic State Convention, that
assembled at Bangor on Tuesday, was a
splendid gathering of the friends of inform in the national and state administraIt was a convention of tho men
tions

—That staunch and reliable old Demo-

and wo

than any other man. lie has been
the uncompromising foe of all thieving
and corruption in otliee. Xo rings or combinations have been strong enough or

den

sees

the

light

Wiil the country he content to take the

Republican party’s

estimate of

own

itself,

and iu the lace of its undeniable record
for mal administration, place it again in

power? It is not to be concealed—in fact
it is apparent to every one—that there exists great apprehension among the sober
and thinking men of the country, without
to

There is

a

fear that it has

so fastened itself upon the
body politic,
and so permeated its vitals, that it cannot
be torn away. When the United States

had severed tho bonds that bound her to
the mother country, and taken her place
among the nations of the earth, there was
apprehension among the friends of the

the

—Judiciary
suppresses
unpleasant
Blaine dispatch and hi> friend Tarbox steals an
advance copy of one of Blaine’s speeches. It
is time the democratic papers preached on "line
sense of honor.’’
[Lewiston Journal.

The Hartford, Conn., Times in an article
“Tilden'’ discusses the relativh
strength of the several candidates for the
headed

democratic nomination for president, it
credits Governor Tilden with 430 of the
738 votes which will be cast in the national convention, and attributes 204 of the

remaining

votes to

Hendricks.
to the

Taking fora text, we wiilsuppo.se, tho
ot Blaine, in waylaying a witness
summoned by a committee and retaining
a package of letters which lit; had promsupporters of Governor ised, “on the honor of a gentleman,” to

The states, which

according

Times, will give either all

of their

nominating

votes

course

return.

most

or

ably
prophesied

that the

government had
—but were the hand and brain workers of
not in it the elements of strength and stathe land. They know how disastrously
bility—that it was destined to succumb to
the present lavish expenditure, the pertho destructive iniluences of discontent,
vading corruption, and the indifference to creating sedition, or to fail, as Rome fell,
the sufferings of the people, are affecting
through corruption and luxury.
the welfare of those who do the real work
Each and all of these agencies has in
of the land. 'They know better than any
turn presented itself.
France brought seone else the need of niuoiiM—nay the
vere pressure to bear in the endeavor to
of
it—if
we
lo
a
are
have
connnecessity
attach this country to the fortunes of Natry

worth

living

new

in.

The interest with which they listened poleon Bonaparte,
tried to induce it t
to the calm blit terribly forcible arraignment of the administration

.J. C.
Madigan, whose peroration brought down
thunders of applause, and to the fiery elo-

by lion.

are:
20 Mississippi,
10
Alabama,
0
California,.12 Nevada,
o
New Hampshire,
10
Colorado,
-12 New York,
7o
Connecticut,
Georgia,.22 Oregon,.0
b
Iowa, -.22 Rhode island,
42 South Carolina,
11
Illinois,
24
-10
Texas,
Kentucky,
10 Vermont,
lo
Louisiana,
.11
22
Maine,
Virginia,
20
20
Wisconsin,
Massachusetts,

as

it had

previously

Uncij: Sam

countenance the ex-

>

of tiio revolution.
England endeavored to crush the mercantile marine

Uukokm.”

—The brick shell ot

the < >hi

the material to be removed in

it. is

tlie

rising

dispenses light ami heat,

sun

together cast forty votes. The votes which
according to the Times, Governor Hen-

is

All

came.

denying

no

time Troclor Knott

a

gentleman from Maine will squeal.

—Judge Peters, wc notice, accompanies
delegation to Cincinnati, It will
take till the Judge’s humor and infinite

UO
<>

the Maine

lu

Virginia,

West

men

omens.

wit. lie recently remarked oi Maine—
“it docs seem a little remarkable that you
cannot touch one of the.->e railroads but the

dricks will receive on the earlier ballots,
from the following states:

Florida,.S
1_*
Arkansas,
pi
i'enuessee,
41
Ohio,
lu
Minnesota,
bO
Missouri,

good

—Tin-re's

are

Kansas,
Indiana,
Nebraska,

>1 i-

—Our candidate for Governor, the lion.
.John C Talbot, lives in the extreme eastThat’s where
ern county of tlie State.

instructed to vote for cx-Goveruor Barker,
will in due time go over to Mr. Tilden.
The delegations from these three states

eo

•

timent.

and from ttu; east the wise

C arolina,

>u111

sixty days

to have the historical old

pity

a

•

tor SI A",

lice go down, but public necessity and the
march of improvement stride over all sen-

supposed
Maryland and Delaware—
who will vote in the first place for Senator
Bayard—and from New Jersey who are

....

cesses

and

Church, Boston, lias been sold

may
delegates from

Norm

—

Total,.ii04

of the

■ ■

last year, for sound money, reform of
ives.
abuses, and endorse the champion of re-

There

are

palms,

with all

rich.

The

all

of

grades

itching ing

his nomination.

Hut aside from these

gradations of prices. Of- delegations, to which possibly those from
candidate
ficials grow suddenly and mysteriously
Pennsylvania and Kansas may be added,

which

assail. With
candidate and such a platform, the
Democracy of Maine ought to prevail.
such

corruptionists cannot

a

We mentioned

that three

recently

mur-

ders had occurred in Maine this year since
the enactment of the law repealing capital
at the rate ot one a
Since that time there has been

punishment, being
month.
two

attempts

at murder—one at

Tarming-

something

in

rotten

the

stale” is as apparent to tlie senses hero
as it was in Denmark to the nostrils of
Hamlet.

undergoing its trial
machinations of corruption.

through the
The people know,

understand and appreThe convention in session at
Cincinnati, however much it may be under the inlluence of the corruptionists,

ciate this.

will

the need of

see

deferring

somewhat

to the demand of the

time, at least so far
tou and one at Bangor. In the latter case
as to “assume a virtue, if it have it not.”
a young man. Ansel Hall, sent a bullet
The convention will present tiie curious
through the leg of Geo L\ Russell. Afterol an endeavor by the frantic
spectacle
wards Hall remarked, according to a dethe particulars, that “lie
jail for the privilege
That tells the story
about the efficacy ol iaiv m protecting human life.
No person contemplating mur-

spatch giving

could afford to lie in
of shooting Russell.”

der will hold that he can alibi'd to be hung
for the gratification of his revenge, tint
ho can and will afford to undergo imprisonment, with the chances of escape and

pardon.

friends of various

aspirants

peculation and probity in the

actually guilty,
science

:uul

in

or

to

reconcile

of those
connivance anil conease

those who have winked at thett

for it afterwards ia the in-

apologized

terests of the

guised tii.it

part)-.

even

tuous will he

But it cannot be disseemingly vir-

the most

fearfully weighted by

the

undeniable records of the administration
and its adherents, from which there is no
escape.

While

a

party

were

seated,

a

few

ago at the table of the Ivineo II nise, and
had approached the conclusion of the

meal,

a

gentleman

who is not

An apple pie,
is like u kiss,

gale

ol

to nominate a man who even

professes

fairs, there will lie a moral gain to that
small extent, l'or the organs and orators
of the party have steadily sinned against
light and knowledge by the declaration

laughter.

It

in vain that our modest friend protested that he only quoted from memory,
lie was crowned poet of the occasion, and
was

at every meal, by some mysterious attrac
tion, all the apple pie and cheese gather-

ed about his plate.

The cheese press and
the wooing press are not entitled to monopolize a good thing like this, so we put
in the claim of the

Convention shall conmuch to the demand for reform

ltepubliean

Said he—

without cheese,
without it squeeze.”

a

as

so

purpose to remove the blot of corruption from the administration of public af-

The smile that rippled around the company, like the morning zephyr on the

lake, grew into

cede

generally
suddenly, like

given to wooing the muse,
Mr. W'cgg, dropped into poetry.
"

If the

days

printing

press to

a

share.

that no

corruption exists.

The Democratic National Convention,
which will assemble at St. Louis two weeks
later, will be hampered by no necessity
for dodging or evasion in this matter. The
party has protested from the tirst against
the lax notions of law, and the loose
ideas of the administration of law, by
which these Hood gates of corruption and
disgrace have been opened. And they will
still further emphasize this declaration at

by recognizing the fact that the
named Alfred Johnson of country's necessity has dwarfed other isGloucester, Mass., intends the present sues in view of the peril from that source.
week to attempt the feat of crossing the The declaration against oflicial robbery
Atlantic ocean in a fishing dory twenty will lie indignant and
And the
emphatic.

length. The dory
expressly lor the occasion,

has been built
and lias three
compartments and decked over. lie will
be unaccompanied by any one and has
laid in a store of provisions and water for

upheld,

it probably
required tor a

as

votes will be

will be, 492

choice. The
table of the Times shows that little of this
number is
cludes

as

now

'flip article

lacking,

con-

follows:

From those figures it would appear that GovTilden is really the preference of the country at large. Should his own state unite upon
him, he would undoubtedly receive Hie nomination; and if nominated with a man like Gov.
Trumbull, of Illinois, for Vice-President, lie
would be elected by the people.
l!ut some of the leading men and old politicians of New York in the democratic partv are
opposing the nomination of Governor Tilden.
So far we have seen no good reason for their
opposition. They may say he cannot lx* elected.
Hut is this true? The people are very largely
in favor of him. He is strong wilh tin* old democrat**, and the liberals specially favor him. Do
the old leaders Tear that Tilden will not show
them special lavors it lie becomes president?
Does lie decline to enter into all their \ ie\vs? If
so, this may make him still stronger with the
masses.
Can Tilden carry New York? This is
the question that will be most seriously asked
at .St. Tonis, and unless his opponents can give
substantial reasons why he cannot carry that
state, the convention may see lit to nominate
him. He ran carry Connecticut. Why not New
York? We are all ready and anxious to listen
to the reasons.
It lit do not gentlemen, oppose
him without very good reasons. There are
other good and pure and popular then. Hut the
public sentiment having so largely centered upon Governor Tilden. lie should not lie abandoned at the appearance of the first puli' of smoke.
ernor

St. Lovis Delegates. The Conventions

of three Maine Congressional Districts
were held at Bangor on Tuesday, for the
choice of delegates to the National Convention.
The following is the result.
Second District
I). K. Hastings, Fryo—

man

feet in

likely

a

St. Louis,

A young

which is not

the Tilden column on the third or
fourth ballot, il the two-third rule should

join

to

be

country is

The

delegation

there is no

and fame of the Democratic nominee for the
Presidency should be a still
stronger protest against the great danger
and disgrace of the time, lie must be a
name

burg. and Arthur Small, Balii, chosen delegates, with Alonzo Carcelon, Lewiston,
and Galen C. Moses. Bath, as Alternates.
Fourth District—J S. Bicker, Bangor, and
A. M. Bobinson, Dover, Delegates. Fifth
District
W. 11. MeLellan, Belfast, and
—

John B. lied man, Ellsworth, Delegates,
with Henry Spaulding, South Thomaston
and (f. F. Granger, Calais, as alternates.
at

Paris, June 3th,

at the age ot 72.
George was a woman
who wrote novels of a kind so passionate

that they bordered very closely on forbidden literature—books that were worse in
what they suggested than what was rela-

ted,

as

all of

us

whoso

imaginative days

the appearance of
“Boso and Blanche” “Delia” and “Indiana” can remember. Her real name was

corresponded

with

man, whose way through life, either in
ninety day's voyage. It seems a fool public or private station, lias attained no Madame Dudevant. Like many French
hardy enterprise, but Mr. Johnsen expects personal advantage, except by the straight women of prominence she did not altothe matrimonial tether, but
to be compensated by exhibiting himself and direct
path of integrity—who can turn gether regard
her
affections
“here a little and there
and dory in Liverpool after his safe ar- the pages id1 his life, as lie would the gave
a little” according to caprice—small
in
is
which
ho
most
irregevent
rival,
sanguine. leaves of a book, and without a blush bid
Of course the dory is named Centennial. the world read. With such a man in the ularities that are more readily overlooked
Presidential chair, how the moral stamina in indulgent Baris than elsewhere, especThe conspiracy against the good name
of the public service would revive!—how ially if the transgressor be brilliant, witty
and fame ol Speaker Kerr has exploded.
the very air about the White House, the and successful. The laurel wreathed triba

It is

now allowed on all hands that llarney, who testifies that he paid Kerr money
for a commission in the army is a poor

creature, tiie tool of the conspirators, and
that the money went into his pocket. All
the members will sign a report exonerat-

ing the Speaker. Mr. Kerr’s health is
ing, and it is doubtful if he recovers.

fail-

—Dom Pedro of Brazil, was visiting
Boston and other New England cities last
week. lie meets everywhere with enthusiastic receptions.

Departments and the Capitol would be

ute to

that lies upon her grave, will
with the tear of pity and compas-

genius

sweetened and purified !—how the hopes sparkle
sion.
in the perpetuation of our experiment of
—If Diogenes
!
would be

self-government

strengthened

The Democratic party lias no lack ot
statesmen among its adherents and leaders—men of high courage, liberal views,

patriotism, and unstained integrity. Any of them would mako an excellent
President. But, taking into account the
devoted

the national

were travelling through
capitol, peering around with

his lantern in search of an honest man,
would he select the author of the Mulligan letters ?

—Oregon

came

last week, with
The Democrats

special requirements that we have alluded
to, with all the surroundings of the emi- strongly.

up

nobly

at her election

Democratic victory.
have the Legislature

a

a

discretion end economy permeate and control tin
official lisa s of the administrators of justice and of
the law', the trust will he unworthily performed,
seriously endangered, perhaps well nigh destroyed.
fin* ancient Republic.' ol nreeceund Romeiurui'h
us with Miilicieut warning.
Idiose Republics wen;
down in .'..dm* s ami woe, tiieir admiuistrati rs lived
in atllm-nee ami luxury. Let us beware aud proht
If tne money of the people go*--,
by tin-ir example
unju'tiy p m !i t ii tew, if they are obliged t- -i,b
iuit to e\ci --r.
luxe.' to mak* up deficiencies crea'
ed by peculation, if centralization of power usurps
tin* plac* of equal and gem-raily diifu>ed rights, it
is for :!a* peopii to anp'v the reim-ly. tie* power
and tin* right are in their hands.
Let them then *:■ immd that there be a return,
the Fa
speedy and thorough. t.» ti;.- principles
tilers; where wrong ha- h 1 place b-r right prevail,
where mere
tizati'lni- has hud sway let patriot
ism direct; let tne glorious Banner of Reform be
Hung to the bre, /e, and then from the bravest, the
noblest and the best let choice be made of the om*
most worthy to beat tie standard on.
And is it
not strange, singular, an l possibly a special dispen
cation, that among tho-e generally believed to !•••
best fitted for our coiiutrv s redemption, then- is omname for a h>ug while endearing!. applied to th*
IIMT,

II" e-

| *'

UIU'

..I''

"1

I!

>:t»i -on-. .1 name and person,
pun-t aanl mu t
ami ot aloe ilit' so <•: r.
11!
betilt i ng ! lie needs ot
ill** hour.
^ »-.t. and nuf ie a -11 mi ng to -peak but for
my-ell'.ind ill""' 1 itutu diutely represent believing
it a duty iu a time like thi- for each one frankly to
n.
auitor of this import
expre-s hi- -•i.'iimn.
-anib reiiite
.ui'V, i'i'r;:i,:i i; n 'ti.it V :.. 0 t: ter t"
of 'his brnad laud *,1
will g" u: overwhelming
hurrahs of r» form and u.it.oual j»uiiti *;ition, it our
h e
ry t
name of “I'm-b >am.'
\ ml a- we stand to-day upon tin* linear di\ ision
between tin* century of tlie pa-t and ot that upon
which we are about to titer, as we call to receive
t be lights and shadows of departed time, and attempt
to solve the mldies ot tin* days beiore us, earnestly
ilesirous as all should be the better in the great here
after to discharg** our duties to our t jod. our country and our fellow man. let 0:11 purposes be noble
and our re>oI\ s be high; not to permit the renew al
of the .mcieiit landmarks the lathe:: have set, but
er *o aid in bearing aloft the glorious 1 'onstitution
ruir ancients framed, md to commit it as a sacred
trust to those who con e a tier us, that it may always
be the “pillar ><f chutd by day and the pillar of tire
by night" unto all tin- people of air common and
beloved country.
>

Mr. Muiligan wu- fr* .• -n•... ;til* rrupted l»y
npih ui.-e, and mi tin meoliou of ‘1'nek* Sam*
r m* i1
I’lMcn
11
I: "ill the am licIlCe W al
o\ etwhelmintr.
*).i motion of hr. I >rdan
f Bangor three
ringing cheers were given for tin* speaker, and
three mole for tile*
mu,;
The hull lairlv
-hook.
(>n mothm .d Mr. < lark l'nm 1 the -date
committee Wt*i c 111 ;i 1 i*• lie
ommitte. on credentials.
The committee then retired to attend to their
duty and the convention called loudly lot Gen
\ tide: -•n nf !’ o' : ia
I.
1
A
step; d ho ward
in- W :is greeted V\ 'll 11«‘ .*1 ft V
11
J J
I'he (» net al lit that it v\ on id he like potirin
water on good i• <ju■
when anything was said
after til, rbujUeiii remark-of Mr. Madigan. 11
there
was nothin : to <|o
however,
stlppo-ed,
but wa-te a little time. But tin re i- something
important which we are met tor. We are in th
minority in a -in a 1 state, ye*, we a:-* A hutrear
citizens, am; w<- wish to lake our-Imre of tin
duty which devolve- upon u- in making the
tlie enchantment of the seem-. Wo might indeed
.-election of a ihvddeiit. Al t*. A nder-mi did hot
have, in the exaltation of the hours, fancied oui
io got
into a di-ms-ion of politic «l
selves transported to tome atmosphere of perfect •pfopo-e
ine-tions, but -aid the IVmooratic party .-till
harmony ami peace, had not the pair, puli', of the be!ie\*‘«l in ‘iin-a.-ure-, but no. in lnci)," and
little steamer reminded us that we were still amid
w« re f<• ;■ hard m *n
and a tatitf for revenue
material things, and that the mist would sometime
only W want and mu-t have an hone-t Pivs*
id
tit.
and
an
important iptc-fioii m>w is men.
gather and obscure the brightness of our dreams.
fin* Ib'piib.n an pai-!;- -ays tin v will reform
And our better judgment says, “lie content that ii is
tliem-elv e-g but if, iu the long \rar-m which
so, for only by contrast do we fully enjoy.”
corruption jia- been going on :he\ have bet n
Now we are nearing our destination, and the bold
unable to reform, Uosv e n tiny do it now:
front of Kineo, arises before, almost threatening and I'maily, t!i“ people m l>7l Wen* obliged tor
frowning upon us as it reveal- itself amid the -hud -afety to put in a ivnio. ratie lloii-e, and lln*
in\e.-;igalions now -ln»w iln-g.a-ut
irruption.-.
ows, Venus, just sinking in the we-t, with its reTin- U publican party i- light in ol tlie.-e in\ liflection brighter even than itself, seems to beckon
tigation- «•! eorrupiioii and throw ail pos-d de
us with serene and smiling countenance to a repo-c
obstacle- iu tee Way
The doelrille of the Keas sweet.
And at midnight, not usually a good hour
puhliean part- i- that fraud wa- a in-ee-sarv
follower of war, but ta- suggested hv a delegate
to inspire hospitalities, we lind ourselves smilingly
"M : I ! i« *11 <l:d led follow thel£e\oof ( l\ ford
f
welcomed by the landlord, ami warmed by one
llllion or tin* v. il l l- PJ.
T11 honesty ot I he
the most charming tilings on earth a lire on tingovernment at tho-e times was proverbial. We
hearth.
came out uf tie- war- "f the lb-volution and of
Till-: MOlUtOW.
1 ‘!'1, impoverished, but not di-inmesr.
Gov.
Bright anticipations are more than realized, when « \ of <*hie was driven from a Uepublieait
from
«*1'
the
so
utter
a
bei•:11.-e
al-met
jj,
w
hi>t
a-honest,
arising
delightful
repose
day
I'lierc ilatidh-r. < \\ :!: mi- and otln-r,—
physical and out of door fatigue, we iiud the so uer) Belknap. a
look at them! And now w <• are going before tin*
has lost none of its olden charm, but to our eye
people to -ee if these al>u-e- shall not b>- eorhaving an added grace, and we unite realize tin- recteil. But to * iueinnati. A re the men
mensentiment of those expressive linestioned for nomination tln-re Hie one- the conn
‘•Who hath not gazed until his fading -igl :
r\ m m r• i• •.
in.- «•«»un
try w in; t i, * -u -i*
Finds but dimness with its own delight
n on-1 whom
try ut S|. I, »ui>. Iymi ran
IP -lug
;i_ :i:M''
I
>!>
.!
\vo rd
-:i v
Dili*
Ib-lldl i< ks.
Oh, the exquisite enjoyment ot Mich a d:iy
I!
:in«
filler.
Tlitirman,
'wild
b\
and
the
most
of
Bayard.
paddled upon
lakes, ostensibly
placid
i i- said that it we nomprolonged applau>.
the desire of gentlemen of the party, and eiuleax or
inal'' a hard mmirv in in we shall Iikc tin* limn'
illgr to share the enthusiasm of the remaining iadf* s <*f
Mini; of tin- WYstern
K.'i'i' '' iitam. >, "M
in this way ; holding a rod under the direction <d the
Th. 'J'-'ak' r lieicvnl that the Pn*'istate'.
most accommodating of guides ; w aiting, and always
dent wa•• worth mure than th" whole «d' the
waiting, lor something to attach itself to the mi of Hoii'e ui Ih pi rseutHtiv«■-, fop 11»<• next term,
and the ln-mocratie party should go in and
the liue, which never did thi ->». we at ln-t let t!.< rod
el et one, by ail means.
drop carelessly across the birch, and yielded t«> the
The committee on T'd- utiaC fhi n report cd
delicious inspiration of the hour. Moating under tinas follow* :
e

■

—

<

|

<

■

<

brow of

cliff which rises

a

sev« n

hundred feet above

the

inky blackness which its shadow casts upon tinlake, we feel ourselves for the moment under the in
lluencc of the regions whose dark shades we must
pass before

we reach that other side, of whose
per
much has been both said and sung. Hut
moment! Earth is just now too satisfying, too

fection
for

a

so

delightful

to allow the

thought

to

be of

long contin-

Whole numb
Androscoggin,
Aroostook,
Cumin-riant!,
I'runkli

most every tree-top, and echoes
We listen with intentness for the

I'i-catnipi!
Sagadahoc,
Soiin'i'sct,
Waldo,

are

far-reaching.

plaintive notes of
our favorite song-sparrow, but are no: so fortunate
as to hear.
The guide tells me it is often heard
here; so I shall still listen for this sweet song, all
the

more so

for

We return at

being in
to

the minor

key.

quarters at
House, while our “other sell” and
friends continue the sport through the day, and
noon

our

comfort aide

the Mr. lvineo

make
were

picnic

a

dinner upon the shore.

return.

Never

ish,

never were

the

and

roseate

than

was

city

faces

ladies

own

supply

partaken of with more relmore deeply tinged with
exposure to the sun produces.

food

hue which

effort of their
more

And loud

praises of the day’s enjoyment upon their

the

can

in that

the

dispense here with any
direction, as nature will

deficiency.

However, 1 have omitted to give the amount in
pounds weight of that day’s work. 1 have quite for
gotten how it was, as 1 am apt upon like occasions
to do. 1 am sure, however, there was no difficulty
in bringing home the spoils, and that we had
and delicious trout at supper. 1 think it was
this occasion that our young lady friend from
city, bore off the palm for taking the large.-t
But

as

I

have before

stated, I do

never

fresh
upon
your
lish.

remember

weight, therefore the readers of this may
fancy it something very r< markable. Speaking about
weight, this is really an unusual locality for adding
to one’s solidity, l or instance, a lady stood upon
the scales for three successive days. The lirst unnouncement from the “Judge’s stand” was one hundred and forty nine. Although there may have been
a slight doubt in the mind of the object of this dethe exact

cision, yet it was received with a manner of complacence. Next day, it being announced that there
had been a wrong adjustment of the scales, a new
trial took place. One hundred and titty-seven was
the number. .Still the lady was not satisfied, and

thought she could certainly depend upon her ‘Silent
partner” for doing the correct thing. But alas ! disappointment ruled the hour. He emphatically announces one hundred and fifty-nine. There may still
be some lingering conviction of a conniving between
certain legal and learned gentlemen to “outweigh
the truth.” If not we shall all affirm this to be the
spot for all who wish rapidly to increase in bodily
proportions.
I had hoped, Mr. Editor, to have written to you ol
the grandeur of a storm of hail, wind, lightning and
thunder, when all the elements seemed in mad revelry, and also of a paddle in a canoe upon the hike at
sunset, with our iudefutigable guide; but fearing alclose with
ready to have wearied you with this, willfriends
from
a shade of (our first) sadness, that our
your city, are to leave by the afternoon boat, and we
here.
reunions
“It
may hope for no more pleasant
may be for years, nnd it may be forever,” but still
s.
the
J.
F.
the pleasure will outweigh
grief.

i.p,

Hancock.
K'-nuebef,
Oxford.
Penobscot.

We are, as it were, chained to the rapture
of the hour. Sweet bird-songs are issuing from nl

of d

Ton
;r

I
11;

n,

uance.

Our delicate

—George Sand died

they

another hundred years’ voyage, experienced gath
ered from the past, may richly endow us with 'kill
and wisdom for the* future.
There are certain great mark* d, indisputable fuets
in our past history chat induce deeply interesting reflection.
lin ts which cannot be ignored or banished
from the memory of any citizen as In* reflects upon
his duties in the hereafter, to wit, that, for the large
iy major part of our National« xi.'tence, the Government lias be» n administered by Democratic state'
men; tfiat during the.-.- administrations the country
was prosperou.'beyond example; that in every cor
iht of the land there existed fraternal and fervent
National seuiiment: hat olfn ial corruption was almost unheard of. and that with ! *w tariiis and very
moderate taxation, >o economically was the Government administered, that surplus revenue was actual
Iy ili'Tributed and div ideil among the people.
What are the fuets as t<> the last fifteen years/ Do
they promise another distribution of revenue? Is
tin* yoke of taxation easy and the burden light11 n'
it been equal, to rich ami poor aliki
Has official
life been pure and without corruption/ Does tincivil service need no reform/
Have we lived in
p**ace, fraternity and good will, or have there been

•'

jest to drive away long faces on the homeThe Times further says that “the two- ward trip, if defeat conies.
country by her naval superiority,
and to penetrate the country with her thirds rule ought not, in a ease like this,
—Mulligan says that Maine didn’t read
quence of Gen. Sam. Anderson, was evibut after a three years’ war was to he permitted to defeat the will of the all the
dence of the deep interest fed in the cause armies,
letters, and changed those lie did
glad to make peace. So ended the pres- majority.” We do not think that there is read. But, after all, they are not nearly
and the occasion.
sure from without. Next came the efforts
an actual danger of such a result. The dilso interesting as Brother Beecher's
In the nominee for Governor, the lion.
of sedition. There was the Shay’s Rebel- erence between a simple and a two-thirds
.John ('. Talbot, the friends of reform have
—The Democracy of Maine have made
lion, the Whiskey Rebellion, Burr’s trea- majority is 122 votes. Now it is the seta leader whose sympathies with the cause
the record of their faith. Kmv then let
son, the South Carolina Nullification, and
lied policy ot the south to support that
are strong, active and persistent—a man
them to faith add works—“ fur faith u iththe Great Rebellion of 1801. These candidate who is
finally
strongest in tlio north. ont works is dead.
who in the course ot a life devoted to proall ended leaving the government in power The two hundred and seventy-six nominafessional and business pursuits never reover all its territory.
And now, last and ting votes of the southern slates are probceived a dollar that was not honestly and
Letter from Moo»eiiend Lake.
most to be feared of all, wo are confronted
ably sure to be cast for that candidate as
honorably earned—a man of rare intelliCorrespondence of tlie Journal.
by the era and strength of corruption and soon as the preference of the north shall
lIoosnilKM) Lakh, June l.', 1-:,.
gence, of thorough integrity and absolute
profligacy, li is wide-spread, powerful, have clearly manifested itself. Mr. Tilden
MOONLIGHT.
of
Air.
Talbot
character.
personal
purity
A trip upon the moonlit waters of the Lake, last
and most to be dreaded of all. it perme- will have at the start the votes of New
is about sixty years of age, a lawyer by
ing into tlie midnight hours, und enjoyed with u
ates the body politic, from the lowest upYork, the New England and I’aeiiic states, party of choice friends, brings a pleasure which iVoin
profession, and a man who has had ex- ward. until it comes near
enough to the Michigan, Iowa, Wisconsin, Illinois and its intensity must necessarily lie rare. Our party,
perience in public life, having been severhighest if not to touch, to taint.” It saps Nebraska He is actually the strongest consisting of eight gentlemen and their w h <■-, n-p
al times a member ot tile Legislature, and
resented the
and mercantile i onion ,•!
the revenue ot the country by corruption man in the west
to-day. There is a deter- three of tlie judicial, legal
served very acceptably as Speaker of the
charming cities of Maine.
ot the service, laying its hands in turn mined
to
him
in
and
the
Ohio,
opposition
(.lathered upon the desk of the compact little
House.
upon the officials, upon the detectives Indiana delegates will vote for their excel- steamer Day-dream, our party, fully appreeiutive of
The Resolutions of the Convention rewho wate.ii the officials, and upon the lent
governor and favorite candidate as the beauties around them, were borne along in tims,affirm the very excellent declarations of
high dignitaiies who overlook the detect- long as there is the least chance of obtain- quiet hours, appropriating for tln-ir own enjoyment
form, Hon. Samuel ,J. Tilden, as
for the Presidency, it- is a platform on
which every honest man can stand, and

Gunveatlon.

lion. J. C. Madigan made a von h ippy
In what -da'e
isme-s of the country
.m*
allusion to Samuel J.Tilden, when lie -aid What tin* comiiii ei
merchants, mariner',
a:al !.i: viug ineu of all the
farmers, me.•ham
in hia opening remarks at the Democratic varied industrial pursuit.-/ Is this a season of un
alloyed prosperity. or is it rather a time of general
State Convention, that
he was for re-es- depression,
general busi e s prostration, general
distrust, a manifest want of hopefulness
> < rtaiu
tablishing the administration upon the
And why is thi'
it is that in a great
honest and just ideas of Uncle Sam.'’ It family of Mates, unles the head be worthy, unless
the rulers he titl' d to govern wisely and well, both
was a happy hit.
Let the rallying cry lie by precept and example, unless integrity. prudence,

to Mr. Tilden

22
country concerning its future, and there Michigan,
were not wanting prophets of evil among
4.10
Total,.
There ure delegates iVoin Michigan, 11the enemies of free government abroad.
lumbering interests, who build and sail The one feared the assaults from without, linois, Kentucky and
Georgia whose first
the ships—in short the representatives of
by the older and stronger nations, who choice is not Governor Tilden, but it is
the great industries of -Maine. They were
by tho cunning of diplomacy and the probable that the votes of these minorities
not tlie drones wiio have fattened upon
force of arms, should oppress and prob- will go with the majorities of their delegathe labor of others, and contributed nothdismember the nation. Tho others tions. it
be further
that the

to the increase of the commonwealth

5>tate

which the convention had met, and nominated

the

who manage the farms, the workshops,
the business establishments, the great

ing

Domocratio

The convention was railed to order at 11:15
cratic newspaper, the Boston Daily Post,
bv Hon. K. r. Pilisliurv of Augusta, chairman
lias gone into the hands of new managers. of the
De.moeratie State Committee. Mr. l'illsIt has been purchased by im association of bury proceeded briefly to .state th<' object for

been for some time proprietor of a small
Republic, in this centennial year, will job office in that place. The first number
this query will have been answered.
have passed the last and not the least of
of tbe new paper will be issued August
But above and beyond this is another its foreseen dangers.
Util. The Citizen will be independent in
question to which the Convention can by
politics.
The St. Lonis Nomination,
no means give a
reply in the affirmative
Knott
an
another issue of the Journal

ho shaken off.

OF EAST MACIIIAS.

candidacy,

think there are more reasons and stronger
ones for the nomination of Samuel J. Til-

<

parly, that the prevailing ollicial
extravagance and corruption will fail to

JOHN C. TALBOT,
Tho

time this paper is being printed
that body is in the midst of its heated and
anxious action.
While the struggle is

regard

GOVERNOR,

nont man named for the

loading Democrats of New England, Hon. Janies C. Madigan of Ilouiton, as chair*
gentlemen who have fully the confidence lULill.
F. !!. Gctchell of Bangor, Iloni. ]•’. Milliken
of the party.
Geo. F. Emery, i-Nij., will ofEastport and Pen-ival
J. Parris ot Norway,
were
numerous enough to daunt him for a mochosen secret uric-'.
in future be editor in chief, E. C. Gooddames
lion,
c.
The
Midigan, chairman,
on
for
the
ticket
that
has
but small ment. lie
going
grappled with and throttled rich, managing editor, and Win. 1! Smart stepped forward amid hearty applause and prochance of drawing a prize, and a commit the Canal
Ring, that was plundering the city editor. Under its new management ceed-d to deliver the following eloquent speech :
Fi.i.i.<»w J»ia.i:«■ atks —It is no small honor to be
tee of shrewd and cunning men are at State, lie did
not spare or palter with the the Post will fully sustain its olden
reputa- permitted, even during a tempoigiry organization, to
work upon a set of resolutions that shall dishonest men of his
over an assemblage 1 ik«• this—the select rep
own party, but looktion as a sound ami able Democratic or- preside
sentatives <-f t'ne ('•o.ooo i>.mocrats of our noble
declare much and mean but little, the ed
upon Tweed only as a knave and a gan. Wc venture the prediction, also, that state—and in the name of those of my locality
whom you have intended to compliment, I ask the
great public await with curiosity the re- robber of the public, whose place should he it will lose
of sincere thank'.
nothing f its noted spice and acceptance
of
(lie
The duties which to-day devolve upon us are grave
Whether
the
crownaction.
port
in prison, and whose plunder back in the
for the general reader.
and important the nomination of a Gubernatorial
brilliancy
ing honor cf the occasion is to be tossed treasury. It is the integrity, the undauntenudidate, the seh ction of Presidential electors, aud
-—The prospectus of a new weekly pa- choice of Delt gates at Large, to take part in pro
by fate to the impetuous and imperious ed courage and unyielding determination
to the )»••.; !»• of our country, as we reasonto be published at Ellsworth, and seating
ably believe, the next President of the l nited States.
lilaiue, to tho proud and self-satislied of such a man that the Whole country per,
Ami
this
is a most lining and opportune year lor
called the Hancock Citizen lias been isall to east up the reckoning, take latitude and
Conkling, to the harsh and repulsing Mor" needs. If the gathering at St. Lonis resued. Mr. diaries K. Cole is the editor longitude anew, t<- trace upon the National Chart
ton, to the ambitious Bristow, or to some sponds to the
the course of our barque,
1 he Great Republic,” for
popular demand, November and proprietor. If we remember
hundred years agoiie, to count the storms .she
aright, the
as yet unknown but more eligible aspiwill send us a tidal wave of reform that
has weathered, the breakers escaped, wherein and
Mr. C. is a Republican in polities, and iias how damaged, what perils now and how and why
rant, is the question of the hour. Before will hear Tilden to the White
environ her, that in taking
House, ami
departure” for
at the

Boston Post’s report—
Mr. Tarbox took the floor this morning after
the morning hour on a question of privilege,
and for an hour held absolute attention of tlie
House by what is conceded to be one of the
best speeches of the session. The rumor that
Mr. Tarbox would make such a speech and the
belief that Mr. Blaine would reply, filled both
the House and galleries immediately on the
opening of the doors. When Sir. Tarbox
arose, a murmur of surprise ran through the
galleries that so new a member should dare expose himself to the browbeating of the bully of
the House, which was sure to follow. Many
were the expressions of belief that Mr. Blaine
would utterly annihilate him, but before Mr.
Tarbox bad talked live minutes the opinion
changed, and the galleries began to whisper
that tlie new member from Massachusetts evidently possessed ability, eloquence and grit.
Ilis refutation of Mr. Blaine’s mean insinuation
that lie was insincere in stating to Mr. Frye
tiiat his (Tarbox’s) resolution was not aimed
at Mr. l’.laine was manly, telling, complete.
In opening the telling point was made that Mr.
Blaine, while setting himself tip as the apostle
especially delegated to expound and defend tlie
doctrine that private letters are tlie properly of
the writer, and so sacred as to justify a mail in
stealing them to protect their sanctity, should
almost in the same breath go out of his way to
violate the certainly equal sanctity of a private
conversation, for no other purpose than to indulge in what Mr. Tarbox very appropriately
termed a gratuitous not to say vulgar impertiIt was a home thrust and it went
nence.
home. Mr. Blaine shifted uneasily in this seat
and affected supreme contempt, a favorite role
of liis when his opponent cannot be bullied.
The galleries and Democratic side applauded
and the speaker’s gavel was called into violent
requisition; blit Mr. Tarbox had not set out to
make a sensation and proceeded straight on
with Ins speech without stopping either to leer
at the galleries or to indulge in harlequin gyrations iip and down the aisle, lie related tlie
history of the conversation between himself
and Mr. Frye, which differed materially from
Mr. Blaine's description of it. He showed him
that he had yielded to every courteous request
from Messrs. Blaine and Frye for postponement; how Frye had objected until be had examined into tlie scope of ihe resolution, and had
then withdrawn his objection. On this point
Mr. Tarbox made a very pertinent comment,
that it was difficult to understand why, if Mr.
Blaine is innocent, he and his friends are so
anxious to restrict the investigation and are
not to have the whole matter of railroads investigated thoroughly'. He defended the resolution as a proper one, and claimed that there
was more ground for Hie investigation than
there was for the Credit Mobilier investigation
at the time Mr. Blaine liimself so earnestly demanded that. He also eloquently defended ihe
course of the investigation by the Committee.
In conclusion lie made a strong point that the
sub-committee could not have been appointed

TUe Need of Reform Above all Other*,
Xildou the Coming Man.

The
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was a very
interesting
the matter.
advertisements.
Next day, Mr. Tarbox took the floor on
££r-.S. R. Niles, No. 6 'Fremont Street, Boston, is
question of privilege. We copy the agent for the publisher of this paper, and his i-ceipts
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motion the temporary organization was
made the permanent organization.
Mr. F. Wilson of Thonm.'ton moved that the
several counties select and report tii• names of
one to act as vice president of the convention,
one for commit ice on resolutions, one to act as
ommittf
a member of th- 'dam
The motion
Was adopted and tile d- hy i’cs |*f*icn-ded to tile
On

duty assigned.

The counties nporUd as follows
Committee on K solutions: D. F. Xoyrs,
Androscoggin; d. F. >lunvy. Aroostook; J. i>.
Lilt lelield, umhi-rland : >. C. Belcher, Franklin; Moure- Young, Haoru-. h: W It. Smith,
Kennehi r: (»ii\•• r O:i', K aox ; Arnold Pdam-v,
Lincoln: I>. It. 11 a-i.ngs, Oxford; G. W. Whitney. IVnobseol : 1>. It. Straw, Piscataquis: C.
W. l.arrahfc, ''•agadahor ; .J.J. Purlin. Somerset: T. M. Morrow, Waldo; J. C. Talbot,
Wishinyton: K Iward Kastman, York.
State Committee: K. 1>. Lylbrd. Androseog
yin: .1. C. Madigan, Aroostook; J. 1>. Anderson, Cumberland; L. B. Pillsbury, Franklin;
V.
A. Bartlett, Hancock; F. F. Pillsburv,
Ivennebec; J. II. Martin, Knox; Goo. S. Kerry, Fitieoln; A. S. Kimball, Oxford; Abram
Sanborn, Penobscot; Henry Hudson Piscataquis; Abial Libbv, Sagadahoc; W. 1). Havden, Somerset; 1.. H. Mureh, Waldo; W.
Hathaway, Washington; F twin Stone, York.
V ice Presidents of < "ii\ on, ion : Philo Clark,
Androscoggin ; I*. I., staples, Aroostook; Peter
Merrill. Cumberland: F. G. Butler, Franklin;
M. Clark, KenneC. J. Whiting, llaneoek; I
bec; A. Coombs. Knox: T. Cunningham, LinC.
F.
Holt,
Oxford;
A.
Smith. Penobcoln;
scot; C. Chamberlain. Piscataquis; A. D. Fisher, Sayadahof; IF P. Connor, Somerset; C. S.
Sherburne. Waldo; J. A. Moon*, Washington;
A. IF dellison, York.
On motion of Mr. M< ( rillis of Bangor it was
voted to refer all resolutions to the committee
on resolutions without debate.
Ou motion ot Mr. W ilson of Knox the convention adjour ned till 1:30.
AETKKXOOX SESSION,

he ( onvent.on was called to order at *2
On motion of Mr. Wilson of Thomaston, the
Convention proceeded to ballot for delegates at
large to the St. Louis Convention, ami the following were appointed a committee to receive,
sort and count votes:
A. Levenseller, Thomaston : John Benson, Jr., Newport; W. II. Sargeant, Portland; Win. Cromwell, So. Berwick,
Henrv Hudson, Jr.. Guilford.
L. 1). M. Sweat of Portland withdrew h s
name from the list of candidates for St. Louis.
The Committee on Resolutions reported as
follows:

*=-...x---J&_«
the )>i luetplerf averted
Th«tt
resolutions adopted in the lute Democratic
us
'..nivi
at
ion
we
the present great is.
t
submit
.r
governmental r< dorm, which shall abolish sine-stahlisii
reasonable
salaries
lor all public
....
introduce economy into the public service,
/.. down eve.abux of power, and by an honest
ration < 1‘ public a flairs, shall
•o
the
barthens and re: tore peace, contentment, and
aal prosperity.
i\ ihI. J !i::i the Democratic House of
!.
Repre.
in Congress (h .-erve the thanks of the miwhat they have already done in the great
le
"1 unearthing and drugging to light the cor’uat prevails and perm* ales the administrato them, “(io forward in \our patundwe
iah*>rs in the caiix <>j hoiu >t\ and reiei ai.”
are eppo-e.. to any irdlution of
i.'. -elvt d, 13i.ii w
Na’,.o:,;l currency, nun that gold and silver to.in
.-ale
ba'is
our monetary 'vstem.
of
ii>
*■ !, That in m.-.i<1;;m
with the sentiment
moerac
of Maim- thi t'oinvution declares
i .5. iild' U, tin- able, zealous, intrepid and
reform tiovirno;- of lie- Kmpire State, to
!• r»t eh
J’ * sident, and recommends his
nation 1.v i!i- National Democratic Convention
men; l\ tit and proper.
That it is the sense of this Convention
•he rule adopted by our late National Demoom emion, requiring two-thirds of the deleconcur in nm..\ieg its nominations, being at
< Mu bib bed Democratic
.e w it !i tin- well
prinmajority •,nntrol, should be abandoned.
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dozen Belfast visitors to the Centennial

a

issuing from the kitchen on
suspicion that somebody
about the house didn’t go to meeting the day before.

.Monday morning

creates a

adjourned city meeting Mondiy night
was edeeted second assessor in place
of J. M. T.o.uilinau resigned. But little else was
At the

Hon.

N. F. Houston

T!i Judge of the Police « urt is getting discouraged. and thinks his office may as well be abolished,
as h<- ha? nothing to if*,
lhs Reformers are to
Tin-

Belfast mill ary company
drill and march Monday evening.
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The company apan excellent ap-

pearance.
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Engine company, who
and have uniforms be-

Fortner members of No. 2
have left

longing

discharged,

been

or

to tin- company,
the cl«-:k.

same t<>

are

requested

return the

to

btrg* number of the country town delegates to
Convention, arrived in town
on Monday, and took the early boat for Bangor
Tuesday morning.
A

the lieimn-ratic State

e

Judge Flanders of Monroe,
.J. P. lYrkins of Palermo, )V. I). Smart of Searsport
and ‘». M. Pease, of Waldoboro for large li.-ts of cam'
puign subscribers to the Journal.
Our thanks

1

■

due

are

to

Three sky sail yards were crossed Saturday, on
apt. Herriman s new ship, which adds greatly to
her lofty appearance.
She is without doubt the
handsomest ship e ver built at this place.
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In

Portland,
many
junk shops that dealers are required

1 airli. M, 'vie : I >aritt- Alden u*
dobn \ arn y of Bangor; and 1M‘
11
d Thotiiu'lon. wen- chosen alter"
St. Louis.
•lit HI d sine. die.
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Monday last.
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manner:
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week, all d-lighted with the vastness
and wonderful attractiveness of tin* great display.
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record

rule work in this

city, where much small thieving is practiced.
got through with their
hauling large quantities of

Now that the farmers have

spring planting, they are
hay to market w hich goes into the store houses. Hut
j little shipping
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Worthy Chi« t Templar Shorey w ill on this 'Thurs»
[ da>
niiig present the state banner to Belfast
tin greate- t CeleLodge of Good Templar-*. A collation will be pre
held there.
pared and partaken of at II ay ford Hall, and a good
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city, where site will load lumber. Also on
Tuesday morning the new ship C. P. Carter was
towed to Baugor, where she will load for Liverpool.
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what site said
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out of the milliner’s
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fortnight.

raided her hands

to

into the

as

she

came

crowded street,

only

her head. She had

for-

got to put on her bonnet—that’s all. Then she rt
turned, perem-d it on the upper edge of her loft ear,

York for
National

the
i?’0 worth

departed luppy.
representatives of Belfast in the Blaine Club
pilgrimage to Cincinnati are Seth ].. Miiliken, I. M.

far.” a> til Ikustoil mail
p*d:
\- iieii jii' wife inn
away to .'■dm 1 Yatnisco
'Hother man.

Woodcock.
Seth is to play Peter the Hermit in this new7 crusade,
but we fear that the Conkliug inlidels w ill continue
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beneficial effect.

a

Quiniby

Co. invite you to “pull down
iu other words they have a lot of vests
&

to

makers.

Briggs

of

advertises

a

Bead their notice.—

Freedom, has
new

lot of

a

farm lor

jewelry

and

Stephen Grover, of Boston,
repairer and polisher of pianos.
A London telegram of the 11th, states that the
'hip Me Near, built in this city iu l.grg, for Baker MeCo., in her passage from Shields for Bombay
with a load of coal, .Mr ck on Winterton Shoal the
lo inst., and was abandoned by the crew, who landid at Yarmouth, (Norfolk.) As the tide rose she
tloatod and wa-> saved by the crew- of a life boat.
ls'ear

Iiis recovery is doubtful.

1 Muck Iiill stage-driver undertook
p ii~ p:i--enger.' into getting out ami
".<■ lull, hut tin* gold-seekers emptied
into him a low times, held a coroami found that he died ul pneumonia.

oc

accompanied by sharp lightning, passed
city on Saturday afternoon. The house of
Michael Casey, near Union street, was struck, and
bricks torn from the chimney. A child was knocked
A showi-r

over our

l aknown li:i> at last been discovered,
u< i.t
through ail Iowa railroad
••tin >iay, asking pasM Hgers their choice
.den;, iad m-uih cvcry one said UHotoel.
from hi- name the new candidate is of <Jer-

_•

at

down, and marks left upon it. The wife of Patrick
Brogan, who occupied a part of the house, was also
struck and knocked down, but not injured. There
was a lively time in the neighborhood for a while.

j

ago, I placed myself under
Dr. Lighthill’s treatment at Augusta. I was
then alllieted with almost total deafness and

1S0T,

now

.1
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Jod h lord
krone ie thought a youth was a
cli.i.
in d, r* cently, when a spark from a
pipe
j
i ■'i into iiis pocket burned a hole so large
"hi k>o In<ttle -lipped out on the sidewalk,
‘ie.
tin room.- ii 11n-reform club, and in
I n s< me of several ladies.
<
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lor.
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sevi

burgess’ tpiarrv, Bock
rely burning (irrison L'p-

iiu ;'■?■>> .. st.
and John Mutton. After a
L»* n liied Mr. I pham \vi lit to reload it,
tir• t" a canister
i' gnite.l and
containing
n.
j '..mis el' powder which he had under liis
<

1

tin I'nit'-d State- circuit court
decided that the civil lights bill is
Motional as liras it applies to theatres, on
it.d that they are private property. The de
;•
" a- eir en in a
suit of a negro against ti e
iger of a theatre, because he was refused adv-awy.

.rnia.’l

r

good

improvements,

condition.

pronounced in
too early to give

now

We go to press

account of the

an

and is

races.

The public examinations of the city schools will
take place, next week, as follows—North Primary,
Miss Reardon Principal, Monday mon ing. South
Intermediate, Miss Wiggin Principal, Monday afternoon.
South Primary, Miss Carter Principal, Tuesday morning. Intermediate, Mrs. Mclveon.Piincipal,
Tuesday afternoon. Lower Grammar, Miss Bickford
Principal, Wednesday afternoon. Upper Grammar,
Miss Nye, Principal, Thursday afternoon.
High
School, 31 r. Kelley Principal, Friday afternoon. The
of
schools
are
invited
and
friends
the
to
be
parents

oi

..wmd by
I>. Itisbee, Ksq., of Buckiield
i-lied herself by devouring a pocket book
ing note-, receipts and $ 108 in bank notes,
"•.■rial emetic w:i- administered without any
1 he pocket book was owned by Addison
uli" bung hi- vest containing it oil a post
u reach ol the cow.
a

lloot hbay, were sold at
Tin e w as lively comn and the
sold
well. The real estate
property
n
5-,ii,ooo—bought by IS. A. Allen ol Bosf> r-Miiai
property largely purchased by the
g'-ntieinan, added about $10,000 to the above.
" «rks are to be run this season.
mi Hoik oil works at
u on Wednesday last.

•turned Black Hills adventurer reports at St.
that hundreds of men have been deceived by
ipled agents into going to the llills, who are
1 Mitu!e and
In passing through
starving.
n* ht saw a number of half starved,
pennid -eckcr-s fishing scraps cf bread and meat
"loj* barrels and eating the mess.

1

radical

as

*g

l

good trot is anticipated if the
weather will allow. The course has undergone some
a

passage on the steamer Katahdiu last
week, we noticed that at supper time a white cat,
curiously marked with dark spots, took her place beIn

making

a

side the chair of
out the meal.

Capt. Itoix,

and remained

throughThat is the Katahdin cat, and ho has

history. At a time when the steamer was infest
ed by rats, Thomas,
probably considering that he
a

had

cull

thither, came on board as a volunteer,
and went for the pests in a
surprising manner. lie
was seen at one time, when lie had a
pair of rats
cornered, to seize one by the back und bring his
paw down on the other, thus securing both. Tom is
a

immense favorite with every one on board, from
Captain to cabin boy, und has certain rights and
an

privileges which no one presumes to interfere with.
In port he goes ashore and makes acquaintances in
the best cat society of the neighborhood, where he

Dyspepia, Debility, Drop-

A smart answer. A minister in one of his
parochial visits met a cowherd, and asked him
what o'clock it was. “About twelve, sir,” was
the reply. Well," ijuoth the minister, I thought
it had been more.” "It’s never any more here,”
said tiie boy; it just begins at one agaiu.
Dr. Sciienck’s Pulmonic Syrup, Ska
Weed Tonic, and Mandrake Pills. These
medicines lia'e undoubtedly performed more
of Consumption than any other remedy
known to the American public. They are com-

cures

pounded of vegetable ingredients, and contain
nothing which can lie injurious to the human
constitution.

Other remedies advertised as
for Consumption, probably contain opium, which is a somewhat dangerous drug in all
cases, and if taken freely by consumptive pa-

cures

tients, it

do great injury; for its tendency
is to coniine the morbid matter in the system,
must

which, of course, must make a cure impossible
Scheuck's Pulmonic Syrup is warranted not to
contain

a particle of opium;
It is composed
of powerful but harmless herbs, which acton
on the
lungs, liver, stomach, and blood, and

thus correct all morbid secretions, and expel ail
tiie diseased matter from the body. These are
tiie only means by which Consumption can be
cured, and as Scliniiek's l’uimonic syrup, Sea
Weed Tonic and Mandrake Pills are tile only
medicines which operate in this way, it is obvious the'- are tiie only genuine cure for Pul-

unsumption.

Kacli bottle of this invaluable medicine is accompanied by full directions. Dr. Sclienck is professionally at his
monarv

<

Sixth and Arch Streets,
Philadelphia, every Monday, where all letters
for advice must he addressed.
4iv4S

principal oflice,

corner

harmless. It is

to expel worms, cure wind
colic, regulate tiie bowels and stomach, and
overcome irritability caused by rash or cutting

running matter from the
his

ear.

After

a course

of

hands,

I was iestored to good
hearing and the discharges of matter so disagreeable, have not troubled me since. 1 hope
treatment at

this statement may benefit similar alllieted.
whom I would earnestly advise to employ Dr.
C. Li. Ligll til ill.
BENJAMIN M. COOK SON.
Belfast June litli., 1S7G.
Waldo SS., June It, IsTO.
Personally appeared the above named Benjamin M. Cocksun and made oath that the foregoing statement by him subscribed is true. Before me,
J. D. Tucker. Justice of Peace.
Dr. Lighthill will not visit any other place in
this comity, and can only remain at the American lintel until 3 P. 31. Friday, to-morrow.
Dr. Sage’s Catarrh Remedy
is NO PATFXr MEDICINE 11U31BUG, got
up to dupe the ignorant and credulous, nor is it
represented as being ‘‘composed of rare and
precious substances brought from the four corners of the earth, carried seven times across
the Great Desert of Sahara on the backs of fourteen camels, and brouht across the Atlantic
Ocean on two ships.” It is a simple, mild,
soothing remedy, a perfect Specific l'or Catarrh
and -‘Cold in the Headalso for offensive
Breath Loss or impairment of the Sense of
Smell, Taste, or Hearing, Watery or Weak Eves
Pain or Pressure in the head, when caused, as
they all not uufrcquently are, by the violence
of Catarrh.
Several of the large hotels with an abundant
and regular patronage, have found that their
profits will not he diminished by the reduction
in prices. Uie “American” in Boston, one of
the oldest and most popular hotels of the East,
lias reduced its rates to $3,00, §3.50 ami #4.00
This excellent house is the only one
per day.
In Boston of so standard a reputation, where
can
got the best accommodations so reaguests

sonably.
All persons afflicted with Kidney Disease,
Pain in the Back, and all Uniary diseases, Diabetes, Gravel, Dropsy, Nervous Debility, in either sex, should at

once

take Hunt’s Reme-

dy.

York

to Persons Visiting
or
the Centennial.

New

I yr

Dyspepsia.
Americans are particularly subject to this
disease and its effects: such as Sour Stomach,
Sick Headache, Habitual Costiveness, Heart
burn, Water brush, coming up ol the food,
coated tongue, disagreeable taste in the mouth,
palpitation of the Heart and all diseases of the
Stomach and Liver. Two doses of Green’s
August Flower will relieve you at once, and
there positively is not a case in the United
States it will not cure. If you doubt this go to
vour Druggist, It. II. Moody, and get a Sample
Bottle for 10 cents and try it. Regular size 75
cents—0mos32eow

Many people suffer all their lives from Indigestion and Dyspepsia, when a free use of Tal-

bot’s 1 box Tonic would afford them relief and
Try it and see if it is not so. All curable Kidney Diseases are reached by Talbot’s
Ikon Tonic, the Patient receiving beir*fit from
t he first dose.
2w49

Pills, Potions and Pungencies.
A Granger writes to a rural paper to ask,
“how long cows should be milked?’ and the
editor, after due consideration, replies: “The
same as short cows, of course.”
If the Board of Health, which spent thousands of dollars in the general distribution of
deodorizers to prevent the spread of contagious
lovers would be consistent, they should gratuitously distribute Glenn’s mlimii.r Soap to
the victims of contagious eruptions. Sold ev-

erywhere.
A New York printer, setting up a recent report of a horse race, said “the fool sellers were
busy,” instead of the “pool sellers,” but it did
not alter the sense of the paragraph much.
A Few Tilings That We Know.
\Yre know that a discorded stomach or liver
produces more suffering than any other cause.
We know that very few physicians are successful in their treatment of these disorders. We
know that DaCosta’s Radical cure will, without the shadow of a doubt, almost immediately relieve and permanently cure all of t hese distressing symptoms. We know of thousands
who are willing to testify that what we say is
true to the letter. We know that if you will
give it a fair trial you will let us add your name
to the “cloud of witnesses.”
Will you give it a
trial, and do it now? Trial size only 25c. Sold
by W. O Poor & Son, sole agents for Belfast,
A. J. Jordan agent for Orland. R. B. Stover,
agent for Bucksport.
Professor Parkers Pleasant Worm Syrup is
perfectly safe and extremely palatable. No
physic required, costs 25 cents. Try it. tl50

teeth. It is a perfect substitute for Castor Oil,
and for Costiveness in young or old there is
nothing in existence so effective and reliable.
3m41

Thu latest, ukeatest, and most reliable
remedy ever jint together by medical science
for Rheumatism, Wounds, Swellings, Burns,
C'alted Breast, Ac., is the Centaur Liniment.
There are two kinds. What the White Liniment is for the human family, the Yellow Cen-

Consumptives.

& 8on.

.June 11th, soils. West Falmouth, Duncan, Lin
colnville; 8hawmouth, Gross, Deer Isle; Kio,
Coombs/ Bangor, for Boston.
June 12th, sells, Mina Bovd, (of Bucksport) Quinn,
Bangor; Geo. Shuttuck, .Mot artv, Boston.
June 13th, Revenue Cutter Dobbin, Abby, Castine.
SA1LKD.
June 7th, schrs. John C. Smith, Jones, Bangor;
Banner, Ratter-hall, Boston.
June 8th, schrs. S. J. Gilmore, Sylvester, New
York. Helen M. Condon, McCarty. Bangor; Sea
Flower, Bates. Bangor; Forest Q teen, Robbins,
Brewer.
June 9th, sloop
\rev. Ryan, City

Spray, Grant, Bangor; sells. 1). K.
Point, to load for Boston; Banner,
Cadi!, Bnioksville; Mary Magee, Ellsworth, to load
lor New York; Geo. F. Washington, Towle, Bangor.
Juno 10th, sloop excursion, Bath; schrs. Pennsylvania, Savage, Rockland, E. S. Wilson, Patterson,

Blower.
June 12th, schr West Falmouth, Duncan, Bangor.
June 13!li, s! ip c.c Carter, (probable name; new;
1830 tons) lion inn. n, Bangor; schrs. Shaivmouth,
Gross, lslesboro; Young Chief, F rye, tishiug grounds;
Wm. Tell, Mathews, Bangor.
DOMESTIC PORTS.

Ar. at Bangor, June Sth, schr. John C. Smith,
Jones, this port, to load for Grenada.
Ar. tit Boston, June 9th, schrs. Webster Barnard,
Smith, St. Mure, 10th ult.; L>. B. Everett, Saunders,
St. Jago, lltli ult., Geo. B. Ferguson, Ferguson, 3-1

Boots, Shoes & Rubbers Continued Reduction H. H. Johnson & Co.,

dred, Ginn, Rosario; brig Clara Pickens, Coombs,
Bordeaux; schr. Florida, Gilmore, Jacksonville;
»lh, brig Ann Elizabeth, Burgess, Barbudoes; loth,
brig Josie C. Hazeltine, Hodsdun, Cork for orders.
Ar. at Jacksonville, June 3d, schr. Prescott Ilazeltine, McDonald, this port.
Cld. from Charleston, June 9th, barquentine Fred

Eugene, Young,

London.
Cld. from Suvannah, June 10th, schr. Sarali L.
Dav is, Cottrell, Boston.
Cld. from Mobile, June Gth, ship Charlotte W.

II. 13. SOUBE S’
Who on account of failing health, proposes to sell
his entire Mock of BOOTS ami SHOES at
about the original cost at retail, thereby giving the
wearer the ben- hr of the LOW PRICK* for CASH
and CAsH ONLY; as 1 propose to close up my
business very soon no credit will be given.
My Stock consios ol all the various styles of ( ADIES. MISS and CHILDRENS’ A*//), CLOTH,
and KID FOXED BOOTS, also SLIPPISRS, BI' 7
TON SHOES, iiho MEN’S and BOY’S CALF
I. EXA S BOO
1 \ also CALF
BOOTS, A TEXAS
CA LF STB
A P
STHA
BOOT,
BUCKLE SHOES, also Common KIP, THICK,
and SPLIT SHOES, for common wear. In fact
the stock is too numerous to mention in detail, and
finally, call and examine the QUALITY and PRICES, and you will be sure to buy. As 1 propose to
all GOOD BARGAINS as long as they LAST,
if I am able to attend to business. Don’t forget tire
at

FREIGHTS.

brisk demands for grain tonnage to Europe
duration, the latest advices from tlie

I lie

was of short
war centres

serving

restrict the demand and deprive the market some what of its buoyancy, short
foreign voyages have rarely been duller, while the
coastwise business remains without a change. The
past West India season has been the most unprofitable to vessel owners, of any within the memory of
the present generation. On coal, New York to Boston, 90c to $1,00 has been paid, brig Sarah M. Loring, recently took 300 tons coal from X. York to
Portland at 70 cents. At such rates coal should be
cheaper, even if no pleasanter consideration suggests
itself.
to

VESSEL SOLD.
At Boston, brig Jeremiah, built at S. r-port in
1803 has been sold at auction for $1025, cash.

Miss

l’OWDER—a reliable

reme-

painting, thepapering
and Graining done in
best
House
and
Front
Parlors and
manner.

Painting

Halls,
•Sitting Rooms,
specialty. Orders solicited and
will be promptly attended to.
Satisfaction as to
Papering

MILLTlTgR?
own

selection in Boston. Ladies

and work assured

Belfast, May 10,

AND

arc now

WE and
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A

DELIGHTFUL AND

POWDER,

PLEASANT

REMEDY

IN

Catarrh, Headache, Had Breath, Hoarseness, Asthma, Bronchitis, Coughs, Deafness, c)'c.,
And all disorders resulting from COLDS in

JToad, Throat

Vocal Organs.

and

does not "DRY UP” a Catarrh but
LOOSENS it; frees the head of all offensive matter,
quickly removing Had Breath and Headache; allays
and soothes the burning heat in Catarrh; is so mild
and agreeable in its effects that it positively

Remedy

This

Curos Without Sneezing!
As a Troche Powder, is pleasant to the taste,
and never nauseates; when swallowed, instantly
gives to the Throat and Vocal Organs a

SILVER WARE!
constantly adding NEW and DESIRABLE
Patterns to all departments of mv stock, making
it one of the LARGE.**T and BEST ASSORTED in
am

I

thi-

seel ion of the state. Prices reduced.
All goods
selling VERY LOW at
HERVEY’S Jewelry Story,
Plionix Row.

Piano-Forte Tuning,

is the best Voice Tonic in the world!

Safe, Reliable,

and

only 35 Cents.

Sold by Druggists, or mailed free; address
COOPER, WILSON & CO., Prop’rs, Pliiladelpla.
\V. W. Whipple & Co, Portland, Me.; Geo. C.
Goodwin & Co., Weeks & Potter; Rust Bros. &
Bird, Boston, wholesale agts.
ly2G

BELFAS1
Corrected

By

PRICE CURRENT.
Weekly for the Journal

Charles II.

Sargent,
$5.00al 1.00 Corned Beef

Flour
Corn
Corn Meal
Rye Meal

73u78
75
1.50
OOaOO
1.00
50

Rye
Barley

Oats
Beans
Potatoes

Apples
Dried Apples
Butter
Cheese

Eggs

Round Hog
l’ork Back'
Lard
Beef
Veal

Dry Cod
“Pollock
II. G. Seed

Mutton
Lamb

Turkey

Chicken
Fowl

Geese

$1.50111.75 Duck
30a35 Hay
1.00a$l.25 Straw

lOall
S
7a0
18a20
OOaOO
18a20
10a 12
12al4
$ 10.00a 15.00

IS HEREBY GIVEN to the Stockholders in the Belfast & Moosehead Lake Rail
Road Company, that the annual meeting will be held
at tiie Court House in Belfast, on Wednesday, July
0th, 1876, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon, to act upon
the following matters, viz
First. To hear the Report of the Treasurer and
Directors of said corporation.
Second. To elect nine (9) Directors for the ensuing year.
Third. To transact any other business that may
properly come before said meeting.
Per ord- r of Directors,
JOHN II. OCIMBY, Clerk.
Belfast. .June 8, 1870.
4\v49

•*

$3.25u3.50 Clover

3G
27
5
12
1.25al.75

$5.00a5.50
$3.00a3.50
$1 10

$1.20
15
:*1.10al.40
17a .'4

MARRIED.
In Belfast, June 10th, by J. S. llarriinan, Esq.,
Andrew Greer and Miss Mary Perry, both of Ib-lfa-t.
In Gotildsboro, June 4tb, Mr. George Win. Tracy
and Miss L. A. Nutter, both of Gouldsboro.
In Rockland, May 30th, .Mr. Edward J. llellier and
Miss Emma F. Vinal, both of Rockland.
In Waldoboro, Mr. Benjamin Storer and Miss Julia
Prock, both of Wakloboro.
%
In Rockland, May 23d, C. P. Young and Annie
Moon, both of Rockland.
In St. George, May 18th, Vinal Wall, of St.
George, and Miss Ella Hawes of Camden.

_DIED.
Obituary notices, beyond
must be paid for.j

trie

—

BY

In Washington, May 10th, Mr. John Weaver, aged
83 years.
In Union, May 22d, infant child of Mr. Dexter
Leaeh.
In Union, May 26th, Sanford, son of Sam’l Fuller,
aged 15.
In Jefferson, May 27th, Calvin Haskell,
SI

aged

In

Nobleboro, May loth, Mrs. Mary J., wife of
Philip Genthner, aged 60 years.
At Damariscotta Mills, May 18th, Mr. Israel
Thomas, aged 60 years.
At Peniaquid Falls, May 20th, Sirs. Betsey Sim-

mons, aged 73 years.
In Damariscotta, May 25th, Daniel W. Robinson,
aged is years and 0 months.
In Newcastle, May 27th, Mr. Charles Pinkham,
aged 64 years.
In Union, May 17th, Mrs. Eliza (Libby) Gleason,
widow of Mr. Miles Gleason, aged 60 years.

we are

selling very cheap.

BROWN

AND BLEACHED

COTTONS !
PRICES.

AT REDUCED

Our stock of

Black

Black Goods cannot be surpassed.

Drap de'ete. Black Alpacas

Black Cashmeres, Black Mohairs, Blaok
Hernani, Black Grenadine.

they

cannot be

cheap.

Iu Dre«s Goods

and

BLACK SILKS !
Only SI. 25

per

in

Plain and Stripe which

ho

of

new

style

trimming

DOUBLE

BUSK

much called for

Knickerbocker Dress Goods!
At 20 Cents per yard.

\vc are

We have

a

the sole Agents.

full line of

GOODS t

WHITE

ALSO A FIXE LINE OF

COLLARS & CL ITS!

to do all kinds of

SLIPPER CASES AND TOWEL RACKS

neatly

and at low

prices.

all my old friends, and as many new
ones as will favor me with a call at my new place.
I remain, Respectfully,
GKO. DeI’ROUX.
oinosTj
Belfast, June t>, lb?l>.
see

Neckties.
which

great variety in Spring Shades.
25 Cents per yd.

A

Hamburgs

we are

prepared to sell

TWO

BUTTON

&

Hosery

at low

prices.

KID

GLOVES!
Cheaper than

Black Cashmeres!
CHEAPER THAN EVER,

expense.

Hoping to

full assortment

everything pertaining

THE

If^Work taken from houses and returned without
extra

a

Only 20 cts. per yd.

And Prices to suit the times. I shall make Cornice
ami Drapery Work a specialty.
Having had quite large experience in this branch
of the business, I feel confident I shall be able to
please all who may favor me with a call. I shall be
pleased to show samples and patterns at any time;
also Lace Drapery put up in the latest styles.
Lamrrequins in Cretoue or Worsted floods cut
and made to order.
in Worsted Work mounted

have

Worsted Fringes, Malta Laces, Gimps.
and
to the
line.

Court House,

to the

low.

Ilalerna Dress Goods!

Would respectfully announce to the citizens of Belfast and vicinity that he is now located on

prepared

remarkably

CORSET

with A. B. Mathews, Furniture Dealer, No. 70 Main Street,)

Where he is

are

yd., valued at $1.75.

ENGLISH

Stock raisers can have the services of either to
warrant for $10.
A. G. JEWETT.
3vv59*
Belfast, June 5, 1S76.

Church St., Next door

WOOL

AND

KNICKERBOCKERS

SPLENDID QUALITY OF

may be

(Formerly

good line all wool

a

Plain.

COTTON

We also

My Span of JET BLACK STALLIONS
lounu at mybtuble mornings, noons
for the season, believed to be
the handsomest and most valuable pair of
horses in the State.

have

we

Knickerbockers. De Beiges. Plaid

NOTICE

Soiling

from 75 cts. to $1.25 per

yd.

ever

before uflered in this city.

Buttrick’s Patterns
Full lino for Spring and Summer. Catalogue free.

H. JOHNSON & C 0

H

Host

YV ELLS’

HP HE subscriber, from Boston, will be in Belfast a
1 few days to offer his services to former patrons
in his line of business, and all orders left with JOHN
PEIRCE will be attend* d to.

-FOR

3w50

quality

made

MOTIGE

(all perfect'!

6 Cents per

CHOICE

—

yard.

To the Ladies!

PATTERNS

8 Cents per

.STEPHEN GROVER,

yard.

Piano-forte Maker.

A Farm for Sale.
subscriber offers for sale a
very desirable farm situated in

School District in Freedom village, containing about seventy-live
acres of good land, with a house,
shed, and barn in fair condition, well
wooded, with lasting water, and a young and thrifty
orchard of one hundred and thirty trees, cutting
twenty-live tons of good ha\.
Miss MATILDA P. BRIGGS.
owf»0*
Freedom, June 14, 1670.
the

Sheriff’s

Largest Stock
lately purchased

In the State of Maine which I have
at

SS.

at

being the time of the attachment of the same on the
original writ in this action, to redeem the following
described real estate, situated in Montville, to wit:
Beginning at tin* southwest corner of land formerly
owned by the late Edward Edmund’s home lot at a
yellow birch tree; thence running southerly fortyfour rods on the line of Robert Oxton and Leonard
Edmund’s land to the land owned by Mavo E. Ilarriman, called his homestead lot ; thence westerly on
the northerly line of said Harriman's homestead lot
one hundred and sixty-eight, rods to a stake and
stones; thence northerly on mid Harriman’s land to
land in possession of T. S. Hatch ; thence easterly
on said Ilatch and Edmund’s southerly line, one hundred and sixty-eight rods to the first mentioned
bounds, containing fifty acres, mere or less. The
above described premises being subject to a mortgage
given to Polly S. Churchill of Moniville, recorded in
Book 100, Page 275, Waldo County Registry.
F. S. WALLS, Deputy Sheriff.
Dated the 7th day of June, 1670.
3w50

8tli.

SELLING AT THE

Lowest

T>Tew York,

Gloves, Hosiery, Flowers, Parasols k
B. F.

Spring Sacques! C L O A. K
Ready
made at LOWER PRICES than

customers can make them.

DRESSMAKER

BELFAST.

i\ottiii£liam Laces!

MEN’S

A new assortment

just arrived.

Largest Stock

Bargains

ever

Calf Boots from $3 to $5

Pden’s
;

CARPETINGS

to

just returned

from Boston

FRESH
a

Neat and

we

GARMENTS & SUITS.

Best Quality 3 Wool Superfine T. W. PITCHER & CO.,

Soap

81 Main St., Belfast, Me.

Makers.

G-RAND

Tasty

JUST
At

reasonable PRICE, please give us a CALL,
guarantee satisfaction in every instance.

a

as

A

ful

B. F. WELLS.

Main Central Railroad.
Trains now leave Belfast at 7.40 A. M. Brooks
Thorndike 8.40.
Unity 8.50. Arriving at
Burnham 0.10 A. M.
Leave Belfast at 3.45 P. M. Brooks 4 25. Thorndike 5.00. Unity 5.15. Arriving at Burnham at 5.45

8.15.

RECEIVED!

LOT OF FIRST KATE POTASH, WHITE
and Pure. VfcRY STRONG- Makes beauti-

Soap.

TAPESTRIES!

WM. O. POOR & SON,
Johnson's Block, Belfast.

GREAT

tr-17

SALE

RETURNING,
Leave Burnham at 0.30 A.M. Unity 0 57. Thorndike 10.10. Brooks lu.47. Arrive at Belfast 11.00
A. M.
Leave Burnham at 0.05 P. M. Unity 0.30. Thorndike 0.4,_\
Brooks 7.1‘i. Arrive at Belfast 7.50.

—-C

Tapestry Carpetings
a

rare

opportunity for customers
good selections at

to

make

Boston

—OF—

Sheeting

-IN ALL—

Ladies’ Boots.
I would call the attention of

-♦

Prices!

offer at the very cheapest prices. I am receiving daily

I

The

-AT-

B. F. WELLS’.
Belfast, June 8,

40tf

1870.

City of Belfast,

ss.
PROPOSALS for collecting the State,

SEALED
County
Municipal
municipal

Taxes of said City for the
current
year will be received by the City
Clerk until 0 o’clock P. M., Monday, July 3d. The
City Council reserves the right to accept any one of
said proposals or reject all of the same.
Per Order,
and

EMERY BOARDMAN, City Clerk.

Belfast, June 8,

1876.

4w4U

Olotlas,
Hemp Carpetings,
Straw

Ivlattings,
ZFLngs, Feathers,

ity to my large stock of BOOTS,
now

splendid bargains in Kid, Serge,
and Foxed Button Boots.which
I

am

selling very low. Call and

examine

prices.

J. W. CLARK,
13 Phenix Row, Belfast.

<Sc-o., <5z>c.,

All
The

&5G.

Constantly on hand, and competition on
prices and assortment cannot be met in
this locality.
We intend to make Carpetings a permanent department in our Stock, and the
trade will always tind a good supply on
hand.

:o:

O-

interested in Saving Money will
please lake Notice.
undersigned has made entirely new arrange
men

meats which enables him to sell

NEW AND FASHIONABLE
SPUING AND SUMMER

Ready Made Clothing!
Gents

•—-

Oil

the ladies of Belfast and vicin-

SLIPPERS, TIES, &c., which

SHIP NEWS.

Mm\ Demonstration!

25 Different Patterns of

ID Cents per Ponnd.

1*. M.

Rubber

guaranteed.

Wo would also notify that wo keep constantly on hand every article wanted
for the manufacture of

01.00 per yard,

For

propose to cut and manufacture

and to all those entrusting their work
with us a perfect lit will bo

STOKE,

with every thin"

IS} EW

Ladies if you want

SHOE

13 Phenix Row, Belfast.

MRS. WELLS
lias

yd-

J. W. CLARK’S
FAMILY

of

GARMENTS & DRESSES,

Weight Carpetings!

At G7 & 75 cts*. per

MillinerY!

charge

Miss E. A. Pitcher.

They
---

Extra

-OF—

—

Look at our Ingrains at
50 Cents pei* yard-

Men's

Congress Boots from $1.75

FROM

And under the

and Best

offered.

—

BOSTON,

Boots & Shoes

from $1.60 to $4.

Opening

-AND-

WELLS,

7 Main Street,

The

T. W. PITCHER & Cl,
Take pleasure in announcing to Ladies
and Misses of Belfast and vicinity,
that they have engaged a lirst-class

$4.50; Men's Low Strap Shoes

Grand

Prices!

Fla i 1 a d. ©Ip hi a,
and Boston.

Taken on execution and will be
public auction on Saturday, tlie
day of July 1670, at 2 o’clock in the afternoon, at the office ol Geo. E. Wallace, in Belfast, in
said county, all the right in equity which William
II. Churchill, of Montville, has or had on the 27th
day of August, 1674, at one o’clock in the afternoon,
sold
WAE1M
fifteenth

Brown it Bleached Cottons.

WHO NOW MAS THE

Sale.

Date, Annie and Aye

years.

prices and a good assortment will inlluence the trade to buy readily and
largely, now is the time to purchase, for goods have never
been offered the public
at as LOW bargains
as at the present
time.
The prices we make upon our goods are
strictly reliable, and so LOW in fact,
that we are neither ashamed nor
afraid to quote them publicly
through the press. If the
value of goods cannot stand a public announ-

A—

June

In this city, June 11th, llenry Brown, Esq., aged
83 years.
In West Camden, May 20th, Mr. Henry Oxton,
aged 76.
In Searsmont, June 2nd, Lydia J. Thomas, aged
42 years and 5 mouths.
In Ellsworth, May 31st, Capt. L. B. Bunker, aged
•IS years.
In Ellsworth, May 28th, Mrs. Mary S. Smith, aged
G3 years.
In 1'renton, May 15th, Edward E. Smith, son of
Benjamin F. and Caroline E. Smith, aged 15 years.
In Eden, May 2*>th, Judith B. Knowles,
aged 73
years, 0 months.
In Tremont, May 31st, Benj. Bobbins, aged 71
yrs.,
3 months and 8 days.
In Stockton, May 25th, of consumption, Basilic II.
Seger, aged 12 years, 3 months and 5 days.
In llockland, June 2d, Mrs. Delima Rhoades, aged
11 years, 1 month and .s days.
in Rockland, June 3d, Cupt. Wm. B. Robinson,
aged 70 years and 8 months.
In Rockland, June 4th, Mrs. Hannah Tracy, aged
81 years.
In Thomaston, June l<t, Kingley A. Swift,
aged
56 years, 1 months and In days.
In Appleton, Jane 2d, Mrs. Margaret Kimball,
aged 00 years.
in Warren, May 16th, Mary, widow of the late
Archibald Crawford, aged 86 years, 2 mos., 20 days.
In St. George, May 2sth, John Leonard, aged 35
years.
In Rockport, May 28th, Louisa IL,oldest daughter
of Capt. Thomas and Julia A. Perry.
In Yinalhaven, May 30th, Patrick Burke, aged 48

REMNANT l>Rl!tTS
which

NOTICE

Practical Piano-Forte Maker.

$G.00aS.(»0

Dali Washed Wool
18a20 Unwashed
15 Hides
12 Cali Skins
lOall Lamb
15 Hard Wood
IGalS Soft
8al0 Shorts per ct.
7 Lime
5a6 Butter Salt
4 l-2uf> Piaster

A NEW LOT OF

cement

rpilE
jL

No. 8 Main Street.

Geo. W. Burkett & Go’s.

Repairing & Polishing

Delicious Sensation ot Coolness & Comfort
Try it:

PERCALES,

Repairing & Upholster- Dress Goads!
TNG AT SHORT NOTICE.

-A N 1>-

have special bargains In

-Al. t-

Furniture

W atch.es, 3 ewelry

Coods!

Prints, Cambrcs, Cretonnes,

B. & M. L. R. R. CO.

having a supply of VESTS

can furnish our hands with
work.
Parties OWING for MACHINES can
now have work.
MONllOE hands who
are readv to work, will please notify us.
GEO. A. QUEMBY A'CO.
1150
Belfast, June 15, 1875.

M. A. CULLXAX,
Corner of Miller and Cross .Sts.
lt>7G.
3w45s

TROCHE

call!

as;:

DOWN

Y

NOTICE.

by

Jackson’s Catarrh Snuff

please

11 Maiu Street* (over Forbes’ Store.)

a

price

OPENING A

NEW AND SELECT STOCK

We ask attention to advertisement in special
column of JACKSON’S CATARRH SNUFF
TROCIIK
tf

Southworth,
ARE NOW

Of their

1ST

If

Richards

and evenings

TOXJH VEST” I
and

Notice.

closing

out my Stock on account of poor
health, all persons indebted to me by note or ac- !
count, are hereby notified that their accounts must
be settled immediately, or they will be placed in the
hands of other parties for collection.
II. FI. FORBES.
4‘jtf
Belfast, June 5, 1870.
am

O

5, 1870.

Special
As I

T

Offer thorn at prices much l.nWKU than over
ottered In this city before.
We refrain from
quoting prices, and the public can satisfy thetnselve- by callin'; and examining our well selected stock, that
our goods Hie Cheaper than
those who quote prices in
their advertisements.
We mean just what we say, and invite the
public to give us a call.

We

No. 13 Main Street.

rf,

“PULL

\l
—AND—

ti. H. FORBES,

Mrs.

New York, $1,000 gold.

ID

give
plac£,

Belfast,

S

LARGE and varied Stock of

a

FOREIGN! AND DOMESTIC

out

June

O

with

CarpetingS Dry

The place to Buy is at

foreign ports.

CHARTERS.
The new schr. Jennie Beazlev, recently launched
at Bucksport, will take 170 M. lumber from Bucks
ville, S. C. to Searsport at $7,00. Schr. Edward
Johnson, Fernandina to New York, $0 per M. Brig
Ann Elizabeth, Barbados to New \ ork, cocoanuts
$1000, lump sum. Schr. T. 11. Livingston, Seville to

B

Boots & Shoes

Sid. from

water, New York.
At Cadiz, May 2-Uli, schr. Welaka, Perkins, loading oil for Limerick at a round sum of £700.
sid. from Old Harbor, Jam., June 2d, brig Abby
Ellen, Harding, New York.
II vstings, Eng., May 29th.
The bark Edwin
Reed, from Shield for San Francisco, passed here
t«‘-day at 2 P. M., and landed a seainun who had lulleu lrom the forestay on to the
topgallant forecastle.
SPOKEN.
June 13th, off Gloucester, schr. Fred A. Carle,
Condon, from Cadis lor Gloucester,

HAVE JUST RETURNED FROM

of

OX THE TRICES OF

White, Dyer, Liverpool.

Shields, June 9th, ship McXear, Born
bay (see local department).
Ar. at Queenstown, June 9th, brig I. W. Parker,
Brackett, Phi & lclphiu; schr. Almon Bird, Drink

Buyers

Great inducement to

hours from New York.
Ar. at Now York, June Gth, bark Emma F. Iferriman, Cardinas; t'th, schr. Flora Condon, French,
Para.
Cld. from New York, June 7th, bark Josie Mil

taur Liniment is for spavined, lame and strained
horses and auimais. 3m41

advertiser, a retired
PORT OF BELFAST.
physician, having providentally discovered, while a
in Southern Asia, a very simple
Medical
in
a
rational
but
Missionary
himself
manner,
when
the
enjoys
ARRIVED.
for
the speedy and permanent cure
vegetable remedy
bout’s bell rings, he hurries aboard ready for duty.
of Consumption, Asthma, Bronchitis, Catarrh, and
June 7th, sell. Cameo, Cunningham, Boston.
He takes regular rounds over the boat, to ascertain
all throat and lung affections,—also a positive and
June 8th, sells. Mary, Magee, Boston; Senator,
radical specific for Nervous Debility, Premature Condon, Bangor; Village, Harvey,
if there has intruded any lurking rat whose case
Bucksport; 1*.
and all Nervous Complaints, feels it his duty M. Bonnie, Burgess, Yinalhaven; Almeda, PatterDecay,
the
When
announces
a
gong
meal, to make it known to his suffering fellows. Actuated
plating about the United States mint in needs attention.
son, lishing grounds; Abby Gale, Darby, Haverhill;
1 ui" i-c >.
a
found
brick
of
and
seats himself by this motive, he will cheerfully send (free of
gold, worth he inarches gravely to the table,
recently,
Pennsylvania, (of Rockland,) Savage, New York;
a*»o, which had been thrown out with the
ut the Captain’s right hand, where he remains until
charge) to all who desire it, the recipe for preparing, Uockyhill, lvaler, Waldoboro; Banner, Ladd, Rockand ciuders. When found it was too hot to be
and full directions for successfully using, this prov- land; Win. Tell, Mathews, Brewer;
Humming-Bird,
;i
the naked hand. The officers of the mint the repast is over. As an example of modest merit
identally discovered remedy. Those who wish to Varnum, Penobecot; sloop Spray, Maiming, Rockseveral fruitless efforts to regain the precious and careful attention to duty, Tom puts to shame avail themselves of the benefits of this
land.
discovery
*
tit the child’s mother informed them that she
without cost, can do so by return mail, by addressJune 9th, schs. Uatler, Carter, Sedgwick ; Banner,
of the human kind. It is hoped that he may
Pu*
where it would be safe, and that If they many
ing with stamp naming paper,
Hodgdon, Bar Harbor; Gen. Meade, Holmes, Bosered it they must do so through due process of live to a ripe old age, and go at last where the good
Die CHARLES P. MARSHALL,
ton ; Carol, Derby, Bucksport; Exact, Parker, Gloucats go.
3m50
33 Niagara Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
cester.
To

June 10th, seha. Voting Chief, Frye, fishing;
Lark, (of Calais,) Hutchings, Georgetown, L>. C.;
Amazon, Warren, Boston; Geo. I>. Fullerton, (of
Parrsboro’, A’. 8.) Cieuluegos, 29 days, to 11. Sibley

sure

ten years

designated,

ground and

the
ident happened at the IIoosuc Tunnel.
thunder shower lightning struck the track
w.
1 the rails some nvo miles into the tun
it exploded some nitro glycerine chai ses,
iui* m". ral of tin
workmen, though none
a a

cures

sy. Chills ami Fevers, Chrome Diarrhoea, Nervous Attentions, Boils, Humors, Diabetes, Ac.
Thousands have been changed by tiie use of
this remedy from weak, sickly, sufl'ering creatures, to strong, healthy, and happy men and
woman; and invalids cannot reasonably hesitate to give it a trial.
A 32-page pamphlet, containing a history of
tiie Peruvian Sykup, a valuable paper on
progress in medical science, a treatise on Iron
as a medical agent, testimonials from distinguished physicians, clergymen and others, will
he sent free to any address. Seth W. Fowl,::
& Sons, Proprietors, so Harrison Ave., Boston.
Sold b> dealers generally.

dy.

euro.

'idi'l ii -u ship, the N. T. IIi’l. of 1100
damp weather of late has somewhat interfered
uin lied at
]>ueksj>ort on the lTlli. i with tin* trot at the Park, and caused a postpone-p1. n lid vi -el, owned bv Bitek^port | ment. Wednesday, Thursday and Friday arc the
i v\.il b coimnaniled by Cajd. Jabez
Some noted horse flesh is on
j days now
The

broken-down,

To whom it may concern, Gratitude to ti real
benefactor compels me to state for the benefit
of the similarly atllieted that on December 3d,

tuner,

Manhope, employed in a lumber mill at
attempting to leap across the trimming
iiis cunt in the running gear, which
nder tin* edge of the saw, mangling

horribly.

The Young Men’s Christian Association of New
York are considering the propriety of starting a farm
in the country as an auxiliary to their benevolent
work in the Bowery. The men whom they feed and
lodge in that branch are glad to work and anxious
to obtain it.
Last year this branch lodged 10,710
persons, gave away so.701 meals and found employment for 1,0-j 1 m<n.

watches.—.See notice of

held a
case was

the 'piestioii of jurisdiction, and it
,at tin- tri.ii cl '.ii*- e\ -ceretary should
>All of July.

!ue

more

The Grand Union Hotel, New York, opposite
the Grand Central Depot, lias over 350 elegantly
furnished rooms. Elevator, steam, and all improvements. European plan. Carriage hire is
saved, as baggage is taken to and from the depot
free. The restaurants supplied with the best.
Guests can live better for less money at the
Grand Union than at any other first-class hotel.
•Stages and cars pass the Hotel constantly to all
parts of the city, and to Philadelphia Depot.

Miss Matilda 11.

•i

oi,

than a hundred men were
scouring the woods in pursuit of the lost
child. They continued their search till
this morning at 7 o’clock, when their efforts were rewarded by finding the little
wanderer in an open pasture, more than
a mile from home, whither she had roamed through the woods and over three considerable streams, and remaining without
shelter all night in the open air. The joy
of the parents Knew no bounds when they
clasped in their arms their lost and restored child.
soon

entering gentlemen’s gardens, and rob
ing them of their eggs. 'This is an outrage that
should not be tolerated, and one or two examples

your vest,’’ or
which they oiler

imj '-achment,
e

and

Important

sale.— IJervey
a-

company

demonstration to-

they might stay

that

till it was most thoroughly searched bv
torch-light for two or three miles. Finding no traces of her the town was roused,

Hangs of boys make systematic raids upon the
nests of the little birds in the trees about the city,

fJeo. A.

-I

■ .*

some

lias

Iron in the Blood.
TIikPeriu ian Syrup vitalizes anil enriches
the biooil, tones up the system, buihls up the

liitOWNFiKLD, June S. Hilda, the little
three-year-old daughter of Ohas. Fessenden of Brownfield, strayed from her home
last evening and got lost. She was supChildren Cry For Castoria. it is as
posed to be drowned in Shepherd's river pleasant to take as honey, and is absolutely

Belfast don’t celebrate.

would have

1

I

ibe

Bangor.

at

sometimes

of the wholesale
hi in!, wiil cl*
their stores oil
1 -tami closed until
Monday
i.
el dune, .July and
a

.join

celebrating,

ward-:

comm.l-

I inn- ha- a handsome editorial trib.ill
\Iiituiion at Philadelphia and
ot invention, 11:
audacity of entermg m rev of tl<‘* Amcrican people.

.■•■I.

to

company has uec< pted an inin the festivities <d the Fourth of

waited for Belfast to make

ii.i-d.r
»

military

celebration

duly

but
.;.111

of the office.

The Belfast

Indiana,

poverty, last

•in!

boo.oo of his individual funds to meet the current

expenses

Haven, « ounecticut, on
than .;bi:',noo \v«>rtli of
l-.r tin 1 urki-h gov•-

The fact became quite apparent to-day that
the lilainc movement for the Presidency has
culminated and that the supporters of the exSpeaker are not all of them disposed to urge
his nomination any further. This revelation
was first made in the lailure of Mr. Blaine's
efforts to get his political colleagues iu the
House to stand by him in bis etl'ui t this afterternoon to filibuster and stave otf a vo'e on the
reference of the Caldwell cable despatch. The
matter was brought up bv Mr. Hunton, chairman of the Suit-Judiciary Committee, to tiie
great alarm of Mr. Blaine, who ran in from the
'lunch room so hurriedly that his mouth was
full of sandwich. When he stood in his place
to combat the movement and recover his control ot the motion his colleagues gave in their
wonted adhesion to their old leader during the
earlier part of his struggle, and followed his
plume in one or two filibustering charges, hut
the reaction began when a subsequent motion
to lay the matter on the table was put to the
House. His party refused their further obedience and allowed him to be vanquished.
It is
supposed that the reaction lias been started and
headed by Republican Congressmen favoring
'lie nomination at Cincinnati of Governor
Hayes, of Ohio, with a view to diverting Mr.
Blaine’s strength to that candidate, and hence
the explanation made of Garfield’s admission,
in the course of the debate to-day, that the
Caldwell cable despatch was not in any sense
evidence. The formidable character ot the defeel inn is shown in tile open avowal of Senator
Wadleigli, of New Hampshire, that Mr. Blaine
is no longer an available man for tho nomination.
Senator Wadleigh is supposed to be
friendly to Mr. Bristow, and his opinions may
not be altogether unprejudiced; but there is,
nevertheless, great force in the declaration lie
made to-day, that Mr. Blaine count not carry
the State of Massachusetts.
Mr. Foster, of
Ohio, another leading republican, isalsoquoted
as saying that Mr. Blaine is unavailable and out
of the question as a candidate.
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Belfast Masons went to Carver’s
delegation
Harbor, Wednesday, to help institute a new Chapter
at that place, to be called Atlantic R. A. Chapter.
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Bixby. Subji-ci Scientific Materialism.
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us that it insures a large hay crop.
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Belfast Cornet Band gave its first open air
of the post-olfice Monday evening,
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Monroe. A heavy shower of rain accompanied
with thunder passed over this town on Saturday last.
The lightning struck the barn of 1*. II. Kane, Esq.,
which with his farm tools, &e., were totally destroyed. Loss $000; reported partially insured.While
moving a barn Saturday in Swanville, some words
passed between Edwin Jenkins of Monroe, and
Hubert Smart of Swanville, when Smart struck
Jenkins across the arm with a hoe, breaking it near
the shoulder.

New* of the City and County.

Furnishing Goods, Hals, Caps, &c.,

At Lower Frices
Than similar goods have ever before or can now b®
bought for, either in Belfast or elsewhere. Gentlumen wishing to buy WeLi. MAnK G AuM kNTS CliKa p,
will do well to call on me, as there is no charge for
examination of my goods, and the prices at wliich I
shall offer them will convince you of my determination to offer good bargains. Heinember the place.

Gw48

D. L. PEAVY,
7 Phenix Row.

Trusses! Trusses!!
ISTew Tiling!
ISTickle IPlatecl!

DURABLE!
Geo.W.Burkett&Co. CLEAN,LIGHT,
ENAMELLED WOOD PAD!
Hayford Block, Church St.,
BELFAST.

MAINE.

JUST RECEIVED AT

WM. O. POOR & SON’S,
Johnson’s Block. Belfast.
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Harrisburg had a visitor a few days ago
whose mission wras to unearth some six
hundred dollars he had buried at Camp
Curtin while a soldier there in war times.
The story seems somewhat shadowy.
It
is to the effect that the stranger was particular to inquire for the main entrance to
the camp, and succeeded in reaching it
by the aid of a compass. Commencing his
excavation, lie brought to light a cigar
box containing the sum stated in greenbacks, pocketed the amount, and invited a
number of spectators to take a drink. The
money he said, was received by him as
bounty in 18(11. and in the fear of being
robbed he buried it. The belief is that
there is considerable more money under
ground at that once famous locality and
this discovery should encourage others to
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'hall we wail and sorrow for the dead?
1 -r tlie living drop a tear!
the moi-t eye. their’s the heart of lead,
the drooping soul that needeth cheer.
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oM:ijn,.,i. and he is panting after the full
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guaranteedito
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dg«- of .Iordan, listening to the harpers
be oilier side, and waiting till the
pitcher
broken at the fountain, and the wheel
Hii-t’i n. and the spirit shall depart to God
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ga\.- it.
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amily .Medicine.

for

a

worth of

Centaur Liniment will do better.

lowing

a

W. 1’.

“Some time ago I

a

■

t'

shipping horses to St. Louis.
I got one badly crippled in the car. With great difI
him
to
the
stable. The stable-keeper
ficulty got
gave me a bottle of your Centaur Liniment, which 1
used with such success that in two days the horse
was active and nearly well.
I have been a veterinary surgeon for thirty years, but your Liniment beats
anything 1 ever used.
“A. J. M’CARTY, Veterinary Surgeon.”
I'or

postage stamp we will mail a Centaur Almanac, containing hundreds of certificates, from
every State in the Union. These Liniments are now
sold by all dealers in the country.
a

Samuel Pitcher, of Hyannis, Mass., experimented in liis private practice for twenty years to
produce a combination that would have the proper
ties ol Ca«tor Oil without its
unpleasant taste
and griping effect.
IIis preparation was sent for, near and
far, till
finally he gave it the name of Castoria, and put it
up for sale. It is very wonderful in its effects, particularly with the disordered stomachs and bowels
ol children. It aasiniilafeii the
food, cures
sour stomach and wind colic,
regulates the bowels,
expel* worms, and may be relied upon in croup.

pleasant, effective and perfectly safe caremedy it is superior to Castor Oil, Cordials and Syrups. It does not contain
alchohol, and
is adapted to any age.
liy regulating the stomach and bowels of croo
and Kiclilj children they become good-natured
and healthy. They can enjoy
sleep and mothers
As

a

thartic

have reat.

Castoria is put up at the Laboratory of J. B. Rost: & Co., 4G Dey St., New York.
The
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ABBIE E. KELLS, will receive a few
pupils for instruction upon the Fiano and Cabinet Organ. Special care taken with
beginners. For
terms inquire at 142. Main Street.
Nov. 25, 1875—tf21
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Diiismoru & Son are making a change in
their business, and all persons owing them
MUST SETTLE UP inside of THIRTY
DAYS or they will be obliged to leave
their accounts with a lawver tor collection.

IVIercliant Tailor.
tin
REWAliI).

D.

USUALLY KEPT IN A

Furniture Store
J. 0. THOMPSON & SON’S

KINDS OF

American

Ticker.

IL F.

Thirty Dollars

Rake!

Hats, Bonnets,

COLBY, EMERY & CO,
the licensed manufacturers and sole Agent;
for the sale of the Neal Horse Hay Lake in
Hancock County. We invite the attention of the
Farmers to our stock of ltakes before making then

ARE

Boarding

cars

Stable connected with the

EXTREM ELY

L
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PRICES !
40

GREAT
!
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BARGAINS
—

We still continue to manufacture Boats, Water
Casks, Junks and Lugs, Wedges, Ship Carving, &c.
Stock of Boots constantly on hand. Also, Moop
Yacht, for sale, centre board, 21 foot long,
Rigged
10 leet wide, half decked over, cabin contains four

Silks,

Me.

AND—
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for

In the most. Desirable .Shades.
w
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we

All of

oiler at the very
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cause.
1 will say that I did have
us he misused me and allowed his

Commissioners

We intend to give nil of our eustoiuers
perfect satisfaction.

Gome and
lief

>re

purchasing

Us

Try

justiliable
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July 4th, 1876,

MERRILL’S

I*arl>n^

is most extensive and complete. We have produced
this season the best Jot of goods we have ever manufactured, and introduce this year new and elegant
devices in Eire Works, made only at our
Laboratory,
together with a large variety of Decorations, Mags,
Lanterns, Eire Crackers, Torpedos, and Illuminating Specialties, most appropriate tor this Anniversary. For Public °r Private
no
superior goods can be found. We guarantee satisfaction to every purchaser and liberal prices. Committees should apply immediately. Give your orders
now, or write us what your proposed arrangements
or wants are without delay; good selections can
thus be made, plans perfected and success assured
for a brilliant celebration of this “Glorious Fourth.”
Send for our Descriptive Catalogue, and Rriee List.
For Rkivatk Displays we put. up Boxes of an assorted lire Works, from $1.00 to $100.00 in value,
which are safely shipped any distance, C. O. 1). Address B. T. WELLS. Agent for N. E.
Laboratory,
4w4!)
18 llawley fcjt. cor. Milk, Boston.’

Displays,

A l'L’LL LINK OK

FASHIONABLE GOODS
JUST RECEIVED.

N.

CA

FIRE
HATS & BONNETS
OF ALL THE LATEST

STYLES
Ami

everything

in the

are

Millinery

Line which

Of every description at lowest prices.
We manufacture our own goods and are bound by
no combination.
Displays for cities and towns furnished at short,
notice.
Flags, Lanterns, Balloons, Masks, &c., &c.
Rout leal clubs furnished with flags and Eire
Works.

CELEBRATE

MERRILL’S,

Great deduction
IX

FOREIGN

c.T§2fiF.

MMAMMMMUO Turnout street, Betton.

just returned from Boston where I bought
largo line of FOREIGN and DOMESTIC

Ihavt*
u

Worsteds, Cassimeres,

Suitings

Hats, Caps and Gents Fur-

nishing Goods, &c.,
Which I bought at PANIC PRICES. I am selling
them at Prices to meet the times.

Chevoit Suits at
All Wool Pants,
AH my
l uslum
sin tier at
manner

$7.50.
3.25.

Uenily Aradc Clothing

are my own m&nuto give satisfaction,
Work dime in tile lutest Stylo, in tile best

factor, which I

warrant
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RACISM,
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1870,

IS Main Street.
3m43

Sanborn House.

RICHARD II. MOODY.
Apothecary

and
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Hki.i

JOSEPH SANBORN, JR.,

well known

AN

1

Me

ast.

Cooper,

Carver's Harbor Packet.
MU. packet
III* si vs

i.T

At the foot of Main Street, near the llailread Depot,
where he will keep constantly oa hand Sawed 1 imb
of all dimem-ious, Dine, Hemlock and Spruce
Boards, Shingles and Clapboards of all qualities.

Sand and

PAT I: N T S

eign countries.
incuts, and all papers for Patents executed on reason
able terms, with despatch. Researches made to determine the validity and utility of Patents of Invenand other advice rendered in all
tions, and
matters touclnngthe same. Copies of the claims ot
furnished
by remitting oue dollar. As
any patent
sigiiments recorded in Washington.
A'o Agency in the United States possesses superior
facilities for obtaining Patents or ascertaining the
patentability of inventions.
All necessity of a journey to Washington to pro
cure a Patent, and the usual great delay there, are
here suved iuventors.

Hair.

one

ficialintercourse.

CHARLES MASON,

SANBORN HOUSE,

where he will be glad to welcome them. The house
is near the
well tltted and oilers every inducement for a quiet summer resort.
A good stable is connected with the houpe. Give

depot,

C A E I,

"I have no hesitation in assuring inventors that
they cannot employ a man more'competent and trustworthy and more capable of putting their applications in a form to secure for them an early and favorable consideration at the Patent Office.
EDMUND BURKE, late Coui’s’r of Patents.'
“Mr. R. II. Eddy has made for me over THIRTY
applications for Patents, having been successful in
almost every case. Such unmistakable proof of great
talent and ability on bis part leads meto recommend
all inventors to apply to him to procure their patents, as they may be sure of having the most faithful attention bestowed upon their cases, and at very

A N I >

S E i:

call.
JOSEPH SANBORN, JR.
Belfast, June 1, 1675.
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MFR'S WINDOW GLASS BOTTLES &C
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PHILADELPHIA
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BORDERS

Fourth of

J. C. THOMPSON & SON
•10

Paints, Oils & Varnishes
PURE LEAD AND OILX, MASCUY & SONS Ready Made Colors for
interior and exterior of llou<e>\ liarnn,
Fences, &e. (’all and see before purchasing elseJ.

(hunting

E. J. MORISON & CO.,
52 Main St., Belfast, Mo.
asm'

large and line lot ot
J JAS just
CIG-ARS,
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Different brands, whicji he is selling for

FIVE CENTS EACH!
flie

same

has been selling for ten.
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asoit-

July

I FIREWORKS
P» AN1- I
’’

i:i,I>, l’OKl;IS I V I I X- rn, Manufuctur
Agents for standard and reliable

FIRE WORKS,
prepared to furnish everything in this lint
for public or private exhibitions. In addition to tin
articles generally used, the\ have a line collection ol
F1RK WORKS o flu rge calibre ami finest materials,
for Public Fxhibit ions and Private use, consisting ol
now specialties ut ver before exhibited, such a-

are now

Meteor

Geo. G. Wells
received

4;,

1776 centennial1876

VERY LOW AT

Rockets, Illuminated Bomb
Shells, &e., &e.

««rCity and I own Committees furnished ut shor1
notice ami on liberal terms.
In addition to the al»o\e, we have
FlagN, Balloons, and a large assortment of verv handsome
Lanterns, inchulimj s< reml vnr sti,l< s; also,
every Other description of Centennial Hoods. >, ml
lor Circular and Price Fist.

BANFIELD, iFORRISTALL, & CO.,
GongressSts.,Boston.

26 & 28 Federal S, 127

ineut of

TOBACCO.
Fresh Stock of Fit ITT ami CON FKCTIO.N FK1
by every boat. All kinds CAN'NFl) C.OODS and
JKLUES, SAHIIINFS, 1MCK1.KS, KUTCilbT’S;
ill kinds DlilFL) F11U1TS. Also, live Itbls. our
L’ountry ClbkLi by the gallon or barrel for family

A

has left my
cause, 1
hereby
any person harboring
trusting her
on my account, as I shall pay no hill of her contract\\ 1LLIAM McCABE.
ing.
3w40*
t Belfast, June 0, 1870.

*

i

______

iyr27.

O anti on.

* *

:

AT

FRENCH'S Stove Store,

JOHN TAGGART.”

Eliza

of

WADL1N& MERRILL’S

of the most capable and
with whom I have had of

McCabe,
my wife
bed and board without justiliable
WHEREAS,
forbid

Capt

Iron Ware!

Com’s'r of Patents.”

reasonable charges.
Bostou.Jan 1 1870.

People

Hew Ill
wi-diing

GRANITE

TESTIMONIALS.

regard Mr. Eddy as
successful practitioners

s

-•

To tlio

of upwards of .'10
Patents in the United

Britain, France, and other for
Caveats, Specifications, Assign

“I

M. Bonn;

sseekly

m. i:. cuueEu.
INI

Belfast, May 1, 1S70.

practice

secure

P.

Iti'KiiKbrt, will make
trip- between this city and
Curs er’s Harh'-r after this date.
<
ountry pi >duce of all kinds will be
Mas he found at tin
purchased at the going p> ice
store ot W oods, Mathew ,v Bakt r, or on board the
packet at Ilaradeu S wh’arf. 1 are tor pas.-engi >,
$1.00
(apt. Ill OS. ltlKhl-sv.
Belfast, ''larch
1-“r..
tfiv
4

■»

GRANITE
no-

Announces to his many friends that he has
returned and again taken possession of the

40

EXCELLENT 1*1 A NO, OF GOOD MAKE
and in fine order. Will be sold ut a bargain.
at
Apply the Journal Office.
tft*
Belfast, Feb. 22, 1870,

extensive

RICHMOND

TuchiI.i >
,iimI
I'Siii r«*il.» y
in o
ii ii it m
,k
1
o’clock.
.-!i arrival of Steamer 'its
ot
Richmond from Portland. for Deer I It*. >. W.’aud
Bar Harbor-' Mt. Desert
and Winter Harter.
Returning, leases "inter Harbor every Moil.
n f«lay
anil Friday inurninui at I. IO
o'clock, touching u- above. arris ing at Rockland
at about II o'clock, connectin'; with steamei
Lils o! Richmond lor Portland.
" ill leave (.'ouiinercial Wharf, Rockland, ever
u
Natiirilay iiioriiiii»- at .» l-'£ o’clock
m aP-o
arrival of >'earn*
fur I llsworth. touching
at 1 »rer Jsh
a
i
-.\. r*
••vcr\
Honilai
Returning.
i.
morning .it ,» ll» o'clock.
!in^r at Dec;
Me, arris ing in Rockland at about II o'clock
connecting with Steamer < itv ot Richmond for Port
land.
The Steamer ( ii ski.i." Hot <; ii r* >\' has been r*
cently refitted and furni.slted svith a NI.W Roll.I R
and nesv Machinery, making lo r esery way H first
cla -.s steamer.
I'm further particulars, impure of
<T Rl "-'ll RDI VAN t (.eu’l Agent.
Poit'and, Mas ,‘>th.
Railroad Wlnui.

Pro’p.

legal

THYcENTENNIAL.

Piano for Sale!

No Charge* for obttlnlng

TO INVENTORS

aw

OF

■>

OTHERS.

St..opposite Kilby St..Boston

AATER
years,continues to
also in Great

1‘KICKS OF

CiothinC!

No. 52 Chauncy Street, BOSTON.

BELFAST.

No. 76 State

CITY

STEAMER CHARLES HOUGHTON.
CAPT. ORIS B INGRAHAM,
" ii leavomuierri, l Wharf, Rockland, everv

NEW LUMBER YARD

SOLICITOR OF PATENTS
For Inventions, Trade Harks or Designs,
States;

Hayford Block, Church St.
tf42

-I.'i

Tlondai

V»'iil leave Portland
»»n Monilar, lTnliifo
•1 <«y anil Frilliii i‘ViMiin»-« at It* o’clock,
fur Rockland, ('anidru, Bella-t, .Searsporf, Sands
point, liucksjiort, Wmterport, Hampden and Bangor.
Returning, leas
Bangor e\ cry .11 omlav, ’ll •*«!ni'Mlav anil I riilny morning'* at <» o'clt*.

II

II. EDDY

R

r\

Agents Wan tod.

six months are allowed to said creditors
in and prove their claims; and that we shall
attend that service at the house of the late A. K.
Bumps on the second Saturday in June and the
second Saturday in November, at nine o’clock A. M.
)
GORHAM CLOUGH.
Commissioners.
3w IS
SAMUEL N. TILTON.

A N1)

vi

CAPTAIN C. KILBY,

tify

t<

IW SAIVVHll,

Hv

Notice.

elsewhere.

Belfast, April id, 1870.

HYDE & CO.

—AT—

Jonesport and Machia^port.
Returning, leases, *Machiasport,
u'cluili.
moruiiij; 4t 4- I

.Send for Circular.

bring

H. H. Johnson & Co.

Belfast, April

selling at the

LOWEST PRICES

WORKS

««

of Centlemen who
merits

M. R.

C. E.

Centennial Celebrations of

jj

EREBY informs his old customers and
jl public, that he has opened a

cau-e,

tice that

A MI: It IC A N

[j

r-.

DEERING,

" ii: 1. iI* o r l I a n «!
ll»umila» Etcniii"* <•(
!•* o'clock lor Rockland,
1 *« » r M«-f Stdgsvick
-s’ i-tinSouth Wist uml loir Harbor*
r—^ Mt. 1)1 srrt
M ill bridal-.

A l

ABNER K. IIUMPS, late of Thorndike,
deceased, represented insolvent, do hereby' give
to

CHAS.

f-—-—.

Lumber Yard

WE

The New Eng. Fire Work Laboratory,
18

CAPT.

WEAR SPORT, iSI E.

THE SUBSCRIBERS, having been appoint
ed by the Mon. William M. Rust, lN-j., to receive and examine the claims ol' creditors to the

IN—

Announce that their stock for the

STEAM K I i I.KWIST* )N

•*

friends to do the
same, and also neglected me in sickness and poor
health. I left him because l could be better taken
care of among strangers.
I shall not contract anv
bill on his account, as I can provide for myself better than lie can, or did, for me.
SAUAH M. MARTIN
:hv4s*
Searsmont, June 1,1876.

conveyed

—

Mt. Desert, Macliias,

norii ornamental a rsm i.

WHOM IT M \ V COXfEKX: My husband,
.Nathaniel Martiu, last week advertised me ib
having left his bed and board without justiliable

iMSICUS !

>

Ellsworth and Bangor.

names

extraordinary

past ten years

TO

Ribbons.

It

SORES ON AI.L

NOTICE.

Foreclosure Notice.

MASTEN, Pyrotechnist,
Hawley Street,
Boston, Msss.,

STORE.

or in: it ills of

Something'

Agent of the Boston Marine Insurance Company,
For Ska us rout and Vicinity, and Agent for the
sale of PITCH PINK LLMBKR and TI.MBKR, for
•''’hip Orders, Bridges, &c. From \V. L. BtCKS’
AIills at Bucksville, 8. C.
7m-12*
Searsport, Me., April 20, 1870.

Laces,

berths.

FIREWORKS

—

Larthes, Cement, Lime,

fore pureha>ing elsewhere. For sale at
L. J. MORI SON & Co’s. 52 Main St.,‘Belfast.
3inos4.i

McGilvery

•1!

INSIDE LINE

A. 11 ay ford, Esq., Ex-Mayor,
II. lii-t, Me.
Israel Cox, (jeu’l Ins. Agent,
Harrison 11 uyforil, Farmer,
1’. M. Moody, llorse Trainer,
N. .1. Dean,
Drop. of Livery Slahle, Rockland
Eben \V .Seuvey, Hotel Keeper, No
>earsp.>t'!.
Robert (L Ames, Teamster,
J. \V. Black, Deputy frjheriff,
J. .M. Hale Si Co., .stage Drops., Ellsworth,
W. L. Cleaves, Drop ot Liv. stable Stockton,

BENCH WRINGER. The best
wringer in the market. Call and at e be-

late lion. A\Tn.

return,

<.

er

Wringers.

OY ith

or

1;-:.;

STEAMER

HENRY H. GRANT,

purchases.

j.ah
Liu

Vinaliiaven

Belfast Jum-

Low,

JEWELRY

AND

RAFLY
rpur,
JL clothes

FLOWERS.

-a

■

n or

\ Shcphcid, Agtc, Castine, Wm. Was
-on.Agt., P.roGiksv ill.
Benj. Ryder.Agt., I-lt -bom
>. VV
\ ii•.
Randal!. Ay?
II <vard Cohan;
Agt., Belfast.

HORSE-FLESH!

BROTHERS, Proprietors

Belfast, Sept. 23, 1875.—tfl3

Stock of

Spring

uud

••

AKKN A f FAIR RATKS

FULL .nr

(<|,
.ho

**

Hooper

Hotel.

Tucker.

L.very

••

Brooksviile,

return.
1 h-sboro to

.7i
*l.uo

AND FINISH

Very

and

••

••

Belfast
Yiualhaven,
Brooksviile or Castine to Yinaih.tvi

SCRATCHES

Belfast, Me.

Sample Rooms free to guests.
^1

to
to

Return,

*•

••

Castine,

Ca-tine

CURES

Druggist

Coaches to convey passengers to and from the

H.H. Johnson & Co.

Brooksviile

'■

I.-le-boro to
*'

OINTMENT

and boats.

Have just receive*I their

of Belmont, in
the
of
and State of Maine, on
the seventh
of
A. 1). 1870, mortgage i
to me, the subscriber, by his mortgage deed ol that
date, a certain parcel of land situated in Belmont,
aforesaid, and fully described in said mortgage deed,
which is recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book,
151, Rage 4-17, to which reference is hereby math* for
a description of the premises, and whereas the con
dition of said mortgage has been broken, I claim to
foreclose the same, and for that purpose give this
public notice according to the Statute in su -li cases
made and provided. Also one other parcel of land
situated in said Belmont being the same land which
was
by said William Gordon to Charles
Black by his mortgage deed, dated September lirst,
A. D. 1867, to which reference is had for a more particular discript ion,the same being recorded in Waldo
Registry of Deeds, April 1th, A. 1). 1st58. Book i::>.
Rage 404, and the same was assigned to me by said
Charles Black, by bis deed of assignment dated December 21st, A. I>. 1867, and whereas tlie condition
of the same mortgage has been broken, 1 claim to
foreclose the same, and tor that purpose give this
public notice according to the Statute in such cases
made and provided.
JAMES BK'KNELL.
Belmont, May 30 1S70.
3\vlS

-F A R EErom Belfast to Me-horo & Castine or

1ST E W

FRENCH'S Stove Store.

Correspondence solicited.
COLBY, EMERY & CO.,
2nvH*
May 2, 1876.
Bucksport,

and

—A 1

SHIP-BUILDERS.
CAN BE FOUND AT

Capt. W. P. FAICNSWOKTH,
Will run until further notice as folluws
Lea\
Brooksviile t»»r Belfast every Monday, l uesdav und
Friday at 7.10 A. M., touching at Ca'-tiue at s, and
l.-le.sboro. Also Thursday at 12 31., Cu*tine 12.30 P
M., and Pleshoro at 1" A. 31.
Returning, leav< Belfast, •-anford’s Wharf,' every
Wednesday and Saturday at 0 oVIock \ 31 or on
arrival ot steamer*. Al- Monday aud Ihursdayat
4 30 P. M., touching at Isle-boro and Castiuc. Th*
Wednesday morning trip from Belfast will be ex
tended to Carver
ilaibor, Vinaliiaven, returning
the next day, leaving Vinaliiaven at 7 o’clock Thui*
day morning, touching as above.

Casters.”

St'PERIOR QlALlTY

i-: a m e it

PIONEER,

KNIVES,
FORKS. SPOONS, &<*.,

Prepared

*+* Particular attention given to Sew ing Machine
Shot Dims Repaired and Pored to shoot
closo.
No. 4{j MAIN STREET.
Jan. 1st, 1870—tf

J. D.

Line !
r

TABLE

MACHINIST!

TUCKER

ISLE.SBORO

ANiL)

Steamboat

Silver Plated Ware.

“Pickle

F, Agent.

belfast, Castino, brooksviile

fimosur

READ,

Main Street,

1>AN 111. LAN

goods.
Belfast, May 2">, WO.

C. AYER &. CO., Lowell, Mass..
Practical and Analytical Chemists.
by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicine.

AND M AN V

AT

Hay

ery of

J. I. WATTS, Traveling Salesman

tt'.M

Repairing.

GRANITE

SALE

-----

••

Street, Belfast, Me.

DKALER IN ALL

Centennial Tickets for the Round
$15.50
Trip,
All freight must be accompanied by Bill of Lading
in duplicate. All freight bills mu-t be paid on deliv

Globo Mills Standard Spices-

Ship and Carriage Trimmings, Agricultural Implements, Paints Oils, Glass, &e. No. 00 Main

T

$2.50
3.65

LOWELL,

Coffees.

(Successors to Carle & Moriscu,}

G-.

FARE,TO BOSTON,
‘‘

SPECIALTIES.

Hardware, Iron, Steel, House,
Notice.

Johnson,

Capt.

Bk.i.fast for Boston every Monday,
Thursday and Saturday, at 2. I*. 31.
Returning, will leave Boston every Monday,
Tuesday, Thursday and Friday at 5 1-2 1*. M.

UY

Tobaccos, Teas, Molasses

HEALERS IN'

,

Roix,

Will leave

Wednesday,

Twitchelt, Champlin & Co.,

to its

concern.

Capt.

Dr. J.

Witness the

Will SELL you CIIEAPEU Ilian any

OF

G O Q X3> S

H.

OmOsi 1

STE AM K It

CAMBRIDGE,
KATAHDIN,
Wm. R.
J. P.

public about

DOMESTIC ANIMALS.

MAINE.

Assortment DINS MOKE & SON
OF

the

series of marvelous

ARABIAN

at Law!

BELFAST,

to

STEA 31 !•: H

den acta Un-

Attorney i Counsellor at Law,
Basil

Avi.i:'.' Piikuky

really robbed
dangerous diseases of their terrors, to a great
extent, and given a feeling of immunity from their
fatal effects, that is well founded if the remedy be
taken in season. Kvery family should have it in
their closet for the ready and prompt relief of its
members. Sickness, suffering, and even life is saved
by this timely protection. The prudent should not
neglect it, and the wise will not. Keep it by you
for the protection it affords by its timely use in sud-

W. P. THOMPSON.

Bring- tlie

or
as

these

HERVEYS

4^“A11 business entrusted to him will receive
rompt attention.

XTECK TIESI

tion,

'long

Indeed the C herry Pectoral has

Prices

IIARADEN BLOCK, Belfast, Me,

W E A. R !

se-

a

cures, that have won for it a confidence in its virtues, Hever equalled by any other medicine. It stil
makes the most effectual cures of Conyhs, Colds,
Consumption, that can be made by medical skill.

GEO. E. WALLACE,

Attorney

ever

reputamaintained it so

It lias been known

at Law!

STREET, BELFAST.
Office formerly occupied by E. K. Boyle.

A

anything you Want

JOHNSON,

Attorney
MAIN

Lj a I) I I] s

And

E.

have

virtues.—

one

wide

so

forty years, by a long continued

<*F

G.

but

one

must

Coffees Roasted Daily with the Burns’
Patent Roaster.
Wholesale Agents for

!

14

SIDE LACE BOOTS!

Pectoral.

j3\v4!)

and Good School Roots for Girls at

GLOVES

11

RDIINTY'

‘‘PSYCIIOMANCY,

yivl

the citizens of Belfast and vicinity that 1 shall be
here tin* last week in June for the purpose of
tuning
and repairing Fiances. Will keep them in tune
by
the year if desired. Orders left at Woodcock’s Book
store will receive prompt attention.
Respectfully, E. W. GOULD.

KINDS
ROYS

Horse

pC^JCIflMQ
I LIIOIUIIO

firoadway,

H !

cured

no

ARRAHSCJIENTifoi' IDs SEASON of 1876.
Tiv* Steamers on !b? Iloiiio! Four Trips per Work.

s,

PORT L A X I >. MK.

WOULD RESPECTFULLY ANNOUNCE TO

r

Perhaps

bALE.

PiAjVO Ti

only

not

nations,

" or

WHOLESALE
G ROGERS,
Nos. 175 & 177 Commercial Street,

Musical Notice.

Get the Best

THIS CLAIM-HOUSE ESTA8LISED IN 1865

SUM,

tf ;3

Concord Coach or Mud Wagon,
nine passenger, built to order, but
little used—will be sold ut a bar
gain it applied for soon.
FRED ATWOOD, Winterport, Me.
3w4‘J
Winterport,.June 7, 1870.

MADE

S

A

DAN’i. HARADKX.

Belfast, Feb. 15. 1876.

and

won

(extraordinary

Immediately if Wanted.

IFOR.

they will warrant to do good
service, and which they will sell
very cheap for

Farmers of Hancock Co

It will
It Is
tin- great friend of the sufferer from rheumatism and
ISOLD ltV ALL DRUGGISTS.
gout.

WATERS

Will be Sold

Which

A.

Tarrant’s SeltzerJAperient.
do its work speedily and thoroughly.

Gamblers appear to be driving a flourishing 7
business in Hartford, jtidgiuing from a recent
in ideiit which is described by the Times of that
city, on Wednesday il was ascertained that a
young man of IT bad been fleeced out of S.-dtili
by gamblers, and subsequent investigation
showed that the bov, when a lad of 11 years,
was indeed into a gambling-house in that
city,
and led on by being permitted to win sums of
money till lie became passionately fond of
A
hi
I
gambling. Unknown to bis father, lie lost con- HORACE
siderable sums of money, which lie drew from
the savings bank, and also money which he at
Tour name on 50 Bristol
Q
X)
a later day had earned, or had been furnished
Cards/or only 15c. Send
by his indulgent fattier. During the past two
for them to-day. Agents wanted. Outfit 10c.
years, the gamblers have taken upwards of
Mamplesfree. Over50 kinds. MERRILL
tslonh from him. A few days since they took BROTHERS, Elm Block, Auburn, Me.
tf'.’Uh from him—the money belonging to the
boy’s sister. The father finding out this fact
f\ VisUlag Card*, with your name finely
demanded of the gamblers a restoration of the
I printed, sent for 25c. We have 200 styles.
Kf
V
Wanted. O samples sent for
II
lie
no
more.
asked for
The larger p
money,
\J stamp.
sums had gone, and he did not care to recover
A. If. FELLER & CO., Brockton, Mass
them. J!ut this sum of money, which was entrusted to the hoy to
carry to the home of hits
H H PER WEEK GUARANTEED to
sister, was gobblei! up by the gamblers in a few
M Agents, Mule and Female,in their
M
minutes after the youth left his father’s office;
M
M own locality. Terms and Outfit
and ttiis the father was determined the gamblers
M
M free. Address P. O. VICKERY &
should restore, though it should cost him thou- CO., Augusta, Maine.
sands of dollars to recover it. It was restored,
and there the matter rests lor the present. The CK
<£90 Por day at home. Samples worth $1
IU yfcU free. Stinson &
Times learns that men are regularly employed
Co., Portland, Me.
by the gamblers to stroll about the city and
draw in young men who are known to be in
OH SOLI. CHARMING.*
situations where they can procure money.
XT How either sex may fascinate and gain the
and affections of any person they choose, instantThey are coaxed and flattered and permitted loveThis
art all cun possess, free, by mail, for 25 cts;
ly.
to win something; but before long they are in
with a Marriage Guide, Egyptian Oracle,
the clutches of the gamblers; and, whnt is together
Dreams, Hints to Ladies, etc. 1,000,000 sold. A
worse than the loss of money, the young men
queer book. Address T. WILLIAM & CO., Pub’s,
arc ruined.
Philadelphia.

CUSTOM

tf35

Also the property on Miller Street, now
occupied
bv Lemine Colley, consisting of 8 acres grass land
with House, Ell, Wood-house and a large Barn.
From 9 to 12 Tons Hay cut annually upon the premises. A good Orchard upon the premises. For
further particulars apply to the subscriber.

BOOTS & SHOES

FOR

tight

niontliwrwlll
alaiioir of lOO imv and wcond haud
-A
A
of tirit-c la., nialim,
unlading WATERS’ at lower priced Ihun
ever before olfereil.
Hew 7 Octave »»i.
anoH for {tliOKoxed
tuxIHhippeal. Ternu
SAO mih and $10 monthly until paid. Hew
* Octave A Mtop Organ, with book rlo.et.
and atool warranted for (lOO—#30 call!
and $&m»nthly until paid. , llu.tratedl ala
logurn mailed. AGENTS WANTED.

full assortment of

a

Iron Ware!

Screw the
as
as you can,
that’s rheumatism; one turn more, that’s
gout,” is a
familiar description of these two diseases.
Though
each may and does attack different
parts of the system, the cause is believed to be a poisonous acid in
the blood. Purify this by the use of

OFFER

G——-—

Enquire of

HOMESTEAD of the late
rpiIE
■L John Huraden situated on
Church Street, is now otfered for
sale to close the estate.
The property consists of over 5,000
feet of Land, 109 feet on Church Street, and more
than 50 feet deep, with buildings thereon in
good
condition.

For Farmers and Carpenters, they have
some solid

COLLARS!

in Prices ol

—AT-

vrrtn

a

or
oil

Valuable Real Estate for
Sale!

IN ALL COLORS.

—AND—

ALL

an

-Avenue. Terms easy.
-GEO. G. WELLS.
Feb. 29, 1876.

con-

.many

fires.

■

GREAT

:o:

Children’s Boots

William Gordon,
County
Waldo,
SOLD WHEREAS,
day
November,

f

arc

mation which will lead to the conviction of the per
fon or persons who have caused the lute
incendiary
ol'IS BLACK.
) Selectmen
I). S. S1M1VSOX, '•
of
L. CU'R I IS, JK. > Searsport.
Searsport, May 31, 1876.—3wls*

GINGER,

■

A

Acre und half
of land for sale
HOUSE
rent. One
of the
houses
Belmont

C XT IT XT s

AND WILL BE

|

with

We Have Heard of it!! I^IVK

4vvlij

obtained for Officers, Soldiers, and
Seamen of liar 1*01 i,„«i *>,
and lor their heirs. The law includes deserters and
those dishonorably discharged. If
wounded, injured, or have contracted any disease, apply at once,
Thousands entitled. Grout numbers entitled to an
increased rate, and should apply
immediately. All
Soldiers and Seamen of the \% A II of l*l£ who
served for any period, however short, whether disabled or not,—and all widows ot such not now on
the Pension rolls, are requested to send me their
address at once.
Mai,y u,'° enlisted in 1801-2 and 3
UUUI11 1
ure entiled.
Send your discharges
and have them examined. Business before the JP 4.
XEMX OFFICE Solicited. Officers returns and
accounts settled, and all just claims prosecuted.
As 1 make no churge unless successful, I
request
all to enclose two stumps for reply and return of
pa
pers. GEORGE E. LEMON, Lock Box-17. Wash
I).
(J.
ington,
I recommend Captain Lemon as an honorable and
successful Practitioner.—S.A.
Hurlbut,M.C.,4th Congressional. Districtof Illinois, late Maj.-Gen’l L .S.
N ols.
lu writing mention name of this
paper.

-G

1.1NEN AND I'Al’Klt

OF

Rent.

or

the

fidence of mankind

among

HUNDRED DOLLARS REWARD IS oF
lered by tlie* Selectmen of Sear^port, lor infor-

at home. Agents wanted, Ontfltand
free, i UL K & CO., Augusta, Maine.

finger

the best fitting
hoots in the United States.

They keep

8500

FOR THE CAMPIGN !

■

Ladies, which

or

SHIRTS.

L>r.

from the

■

l

St., New York.

Castoria.

Agonizing Accident.

Leavenworth Timer, May 11?.]
\ 'ti'flav afternoon about
half-past three
) one of the most painful accidents which
haa
a long time been our
duty to record,
•••' nr.
'! in tin
molding-room of’ the Great
"
'>1 oundry. A young man named 1'retlt. K'
who was learning the trade under
'.an- supervision ot Mr. Theodore Le.tin'
un
ot lunate victim,
il seems that
vin.'
w .- mpijt
:
like the older tnolders, in earilia th' molten iron trnm the cupola or furn
to the patterns, and while in the act of
na a full iad'e of the
seething mass weighing
a;
iyhtv ; oiimis across the room lie struck
tin liowi aaaiiist Ihc pattern-hoard which
by
uni accident had been left with one end
proana into the gangway, and, as he was walking rapidly, the contact of the ladle with the
I ee l threw him around in such a
position that
in- h it !■ _- came in contact with the edge of the
bowl, uh eli. h. lag held by a long slim handle,
w i- lipped over to one side toward his
leg, spilng almost its entire contents against the
leg of
la- pmiaiooiis. which in a second was
destroyed
and tic
d-liol mass forced its way downward
into tin- leg ot his hoot, and almost as soon
burin <1 through the bottom and rail out on tile
ground, lit alizing that lie was dangerously injured. tin- young man threw the ladle away and
•'•gall trying In remove the hoot, at the same
time calling fur assistance.
A colored man who is employed in the foundry rail to him, and soon got his hoot oil', which
look w ith it several large flakes of skin. The
Wounded mall was conveyed to the house of his
brother-in-law, Mr. Fred Winter, No. G1U Main
strcit. Where lie was made as comfortable as
1.iblc until tin- arrival ol Dr. I truck, who had
Is n soul lor. W hen the physician arrived and
vaiuincd the wound he discovered that the
In-, I was nearly burned oil. and that a semicircle of flesb leaching half-way round the nnkl, across the bottom of the loot was
literally
roast 'd to the hone.
It is thought that the
whole foot will nave to be amputated.

YORK

French Kid Boots

UIsTDlEPi

1 he events of the Presidential
campaign will he so
fait hi u! 1 v and
fully illustrated in l'|| K
l OH li NIJW as to commend it to candid men of
all parte
We will send THE WKKKEY EDITION
(eight pages post paid, from now till after election
lor ;»0 c»*.; the M'NDAY
EDITION, same size,
at the same price, or the
DAILY, four pages, for
$:i.OO Address
THE SEA', New York City.

■

NEW

in part of Fine White

Consisting

tlie only Agents for the celebrated

are

SI LLIMAN’S

of J. 1$. Rose & Co.,

to Dky

day

l'ina

Splendid Line of

was

The great interest in our
thrilling history makes
tliC the la.-te.st selling book ever
published.* It cuiitams a full account of the Grand
Centennial exhibition.
(_ A! I ]()N. -()ld,Incon.'T-lete andl'nreliable works
are being
circulated; see that tin* books you buy contain* 44i i'iu.' ■a^ railn^, ami
.Si*ml for circulars ami extra terms to
Audits. Ad“rcss Xatioxal I’lhusiiim,
Co., l’liiiadclpliia, I'a.

,<

For Sale

compositions,

The few
which have

one

A

of Gentlemen's

O-

CONSUMPTION.

become household

and a quarter story house
with one story Ell, wood-shed
and small barn, with one and threequarters acres of good land, a good
well of water, with a small orchard
which bears 30 to 40 bushels apples yearly, all of
which was formerly the late Dr. Hies residence at
Monroe Village, Waldo Countv, Me. For sale by
Timothy mayo.
Monroe, Feb. 3, 1876.
tf'12

—for—

as

-o-

“P. H. HISKY & SON.”

HISTORY OF THE U.S.

ho knowhow to “drop in” of an
'•■boiig. draw Ins chair up to your hearth as if
'\
In- own. and fall into the usual
evening
1 tin- household as if he were a liieni: •■! it—Inov welcome he
always is! The
1
who comes to stay under your roof fora
n. and who. without
being intrusive or
bar, male s you 1«
I that lie is “at home”
v
b
>'‘*u. and i- content in his usual fashion of
i! i ni—how
delightful a guest lie is J And
:
mi-.—aii' how few of them!—into which
v
..ii an lt.r a day or a week and feel sure
in- tainilv routine is in no wise
altered,the
t
lily comfort is in n<> wise lessened, but, on
mtrary. increased by hi- presence—what
i- to
th.-ir threshohls! What good
:
bey are to weary wanderers.

a

FURNISHING GOODS

NTS WANTED TOR TSi

man \\

An

Also

The fol-

■

1 le

1 h* y

:o:

Throat
Lungs,
Coughs, Colds, Whooping
Cough, Bronchitis, Asthma, and

such

House for Sale.

Shoes

-O

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral Sanford’s Steamship Co,,
Fop Diseases of the
and

__view

Belfast,

Jefferson, Mo., Nov. 10, 1S73.

Large Decline

hope.

LARGE TWO STORY HOUSE
situated on a very sightly spot
Winterport, lower village, in full
of the Bay and River, with a
small orchard and land enough for a large garden,
a good well of water, and a cistern.
The above
situation stands east and adjoining Lawyer Kelley’s
residence. For sale by
TIMOTHY MAYO,
April 29, li>75.—t!44
Monroe, Waldo Co., Me.

new

sample of the testimony produced
Hopkins, Postmaster, Piqua, O., 9ays:

is

•-:o:-

Uvor ollVireil in Belfast.

anything can. It is
Farrier, when one dollar’s

Beta Jbbciiiscmcnts.

■

<fec.

&&C.,

haw the Finest Slock

Brsss

when

rare

“Centaur Liniment can’t be beat. It cures every
time.”
“Yklvkrton, O., March 2,1874.
“The Centaur Liniments are the best selling medicines we have ever had. The demand is
very great
for it, and we connot aflbrd to be without it.

o n.

SANFOKIVS

the Great f

They

BUSINESS SUITS!

Liniment is increasing rajddly.

HOUSES, MULES AND ANIMALS.
We have never yet seen a case of Spavin, Swee ny,
Ring-bone, Wind-gall, Scratches or Poll-Evil, which
this Liniment would not speedily benefit, and we

Each package contains a Treatise on Catarrh and
1 >r. bauford’s Improved Inhaling Tube. Price £1.00.
I‘l,r sale by Druggists everywhere.
WMKKS &
l’UTl l.K, Jioston, General Agents.

v

YOU SHOULD GO TO

SUITS, DINSMORE % SON’S.

DRESS

3mos41

■

•

Over Coats

near.

The Yellow Centaur Liniment
is for the

bring

i- something. hut tart i< everything.
'ii* •nou-. -oh. r, grave and respectable;
ail that and more too. It i- not a seventh
n-•
thit !- til. lit'.- of ail the five.
It is the
T n .... tin- quit i\ car. the judging taste, the
n -in. Ii. .old the ii' t-ly touch; it is the inter"l ail riddles, die snnuouiiter of all ditlii p
and r.:iio\ r .fall obstacles.
\V. P.
n:

I

a

I

Alferd Tush, of Newark, writes: “Send me one
dozen bottles by express. The Liniment has saved
my leg. I want to distribute it, &c.”

Catarrh, in its extent and destructive force, stands
next to Con.-umption and is closely allied to it, tor
in certain constitutions tlie* transition from one t<*
the other is only a question of time. It is therefore
a singular tiling that those afflicted with it should
not. make it the object of their lives to rid themseh e.s
of it. A single bottle of any remedy cannot, in the
chronic -tuge, elfect a cure nor even
the system
under its intlueuec fully. In many such cases the
bones and cartilage of the nose are eaten awav, the
organs of hearing, of seeing and of tasting so affect
ed as to be rendered useless, the uvula so
elongated
and inflamed as to produce a constant and
distressing
cough. I'lie return to health must necessarily be
slow, under the most favorable circumstances, when
SO seriously afflicted ; but as the evidence of its
great
value daily comes to bund, wo become more and
more satisfied that then- does not exist a case of
Catarrh that cannot be cured by a judicious and per
sistent use of Sam oun’s Uadh \n (Tin; mu CaTakkh.
The relief in every case obtained from the
first dose is an indication of what it will do when tiie
is
system
brought constitutionally under its influ-

n

1

always reliable remedy for the im_

In the use of this remedy until
cured. It contains the great
healing elements of plants
in their essential form
as obtained
by distil-

Lms-on Aleoll.

Stylish

SPRING

and

Liniment. We all feel thankful to you, and recommend your wonderful medicine to all our lrieuds.”
Janies Hurd, of Zanesville, O., says: “The Centaur Liniment cured my Neuralgia.”

PERSEVERE

:11"-! formidable antagonist is himself;
bn r.-. veil or more of him. the con'! iu.t> It i..ng and the issue doubtful.
[A.
i In
i>t< rn
ii a!

CURE !

Laboratory

and Devotion.

a

Henry Black, of Ada, Hardin Co., Ohio, says
“My wife has had rheumatism for five years—no
rest, no sieep—could scarcely walk across the floor.
She is now completely cured by the use of Centaur

Mlssrk. Wleks & PoTTr.it:
(tenth men,— Please allow me to testify to the
great
merits of 5anroi;i/s K.vdk ai/Ci 1:1: roll (.‘atari:n.
Lor six years I have suffered greatly,
particularly
"’idle troubled with a cold. The accumulation of
’minis in my head and throat
kept me constantly
hawking and spitting, rendering my presence in
company extremely embarrassing to mvself and
friend.-, .six mouths ago 1 was induced to
try SanF<»ri»’s Radical Cviie. After using two bottles I
tind myself nearly, if not <juite, permanently cured.
I have ,-ince recommended over cue hundred bottles
with the greatest success.
liespectfulh vours,
\V.M. (V. AHMSTKOX* i.
December ‘-’o, D7J.
l;Vj Harrison Ave., lioston.

.<
.}
.i-

without

treatment.

of two bottles of
SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE.

11rid:air wood and lost her way ?
p.-d in the treacherous bog below
under mosses green and gay?

ii

Itch and Cutaneous

use

where the swamp flowers

stings, and
Palsy,
Breasts, Earache, Toothache,
Eruptions readily yield to its

scalds

or

Weak Back, Caked

Standing,
accompanied by distressing
symptoms, cured by the

"

►

Ai

v

It will

heal burns

A Case of Six Years

v r

"*

I

safe and

cf the Finest that
can be had in the market for

flammation and

allay pain.
extract the poison of bites

House for Sale.

Mistake about It!

It is an acknowledged fact that if you want
the very nicest, best fitting, and most

some

FLESH, HONE OR MUSCLE AILMENT.
no pretense that this article will cure
Cancer, restore lost bones, or give health to a whiskey soaked carcass. But it will always reduce in-

CATARRH.

laggard stay?

has been
t
lar, by the meadow way,
tin- I::,ii where the blackberry vines

it

!

on field and
an hour ago;

i-:iiiii

-i\s

«

putjsam Osgood.

sleeping

only

Have Come !
And

no

A
at

We make

tom and

we

kail

The Centaur Liniment, White Wrapper,
cure Rheumatism, Neuralgia,
Lumbago, Sciatica, Caked Breasts, Sore Nipples, Frosted Feet,
Chiiiblains, Swellings, Sprains, and any ordinary

&

RADICAL

and

ever

will

mediate relief and permanent cure of every sympstage of Catarrh. It is a medicine,pure as
distilled water, and is obtained entirely by distillation of certain herbs and plants whereby the essent.al in dicinal principle is ulone obtained, while
every particle of woody fibre is rejected. It is eniivjy unlike every other before the public, and those
"'ho have tried all other remedies are assured on the
honor of the general agents that this medicine has
and will accomplish all that is claimed for it.

I.at

w

w

: ha:

a

SANFORD’S

such remedies have

There is

Goods

Spring

Cheap

Farriers declare that
before been in use.
Words are cheap, but the proprietors of these articles will present trial bottles to medical men, gratis,
as a guarantee of what they say.

Bleeding of the
Lungs cured by

and the- bygone too;
we have been and what we are
the unborn future knew!
it tin- Present’' sweet contentment mar?
know not, luatli alone i' true;
ai shall till the space that lies between
! s i;-, we may not catch the clue,
-v <.t;r
path in each succeeding scene’

w
si.

Physicians recommend,

no

Noises in the Head, Nervous Headache. Neuralgia. Earache. Deafness, Sore Throat.
Swollen Tonsils.Ulcerafed
Sore Throat, Tickling

unawares, the years
creeps upon
Juki oc* an wav s roll up, and onward go,
! urdeiis of the day, joys, hopes and tears,
v r wit ti a ceaseless ebb and flow;
M
back upon the rolling past, that rears
!
wav-silent tempest, and behold!
> di- : i» mind with many mingled tears,
ars
-r :tilings the future may behold.

1'

The Quickest, Surest &
est Remedies.

catarrh?
Ringing

...

1

1 .me

Liniments!

dig.

mainfold—they come

Ji« righteous and the bud the same,
rit
and poor alike must take their sum,
trouble knows no station, caste, or name ;
11.
;>
great camp, above the merry hum
»>t thoughtful life, steals in the solemn tone
1
row, beating his low muflled drum,
And the tramping on, with rendering wail

Centaur

or

GEO. G. WELLS,
No. 13 Phenix Bow.

—> AGEXTTSI
ftn

y

to«» •»

to sell the

Magic Chimney Cleaner, Dish
Washer, Kgg Boater, C ork i*u 1
ler ami Duster (o articles in
Sells at every house.
one'.
Mon-, saloon ami shop at a mu rtcuMi.
Kvery.
body buys as soon as they see it. The best selling
article in the country. Samples and terms (very
liberal) postpaid 10c. liny at Headquarters and get
bottom prices.
Manufactured by S. 1*. WOliM*
WOOD, G'JU Washington St., Boston,Muss.-S-t\v47

